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The purpose of this research was to provide insight into the provision of special 
education services. and the funding of these senices. in some rural areas of the Province 
of Saskatchewan. Three school divisions were setected to provide contrasting settings in 
rural Saskatchewan. 
The literature review examined the questions of the rights of the child. equality of 
educational opportunity and the fair disuibution of resources. In addition. different 
methods of finding education and, in particular. special education were discussed. 
Since the information about the processes and outcomes of special education 
provided a background to the fiscal story. the framework for this study was not developed 
in what might be considered to be the natural order of inputs. processes and outputs used 
by Davis (1998). The first theme was concerned with che processes of. or the detailed 
information about, special-education services. The second theme was concerned with 
outcomes. the provision for various transition processes. and information about the 
evaluation of the pro-pun. The final section was concerned with the fiscal question. 
Revenue and expenditure variables were investigated. compared and contrasted. 
Through examination of financial records and policy documents and semi- 
structured i n t e ~ e w s  with the Secretary Treasurer. the Supervisor of Special Education. 
special-education teachers. and teaching assistants. informatioo was obtained about each 
schoot division and was compiled and reported in summary tables. A vignette provides 
the story of each school division. The data were analyzed using the research questions as 
a guide. 
The study showed that numbers of children with special needs are increasing. and 
that there has been a change in focus fiorn academic needs to behavioural and social 
needs. Whereas a continuum of service is provided for all children who have need. the 
participants suggested that more consideration is required for children who are "betweenn 
severely disabled and rnildIy disabled. Provision is made for pre-school interventions 
and there are extensive transitional and work experience programs. However. little 
programming for gifted chiidren was observed. 
Despite the government requirement of extra qualifications Cbr teachers who work 
in the area of special education. no funding has been recognized for school divisions to 
assist in teacher upgrading. Speciakducation teachers interviewed for this study tended 
to work in a supervisory and administrative role. Teaching assistants provided much of 
the service to the children with specid needs. 
.4lthough concerns were expressed that census-based Cunding does not reflect 
numbers of children in need. and hat assessment and reporting are time consuming and 
costly. it was felt char the different types of €Wing Lor special education in 
Saskatchewan do provide balance and do not encourage over identification. Funding 
protocols are predictable. flexible and sensitive to student needs. The findings of this 
study imply that the expendims needed to provide specid-education programs are more 
than that which is recognized by the government. A11 three school divisions spent much 
more on specid education than was recogni i  in the funding protoco[s. As a result, 
money was diverted from other requirements. Cn addition what is being spent by the 
school divisions. although adequate for the programs currently being providei is not 
adequate for the myriad of pro-aams that the interviewees Mieve are required. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
THE PROBLEM 
The wind blowerh where is lisrerh, and thou hearesr the sound 
thereof; bur canst nor re11 whence ir comerh, and whither ir goerh 
(John. 3:8). 
In a democratic society. public education is one of the most important means at 
the country's disposal to reduce social and economic inequities (Michaud. 1989). 
Expanding on this concern. Brown ( 1989) stated. T h e  paramount goal of publicly 
funded school systems ... should be to give each person regardless of any condition 
which causes variation in their individual needs. an equal chance to develop their 
potential through education" (p. 65). One group for which an equal chance was slow to 
develop was that of children with mental and physical handicaps. 
The treatment of all minorities and in particular. in my interest. the treatment of 
and provision of education for persons with disabilities has been a challenging issue for 
educators and policy makers. As Brennan (1982) said. 
Handicapped people must be seen as in full membership of the community: 
the notion of a -dole' for the handicapped should disappear and be replaced 
by opportunities for them to contribute to society on the basis of their 
abilities. as all citizens should. The concept c?f equality of treating people 
alike. should give way to the concept of equity, of treating people according 
to their needs. No Ionger should a single disability be regarded as an all- 
round handicap or an obtrusive one as a sign that the penon has fewer 
emotional or social needs than others. (p. 108-9) 
Policy makers make policy decisions. including decisions about equitable treatment. and 
these deisions reflect political choices (Nwabuogo. I984 Taylor. Rizvi. Lingard & 
Henry. 1997). The decisions to dlocate or not to allocate resources, the amount of 
resources. the method of allocation. are all policies which governments make depending 
on their own priorities. There are many different kinds of policies. some material since 
they involve allocating resources for their implementation, others symbolic since they are 
designed to create a social climate in which educational work can proceed, around a 
commitment to a particular set of values. 
Taylor et al. (1 997) concluded that an understanding of the context in which 
policies have emerged would be critical to an understanding of the policies themselves. 
As society has evolved. the process of review has been ongoing. and policies have 
constantly changed. The mores of society in 1970. when the Saskatchewan government 
first introduced legislation for mandatory provision of service to students with special 
needs in schools. were not the same as those 20 years later at the turn of the century. The 
change process was confirmed by then Minister of Education, The Honorable Pat 
Atkinson. when announcing the 1998 Review of Special Education in the Province of 
Saskatchewan: 
(We) will consider all aspects of Special Education. philosophy. p r o m  
delivery. funding. and accountability. The quality of education for Special 
.Verd Students must be maintained. and enhanced. We must ensure that 
programs and services for students with exceptiond needs are appropriate 
and sufficient (News Release. September 14. 1998). 
Concerns in the area of educationai finance (Paquette. 1987) incIude the need for 
policies that address questions of individual rights. equal educational opportunity. fair 
distribution of resources. quality. accountabiIity and efficiency. As the funding that is 
provided for special education increases. it becomes even more important for "policy 
makers to understand the effects and motivations caused by the magnitude and 
distribution patterns of these monies" (Hartman. 1980. p. 135). As Wood (1998) stated. 
"Policy makers need to concentrate more on how resources are distributed. rather than on 
how much money is available" @. 40). The purpose of this research was to provide 
insight into the provision of special education services. and the tinding of these services. 
in some d areas of the Province of Saskatchewan. The study was designed to 
examine. descrii. and measure the educational services provided to students with special 
needs and their associated costs in selected school divisions in the province. 
Background to the Problem 
It has been q u s d  that the goal ofthe public educarion system should be to atTord 
every child the knowledge and skills to reach his or her maximum potential in life. This 
takes account of all children. including those with disabilities (Beales. 1993). Educators 
are faced with the challenge of providing an appropriate education for all students with 
disabilities. Traditionally. those with mental and physical disabilities were considered 
the "[east" and not deserving of educational services. As Smith (1992) reminded us. 
Canadian educational policy traditionally sanctioned a three-tiered system where by 
"educable" students were placed in regular schools. "trainabie" students were placed in 
other schools under provincial control. and '-lower functioning'' students were excluded 
tiom the school system altogether. 
The funding for and provision of appropriate programs for special education in 
Saskatchewan has evolved over time. As needs have been identified the methods of 
funding have changed. -4s early as I955 a small _grant was available in Saskatchewan for 
the education of aqipical chiIdren in the reguiar classroom. In the 1960s the trend moved 
away from segregation towards general integration. but it was twenty years before the 
trend became FuIIy implemented. A description of the evolution of special education 
services in this province. and an explanation of the present system, is included as part of 
the review of l i teram in Chapter Two. 
In tbe United States. the cost of educating students with special needs has been 
estimated to be 2.3 to 2.6 times greater than the cost of educating students in regular 
programs (Chambers. Parrish. Wolman & Montgomery. 1999: McCarthy. 19%: Panish. 
1995: Parrish & Wolman, 1999). Furthermore. Chambers et al. and Parrish indicated that 
the rate of increase in costs for special education has been higher than the rate of increase 
in all education costs. a situation that is due in part to the increase in numbers of chitdren 
identified and served in special education programs. According to Parrish. the cost of 
specid education programs in the United States is annually the most costly per-pupil of 
all education programs and he indicates that the cost is growing. Nevertheless. despite 
commonIy cited concerns that special education costs are rising out of control. Panish 
and Wolman noted that much less was known than might have been expected about these 
costs. only half the states were able to report what was spent on special education. and 
many of these could not do so with high levels of confidence. 
According to the Canadian Council for Exceptional Children. special education 
students account for approximately 12 percent of the Canadian public school population 
(CEC. 1997). During the 1998-99 school year. there were about three thousand pupils in 
Saskatchewan schools with low incidence or designated disabilities. out of a total of 
192.508 students (Saskatchewan Education. 1999a). This is an incidence rate of about 
1.56%. In addition. Saskatchewan Education recognizes funding for high incidence 
disabilities. but on a general enrolment basis of one till-time equivalent teacher for every 
200 students enroIled in the school division. However, it is not known whether these 
figures provide any indication of the actual numbers of Saskatchewan students who 
require these services. Further h d i n g  is available for special needs transponation. 
shared services such as speech therapy and educational psychology. targeted behaviour 
funding, and technical aids. 
Preliminary research by Hajnal and Punshon (1999) suggested that the amount of 
grant recognition for special education in Saskatchewan has not increased any more than 
the cost of living during the last ten years. This does not mean that school boards are not 
spending more money for specid education. In fact, there has been Iittle research to date 
into how money is actually spent in provision of special education services in 
Saskatchewan. 
Research on educational funding in the United States is somewhat easier because 
of the accessibility of statistics (Chambers et al.. 1999: Fowler. 1999). The government 
of the United States recognizes that policymakers at federai. state. and local Ievels require 
information to make decisions regarding allocation of limited resources and provision of 
services to children with disabilities. The Center for SpeciaI Education Finance (CSEF) 
was established in October t 992 to meet this information need. The overall mission of 
CSEF is to '-address fiscal policy questions and information needs related to delivery and 
support of special education services throughout the United States, and to provide 
opportunities for information sharing on these topics" (CSEF. 1999). Such information is 
not avdable in Canada 
Statement of the Problem 
There has been little research to date on the costs of and spending on speciai 
education in the Province of Saskatchewan. The purpose of this research was to provide 
insight into pmvision of special education services, and h d i n g  of these services. in 
some rum1 areas of the province. The study was designed to examine. describe. and 
measure educational services provided to students with special needs and their associated 
costs in three school divisions in the province. These school divisions were selected to 
provide contrasting settings in rural Saskatchewan. One of the school divisions was 
situated very close to a large city. .hother was situated over 160 kilometres ( 100 miIes) 
From any city. The central office of the third school division was in a large Saskatchewan 
town. [n this school division. about threequarters of the students attended schools in the 
town. the rest anended rum1 schools in the peripheral area The school divisions studied 
did not include any land reserved for Fim Nations. Any First Nations students in schools 
studied were children in care of Social Services. 
Data were collected and comparisons made between and among the school 
divisions across three categories of variables. special education fiscal inputs (revenue and 
expenditures). special education processes. and special education outcomes. The 
information about processes and outcomes of special education provided a background to 
the tiscal story. As Chambers (2000) stated. the study of resource inputs and service 
delivery systems links the information to students served. 
The research questions. which formed a background to the study, were: 
I. What are the processes of special education? 
For whom are services provided? 
What types of service are provided? 
How are services provided? 
How do workers in the field perceive the services that are provided? 
Are services similar across different school divisions? 
2. What are the outcomes of the special education process? 
How are children assisted with uansitions fiom one school to another? 
What happens to children with special needs when they leave the public 
school system? 
How is the program evaluated? 
3& What are the fiscd inputs towards special education? 
How is special education funded? 
How is special education hnding spent? 
This research may provide ideas for educators and government to understand. and 
consequently to consider needed changes to the system, particularly in rural areas. It also 
provides information for other school divisions to consider when developing programs 
for students with special needs. According to Danielson (1999). in his foreword to the 
American Education Finance Association Yearbook. much of traditional scholarly work 
relating to education finance has tended to disregard issues unique to special education. 
It is also hoped that this and similar research in other jurisdictions. will contribute to a 
hller incorporation of special education fiscal poky concerns into the mainstream of 
educational finance. 
Conceptual Framework 
The overall theme of the research was one of the rights of all children to an 
education suited to their needs and abiIities. If one argues. as does the Quebec ConseiI 
Superieur de I'Education. %at the state has the duty to educate all children." it follows 
that -the school must be open to the greatest possible number of children and so 
organized as to be able to cater to the needs of those who require special attention." (cited 
by Smith & Foster. 1994. p. 1) and appropriate poiicies must be developed. 
The framework that was used to explore the special education services is shown 
in Table I. Davis (1998) developed a similar h e w o r k  for studying any type of 
financial services in terms of inputs. processes and outputs. Since the description of the 
processes of special education and the provision for transitions provide a background to 
the fiscal story, the framework for this study was not developed in what might be 
considered to be the natural order that Davis used, 
The first theme ofthis study was concerned with processes of. or detailed 
information about. special education services, By examining the school division policy 
manuals. the phitosophy of the school divisions towards provision of special education 
senices was determined. Provision of services to students with special needs responds to 
questions of equal educational opportunity. individual rights. and fair distribution of 
resources that have been addressed in the Literature review. Numbers and disabilities of 
students involved in different programs were ascertained. The instructional aspect of this 
section was concerned with identification. educational placemenr, and programming. In 
addition. information was obtained about resources and materials that were available for 
teachers. A consideration of school facilities included questions of health. safety. and 
comfort.. accessibility. special equipment special rooms and transportation. 
Roles of personnel involved with students, including specialists, teachers. and 
teaching - assistants. were analysed. There was also consideration of pupil-teacher ratios. 
Table 1 
A Framework for Studviw Soecial-Education Services in Selected School Divisions 
Special Education - 
Processes 
Philosophy of School Division 
Students 
Identification 
Assessment 
Early Intervention 
Parental Involvement 
Programming 
Personnel 
Staffing 
Teaching Assistants 
Staff Development 
External Personnel 
Related Services 
Shared Services 
Use of External Services 
Occupational Therapy 
Physical Therapy 
1 Speech Therapy 
Other Supports I Facilities 
Technological Aids 
Special Education - 
Outcomes 
Transitions to School 
Transitions between 
Schools 
Transitions to Post- 
Secondary Education 
Transitions to the World 
of Work 
EvaIuation of Program 
Special Education - 
Fiscal inputs 
Revenues From Provincid 
Sources 
Revenues From Local 
Sources 
Expenditures on Special 
Education 
qualifications and experience of teachers. and paraprofessionals. ReIated services 
included an account of personnel externai to the school division. such as occupational 
therapists. physical therapists. and speech therapists who were invotved with students 
with special needs. Assessment sen;ices were investigated to ascertain whether chitdren 
were referred to outside agencies. or whether assessment was done within the school 
division. 
The second theme of the investigation was concerned with outcomes. This 
included provision for transitions between different levels of schooling, provision for 
vansitions between schools. provision for transitions to the world of work or post- 
secondary education. graduation rates and placement services for students with special 
needs. A description of what happened to students after they leave school gives some 
insight into how successful programs were. This section also provided information about 
evaluation of the program. Program evaluation could be considered to be part of the 
special education process. However. in the context of this dissertation. the idea of 
program evaluation was concerned with questions of quality. accountability. and 
efiiciency. as well as whether students experienced success. (academic or behaviour 
improvement) and what changes had been recommended for the Future. Hence. it was 
part of the consideration of outcomes. 
The final. yet central. section of the research was concerned with the fiscal 
question. This information formed part of the schooI division's tinancia1 statement 
which was examined by the researcher with the assistance of the Secretary-Treasurer of 
each school division. Revenue and expenditure variables were investigated. compared 
and contrasted to explore similarities and differences among the three school divisions. 
Delimitations 
This project was delimited to programs for students with special needs that were 
offered in three different rurat school divisions in the Province of Saskatchewan during 
the school year 1998-1999. The school divisions studied varied in tocation and size. One 
school division was in a large town. surrounded by a rural area. Another was situated 
near to a large city. The third was "very rural" in that the closest city was abour 160 
kilometres (100 miles) away. The research was delimited by the choice of the 
exploratory multi-case study. field research process. 
Only b d s  disbursed by the Government and the school divisions were 
considered. No account was taken of costs to parents of having a child with special 
needs. Funds raised privately by such means as bake sales, charities and corporate 
donations were not included in the study. Nor was a monetary value assigned to the work 
of parents and other volunteers in schools. 
The question of burden did not form part of this srudy. Since the burden is no 
different for any part of the education program than it is for special education. 
consequences of propew tau incidence. and application of funding formulae were not 
addressed. 
Costs of the Regional Superintendents of Special Education. each of whom 
provided services to a p u p  of school divisions. were also not included in this study. 
Limitations 
The results of the study are limited by the choice of the exploratory mdti-case 
study. field research process. The information received is limited by availability of 
financial information h m  the Government of Saskatchewan and from schoo t divisions 
studied, Data that the school board was willing to share have been presented. 
Information availabte differed among the three different school divisions studied. 
The information received was also limited by the willingness of teachers. 
consultants. and financial officers interviewed to share their experiences and perceptions. 
by their ability to recall and to describe events. and by their readiness to share both 
positive and negative feelings about the program. It was also limited by the ability of the 
researcher to record and analyze responses accurately. The participation rate was 
extremely high Out of a total of 33 teachers contacted, only two specid education 
teachers in one school in one school division were unwilling to be interviewed (94% 
participation). .a1 school division office personnel who were contacted were willing to 
participate ( 100%). and were extremely helpful in providing information about 
philosophy. programs. and finances. Information obtained from one financial officer was 
not as detailed as that obtained from the other two. 
It was not intended. nor was it possible to interview all teaching assistants. 
Sometimes they were working with children who could not be left alone. or were not on 
the school premises at the time interviews were conducted. When this happened. 
information about their roles and work descriptions was obtained from the school 
principal. the special education teacher or the Supervisor of Specid Education. .About 
half of the teaching assistants were interviewed: however. data about d e s ,  qualifications 
and wages of all teaching assistants were obtained. 
Tracking b d i n g  recogition and expenditures for a specific child is difficult. 
For students who are designated as disabled. it is somewhat easier to analyze recognition 
and spending. Although the use of funds is not tied to the student, _pnt recognition for 
students with disabilities is based upon designation of a particular ckld In contrast. 
foIlowing the money trail is much more difficult when considering children whose needs 
are not as severe. Funding is based on general enrohent and is program-based. School 
division central office personnel indicated that programs were in place where needed and 
were not directed by available funding. 
It should also be understood that a study of outcomes did not necessarily indicate 
the quality of senices provided because of the difficulty of comparing such measures 
across students with differing needs. Outcomes considered in this inquiry were 
improvements in academic performance or behaviour performance of students. as well as 
preparation for transitions. Sometimes. measurement of benefits is very subjective. and 
differs with each individud student. Programs may f d  for students with special needs 
just as they sometimes do for cthers. 
Assumptions 
It has been assumed that the participants in the study answered the questions 
posed by the researcher in an open and honest manner. The researcher was only privy to 
information that was in the public domain and to confidential data that were made 
available to the researcher by those interviewed. 
Money ~ c o ~ g i z e d  for specid education is in addition to the regular per pupil 
grant reco-gnition. Thus it was assumed that the everyday work of the classroom teacher 
was intended to be covered bv the regular per pupil prant. and that the extra funding 
covered extra services provided by consultants. special education teachers. teaching 
assistants and others who provided services to students ~ith special needs. 
Since financial statements for the school divisions and salaries of teachers are 
based on the fiscal years 1998 and 1999. financial data for the school year 1998-99 were 
caIcuIated based on 0.4 x 1998 amount + 0.6 x 1999 amount. These numbers reflect the 
manner in which teachers' salaries are cdculated for income mx purposes. 
Definition of Terms 
For the purposes of this research. the (ems inputs. processes and ourcomes have 
been used. The inpurs for special education inchded firstly. amounts that the 
government recognized as being the costs of special education - m a r k e d  p t  
- 
revenues- The second aspect of inputs was a consideration of the amount actually spent 
by the school divisions on provision of services to students with special needs. that is. 
targeted e x p e n d i m .  .kt examination of processes provided detailed information about 
special education services including philosophy. numbers of students. instructionai 
aspects. resources. personnel and other related services. The study of outcomes of 
programs included an investigation of provisions made for msitions for students into. 
within. and out of the schooi systems. This section dso  provided information about the 
evaluation of program. In the context of this dissertation the idea of evaluation of 
program was concerned with questions of quality. accountability and efficiency. as well 
as whether students experienced academic or behavioural improvement and what 
changes had been recommended for the future. 
In the main. education in Canada is a provincial responsibility. The Province of 
Saskatchewan is divided into about 107 smaller administrative districts. which are called 
School Divisions (Saskatchewan Education 2000a). The IegaI authority in each Schwl 
Division is an elected Board of Education. and the chief executive officer is a locally 
employed Director of Education, 
Saskatchewan Educarion. is the government department responsible for 
education. Saskatchewan Education provides leadership in the development and 
operation of education from Kindergarten to Grade 12 in the province (Saskatchewan 
Education. 2000a). The name of the department is commonly abbreviated to Sask Ed. 
The Special Educarion Unit of Saskatchewan Education is in place to support and 
assist Saskatchewan school divisions in their role of providing appropriate programming 
and support services to children and youth with exceptional needs. The Special 
Education Unit is responsible for poticy relating to pro-cramming. hding.  support 
services. consultation and liaison services for students with exceptional needs. The 
Special Education Unit supports students with exceptional needs and their teachers 
through provincial special education funding arrangements: advocacy -group activities 
that operate in conjunction with department iniriatives: Western Canadian Protocol 
activities of resource deveIopment on special education topics: ACCESS (Assistance. 
Collaboration. Consultation. Suppon Services) team: development of resources for 
teachers (print and web page materials): provision of special-fonnat materials to students 
with print handicaps: assessment services for students with special needs in Independent 
Schools: inter-agency collaboration related to addressing the requirements of children and 
youth with exceptional needs. e-g.. Education-Health Steering Committee and Autism 
Task Team: and provincial activities of the Regional Superintendents of Special 
Education (Saskatchewan Education 1999b). 
The province has been divided into seven smaller admiaistrative areas or Regions. 
RegionaI officers of education. located in Weyburn, Swift Current Regina Saskatoon. 
MeIfon North Battleford and La Rouge maintain a EeId presence in all department 
operations. A Regional Superintendent of Special Education works out of each office 
and is available for consultation in areas related to Special Education. 
In each schooI division. one central office person was responsible for special 
education services. This person may have been the Director. the Assistant Director. the 
Supervisor of Curriculum and Instruction. the Supervisor of Special Services. etc. For 
this dissertation, for c la r i~ .  and to provide anonymity. this person has been called the 
Supervisor of Special Educaiion. and if he or she had other duties. the amount of time 
directed towards providing special education services was estimated. 
in aII schools at teast one teacher was appointed to be in charge of special 
education services. Sometimes one person would take responsibility for younger children 
and a different person would be responsible for services to older students. The teacher 
may have been know as the resource room teacher. the learning assistance teacher. or 
the special cIass teacher. In this dissertation. this penon has been referred to as the 
special education teacher. In small schools such as those in this study. h i s  teacher was 
usually responsible for all aspects of the special education program in the school, These 
responsibilities included. but were not restricted to. pdirninary assessment of students. 
completion of paperwork, programming and timetabling, providing individual and group 
teaching in pull-out situations. and working in team-teaching situations with the regular 
classroom teacher. 
In Saskatchewan. extra qualifications are required for designation as a special 
education teacher. Education Iegislation sipdates that in order for a school division to 
receive special education grant recognition. "it shaII employ special education teachers 
and professional support staff who possess qualifications acceptable to the Minister of 
Education" (Saskatchewan Education. 2000b). This is based on the belief that qualified 
staff are crucial to the delivery of an appropriate special education program. 
Special education teachers should have regular classroom teaching 
experience. and shall have successfLlly completed a minimum of 18 credit 
hours in professional courses in Special Education with at teast 3 credit hours 
h m  each of h e  areas of speech and language. individual assessment. and 
p r o - m i n g  for students with special need5. In addition a minimum of 9 
credit hours of approved courses in these areas or in approved special 
education courses is required. Teachers who met the personnel qualification 
requirements prior to September 1'' 1995 are considered to be qualified 
(ibid). 
[n all three school divisions. paraprofessionals were employed to assist teachers 
with various chores associated with provision of services to children with special needs. 
These paraprofessionals often had no formal qualifications beyond Grade 12. although in 
some cases they had teaching quaiifications. nursing quafifications or other qualifications. 
The paraprofessionals were variously known as Teacher-Aides. Teaching Assistants. 
Teacher Associates or Educational Assistants. For this dissertation. and to avoid 
confusion. they have been consistently ret'erred to as Teaching .-fssisrants. 
ResponsibiIities of Teaching .-fssisranrs included working under the direction of a teacher 
with a designated exceptional student or a group of students. or facilitating speech 
programming under the direction of a speech language pathologist. Often children with 
similar disabilities were brought together and provided with congregared programming. 
At other times. teachers and teaching assistants worked with one child. 
Shared Services finding recognition assists _pups of school divisions outside of 
Regina and Saskatoon with the provision of additional special education support services. 
specifically speech language pathology and educational psychoIog~. The school 
divisions +mq together and share the services of a number of special education 
personnel. 
Early in 1992. an inregtared services initiative was launched by the province to 
explore new ways of delivering human services and fostering collaboration between 
government and non-government agencies. to meet the needs of at-risk children and their 
families (Saskatchewan Education. 2000a). Communities were encouraged to seek ways 
to integrate their services. based on their needs and the resources available in the 
community. In these cases. M;O or more agencies such as justice services. health 
services. social services. Royal Canadian Mounted Police [RCMP], and the Canadian 
National Institute for the Blind [CMB] would work together to assist the chiId. 
Of particular interest in the context of special education are the child-bused 
characteristics. Smith and Foster (1994) descnied students with disabilities as 
"comprising a heterogeneous group of persons who traditionally have k e n  labelled as  
different fiom other persons. on the basis of various mental or physical characteristics" 
(p. 1). Child-based characteristics include mental and physical handicaps. multiple 
handicaps. age and _pde level inconsistencies. as well as inadequate pre-school 
preparation and different behaviourd disorders. Children whose first language is neither 
French nor English and gifted children may also be included in this grouping. 
-An overview of some different types of disabilities that are encountered in schools 
today is provided in Table 2 (from Smith & Foster. 1994). This is not intended to be a 
complete list. but is provided to give a picture of the situation in schools where 
mainstreaming of students with disabiIities is now the norm. The nomenclature used to 
describe persons with disabilities is not a mvial matter- Language is a powerful weapon - 
- the way we describe people or human conditions reflects and creates our cuIture. As 
Smith and Foster quoted from the Quebec Conseil Superieur de 1'Education "The quality 
Table 2 
Descriotion of Children with Special Needs' 
Mental disability 
tntellectual disability 
Mental retardation or impairment 
a Learning disability 
Dyshction in one or more of the mental processes involved in the 
comprehension or use of symbols or spoken language 
Mental disorders 
Physical disability 
a Any degree of disability. infirmity. malformation or disfigurement of a 
physical nature that is caused by bodily injury. illness or birch defect 
This could include: 
Pardysis 
Diabetes 
Epilepsy 
Amputation 
Lack of physical co-ardinarion 
Blindness or visual impairment 
Deafness or hearing impairment 
Muteness or speech impairment 
Physical reliance on a guide dog. wheelchair. cane. crutch. or other 
remedial device or appliance 
Multiple disabilities 
a .Any combination of two or more of the above mentioned disabilities 
This could include: 
Fetal AicohoI Syndrome and Effects 
Autism 
r Pervasive Development Disorder 
Contemporary descriptions of children with special needs also include: 
Children with b e h a v i o d  disorders 
Children with inadequate pre-school preparation 
Children whose iirst language is neither French nor English 
Gifted children 
Note. *From Smith and Foster (1 994) 
of a society is measured by the way it treats its most disadvantaged members. It is 
through its education system. the main force in the socialization of the individual. that 
society reveals what it is and what it aspires to be" (p. 1). 
Labels stereotype behaviour. limit potential achievement. and can be said to foster 
negative attitudes towards people with disabilities (Lombardi & Ludlow. 1996. p. 2 1 ). 
According to Smith (1 992). for many people with a disability. subordination. exclusion 
and marginalization began in school. creating a pattern that endured for the rest of their 
lives. We have to balance the need for special trearment with the negative connotations 
of labelling. Saskatchewan Education states that students with exceptional needs 
-include students with visual disabilities. chronic illness. orthopaedic disabilities. 
intellectual disabilities. mdtiple disabilities. deaf and hard of hearing. learning 
disabilities. social and behaviouraI disabilities. speech and language disabilities, mild and 
moderate disabilities. and @tied learners- (Saskatchewan Education. 1999b). As medical 
research discovers causes and effects of different disabilities. new descriptions and labels 
are being created on a continual basis. 
A s  in all fields of endeavour. there ace abbreviations that are commonly used 
when talking about special education. SeveraI are used in tables. or in quotations from 
the interviews. later in the dissertation. and will be explained more fully here. 
Saskatchewan Education. the government depamnent responsible for education in 
the Province of Saskatchewan is u d l y  abbreviated to S a k  Ed. 711e Smkatchewan 
Teachers ' Federation [STF] is the professional body to which ail teachers in the Province 
of Saskatchewan must belong. The Sashtchewcm School Tmfees Association [SSTA] is 
the body that represents School Boards of the province (Saskatchewan School Trustees 
Association. 1999). The school curriculum of the Province of Saskatchewan is based on 
required Common Essenrial Learnings (CELs). These are communication, numeracy. 
criticd and creative thinking, technological literacy. pe r sod  and social values and skills 
and independent learning (Saskatchewan Education. 2000a). 
The abbreviation FTE is used to indicatefiil rime equivalent. Sometimes teachers 
or teaching assistants will work only part time. The amount of time for a person working 
three (out of a possible five) days a week would be given as 0.6 FTE. 
.4s mentioned above. Saskatchewan Education provides ACCESS programming 
support. ACCESS is an acronym for Assistance. Collaboration. Consultation. 
Educational Support Services. A team of specialists. seconded from school divisions. 
provides intensive inservice and individualized consultations for teachers in a variety of 
areas related to educating students with exceptional needs. The focus areas of ACCESS 
for 1998-99 were Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and Effects. chalIenging behaviours. team 
building, deaf and hard of hearing. visual disabilities. and meeting challenging needs. .h 
assessment instrument which is commonIy used is the Woodcock-Johnson Psycho- 
Educarional Barreq~-Revised (WJ-R) series of tests. The Special Education information 
through e-mail and Internet services [SENes] network has been developed to provide 
assistance to teachers. 
Personnel responsible for special education prepare a Personal Program Plan for 
each student with special needs. These are commonly referred to as PPPs. A student 
with behavioud problem wodd have an Targeted Behaviow Plan [TBP]. .Multi-action 
planning system (MAPS) meetings are usually held to prepare these pIans. If a child's 
disability or condition precludes him or her h m  attending school. then school divisions 
provide services to the child in the home. These students are known as home bound 
srudenrs (Saskatchewan Education. 1999b). 
In Saskatoon, the Kinsmen Children's Centre ECC] building houses associated 
agencies dedicated to working with families and communities, helping children to 
achieve their potential for mental. physical. emotional and social well-being. One part of 
KCC is the Alvin Buckwold Child Development Program (formerly the Alvin Buckwold 
Centre and Children's Rehabilitation Centre). This program is an outpatient service of 
the Department of Pediatrics. Royal University Hospital PUH']. and is funded by the 
Saskatoon District Health Board and the University of Saskatchewan. The mission of the 
program is to provide a coordinated team approach to assessment. diagnosis and 
treatment for children up to 18 years of age with mental and/or physical disabilities. or 
for children who are at risk for developmental problems. The philosophy is that early 
identification of disabilities. and early intervention, helps children to achieve their 
potential. Although administratively separate. the Saskatchewan Institute on the 
Prevention of Handicaps [SIPHJ is also housed in the KCC. 
Acronyms are often used to refer to equipment used for students with special 
needs. Sound systems in classrooms are usually referred to as FM systems. A Dynatox 
is a special computer with sound capability used by students who have trouble 
communicating. 
Some common disabilities are often known only by their initials. Attention 
Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder [ADHD] and Attention Deficit Disorder [ADD] are 
complex new-behavioural chiIdhood syndromes characterized by problems with 
attention. (Children and AduIts with Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder 
[ O D ] ,  2000). Oppositional Defiant Disorder [ODD] is a persistent pattern (lasting 
for at least six months) of negativistic. hostile, disobedient, and defiant behaviour in a 
child or adolescent without serious violation of the basic rights of others (Oppositional 
Detiant Disorder. 2000). Fetal AlcohoI Syndrome FAS] and Fetal Alcohol Effects 
FAE] are medical conditions caused to a fetus when a pregnant mother consumes 
alcohol. FAS and FAE cause both physical and metal disabilities in varying degrees 
(Fetal Alcohol Syndrome Family Resource Institute. 2000). Acquired Brain Injury [ABI] 
is an injury to the brain caused by accident or disease. but not present at birth (Acquired 
Brain Injury. 2000). 
With respect to %ding of specid education in Saskatchewan there are some 
abbreviations that are commonly used. Designated Disabled Pupil Funding [DDPF] is 
provided for students with severe disabiIities who meet the criteria set out by 
Saskatchewan Education. Special Needs Pupil Funding [SNPF] is provided to cover 
costs of other required special services. Targeted Behaviour Program Funding [TBPFJ is 
provided to deal with behavioural problems in schools. Methods of funding are 
explained more fully in Chapter Two. 
The Province of Saskatchewan has two major cities. Saskatoon and Re_@na. 
There are also several smaller cities. Any community with a popdation of more than 
5.000 can request designation as a city. The large town in this study (Emerald FalIs) had 
a population of approximately 5,000 and was descnied by Stabler and Olfen (1996) as a 
Complete Shopping Centre. In addition. there were about 30.000 people living in the 
trading district. The three school divisions chosen for this study were in rural areas of 
the province. In this context. w a i  means that the school divisions did not have schools 
in any of the Iarge or smdl cities. 
Organization of the Dissertation 
The purpose of this research was to provide insight into provision of special 
education services, and funding of these services. in some nvaI areas of the Province of 
Saskatchewan. The study was designed to examhe, describe. and measure educational 
senkes provided to students with special needs and heir associated costs in selected 
schod divisions in the province. 
In the first chapter, the problem addressed by the study. and the purpose and 
significance of the research were presented. The conceptuai framework that has guided 
the study was a h  described in this chapter. Research questions were listed and pertinent 
terms and frequently w d  abbreviations were defied. En addition, assumptions. 
delimitations and Iimitations of the research project were given. 
In Chapter Two. a review of literature relevant to the study of special education 
services. the financing of education, the financing of special education the financing of 
education in Saskatchewan. and in psudcdar the financing of special education in 
Saskatchewan. is provided. Concerns of equity and adequacy are also addressed. 
The research methodology employed in the completion of the study is detaiied in 
Chapter Three. In Chapter Four, the research findings are presented and discussed in the 
form of summary vignettes of each of the school divisions studied. Organization of the 
vignettes is based on the conceptuaI kamework presented in Table I. In Chapter Five the 
research findings are presented and discussed in reIation to the re~eacch questions posed 
in Chapter One. Finally. Chapter Six conctudes the dissertation by presenting a 
summary of the study. the findings. a discussion of the findings. recommendations for 
practice. and suggestions for firrther research. 
CHAPTER TWO 
A REVIEW OF TEE LITERATURE 
For what shall it profir a man. if he shall gain the whole world, and 
lose his own soul? (~~futthav, 8:36j. 
This chapter presents a review of current literature and research relevant to the 
study of special education services. and moves h m  broad ideas to more detailed 
tinancial information. Figure 1 illustrates different ideas that will be examined in this 
chapter. and the movement of discussion from the general to the specific. The chapter 
begins with theories associated with provision of educational services to those who are 
disadvantaged. including beliefs of Utilitarians. Communitarians. and the writings of 
Rawls ( 197 1 : 1993). These philosophies lead to a discussion of individual rights. equity. 
and fair distribution of scarce resources. This is followed by a description of the fimding 
of special education. In addition. an account of policies with respect to financing of 
education in Saskatchewan. and in particular financing of special education in 
Saskatchewan and historical trends that have led to current policies of b d i n g  of special 
education. is provided. 
Individual Rights 
When considering the individud rights of the person. philosophies of 
Utilitarianism and Communitarianism come into focus. Do we advocate the welfare of 
the community. or the welfare of the individual. as being the prime concern? Utilitarian 
Fimre I. A pictorial view of ideas associated with financing of special education. 
principles are motivated by the belief that what is of primary importance is the Level of 
welfare of all people. Welfare, in this contea can be defined variously as pleasure. 
happiness. or preference satisfaction. So. what is to be maximized could be described as 
the totd happiness of the community. Mi11 (cited in Kymlicka 1990) and Bentham 
(1781/1988) would say that if boards of education followed the principle of 
UtiIitarianism. they would be aiming for the greatest benefit to the greatest number of 
children. Utilitarians view the concerns of other theories such as equity. concern for the 
least advantaged. resources-based decision-making, desert-based decision making, and 
liberty. as of secondary consideration. According to Kymlicka ( 1990). Utilitarians claim 
that the morally right act or policy is that which produces the greatest happiness for the 
largest number of the members of the society. They believe that any decision about the 
distribution of resources must be based on the need for the greatest common good. 
Comrnunitarians believe that benefit to society as a whole. rather than to the individual. is 
what is important. 
In contrast. Guthrie and Read (1991) emphasized that there are substantid 
economic returns to a society. as  well as to individuals, from investing in education. but it 
is also important to consider the rights of the individual. Children receive the service of 
education as an investment in their future and to improve the quality of their present life. 
As Bowen ( 1968) said. "education is such a Long process. and education once acquired is 
such a long-Lived asset. that educational decisions must be based on an unusually long 
time-horizon" @. 94). Peacock and Wiseman (1968) pointed out that aIthough education 
is a form of consumption as well as a form of investment bringing increased future 
earnings, it also brings "psychic returns" (p. 343) as well as monetary ones to the 
educated. 
Bottery (1992) stressed that "one needs to be suitably wary of any political 
ideology which locates the rights of the individual behind those of the community" (p. 
69). He suggested that we should. instead. embrace an ideology that recognizes the rights 
and liberties of the individud as the '-supreme virtues that a society must pursue" (p. 69). 
Bottery equated Fascism and Communism with Utilitarianism and Communitarianism. in 
that they elevated perceived community needs above those of the individual. He felt that 
it was by neglecting the individual and the particular that one "lost the ability to 
appreciate an individual's rights and needs" (p. 69). 
Grace (1989) postulated that education seeks to facilitate the development of the 
personality and the artistic. creative. and inteltectuaI abilities of all citizens. regardless of 
their class. race or gender. and regardless of their regional location. He said that 
education would '.develop in all citizens a moral sense. a sense of social and Fraternal 
responsibility for others and a disposition to act in a rational and cooperative way." (p. 
214). He also felt that it would enhance the quality of life of all citizens. and would 
facilitate that acquisition by those citizens of -moral. intellectud creative. economic and 
political competencies" (p. 111). Consideration of the rights of the individual. leads to a 
discussion of whether alI children should be treated the same. and to the concept of 
equity. 
Equity 
The idea of equity has different connotations for different writers. Noting 
differences in opinions about equity professed by various philosophers. Johns. Morphet 
and Alexander (1983) pointed out that what is equitable depends to a great extent on the 
orientation of both the dispensers and the receivers of equity. Darby (1 994) described 
equity as the struggle to provide fair and adequate access to educational opportunities. 
and said that it is "one ofthe continuing problems in Western Education" (p. 1). The 
work of Beme and Steifel ( I  984) forms the basis for much of the current literature on 
measurement and comparison of fiscal equity in education. Their framework is 
organized around the answers to four questions. Odden and Picus ( 1992) raise the same 
four questions in a discussion of equity in education. m e  first is. "What should be the 
make-up of the _groups for whom school finance systems are to be equitable'?" A second 
question is. What services. resource or objects ought to be distributed f'airly among 
members of the pups'!" Thirdly. "What principles shodd be used to determine whether 
a particular distribution is equitable?" Finally. they ask. What quantitative measures 
should be used to assess the degree of equity?" 
In the opinion of Jordan and Lyons (1992). the two groups for whom school 
fmance systems should be equitable are children who receive the service. and taxpayers. 
some of whom receive education service for their children. but dl of whom pay for 
education through mues. Two alternative so1utions to the problem of equity are the ideas 
of horizontal equity and vertical equity. These ideas can be used to respond to the above 
questions. 
Horizontal Eauitv 
One fhdamental notion of equality says ha t  students should receive equal shares. 
Berne and Steifet (1984) and Odden and Picus (1992) called this horizontal equity. Their 
interpretation included the provision of equal expenditures or revenues per pupil. equal 
educational resources for the basic prognm~ and qua1 pupil-teacher ratios. However. 
this view of horizontal equity assumes that each child d l  f i s h  with equal mastery of 
basic competency levels. and will receive equal conm3utions from schooling to Iong- 
term outcomes such as income or status in life. [n reality. most of these desirable 
outcomes may not be attainable. According to Odden and Picus. the final value of 
elementary and secondary education to individuals usuaIly centers on their ability to earn 
a living. and the opportunity. or preparation. to obtain M e r  education. Darby (1 994) 
agreed that we must provide d c i e n t  funds to offer a basic minimum educational 
program. and said that these funds should be available regardless of the local ability to 
pay. 
Most (eg .  Darby. 1994: Lamont, 1996: Kymlicka 1990) appear to a-gee 
that each child shodd be provided with an educational environment that is as stimulating. 
pleasant and enriched as that of any other child- There is a genera[ feeling that students 
should be served according to their needs rather than according to diagnostic labels. 
Decisions must always be centred on the child. on the needs of the child (Smith. 1998). 
Lamont criticized stric~ equity principles. in that they do not give best effect to 
equal respect for persons. and they conflict with what people may deserve. KymIicka 
emphasized that we must first have an adequate level of resources, and. secondly, provide 
an qua1 share of resources. A problem for equity theorists, however. is that children are 
not alike. This fact gives rise to the idea of unequal treatment of unequals. or vertical 
equity (Beme & Steifel. 1981: Odden & Picus. 1992). 
Vertical Equitv 
Strike. Holler. and Soltis (1988) said that school boards are morally obligated to 
treat equals equaIly. and unequals unequally. Each student is different, and people who 
are different should receive different but appropriate treatment. The principle of vertical 
equity or unequal treatment of unequals requires us to treat people who are similarly 
situated in some relevant ways the same. and people who are differently situated 
differently. This principle acknowledges that certain factors are relevant to how peopk 
are to be treated and other factors are irrelevant. If we are not satisfied simply to provide 
equaI financing. but desire instead to provide each child with an education to meet his or 
her specific educational needs. then differences in per-pupit costs must be incorporated 
into policy. to compensate for variations in such factors as student ability. physical 
condition. and cultural background. 
In support of the idea of vertical equity. Rawb (1993) felt that society should 
allocate resources in education so as to improve the long-term expectation of the less 
favoured. He called this the difference principle (p. 101). emphasizing that this principle 
does not require society to fry to balance out handicaps, that the value of education 
should not be assessed solely in terms of economic efficienq and social welfare. -4s 
Hartman (1980) noted. it is widely recognized that costs of educating children with 
handicaps are greater than costs of educating chiIdren who are not handicapped. This is 
the very reason behind categorical Special Education fimding In Rawls' opinion. the 
role of education is important in enabling a person to enjoy the culture of society and to 
take part in its affairs. tn this way. individuals would develop a secure sense of their own 
worth. Rawls felt that the most important primary goal is that of self-respect or self- 
esteem (p. 330). In spite of all we know. according to Snow (1 99 1). belief persisted that 
disability was a characteristic relevant to learning, and that children with disabilities 
could not benefit from schooling. 
In the Theory of Jusrice (1971) Rawls wrote that undeserved inequalities call for 
redress. and since inequalities of birth and natural endowment are undeserved. somehow 
society should compensate for these inequalities (p. 100). In order to treat all persons 
equally. to provide genuine equality of opportunity. society must give more attention to 
those with fewer native assets and to those born into the less favourable social positions. 
[n this context. 1 would include inequalities caused by accident or illness. The idea is to 
redress the bias of contingencies in the direction of equality (Strike. 1988). In pursuit of 
this principle, Rawls felt that greater resources might be spent on the education of the less 
intelligent. rather than the more intelligent. at least over a certain time of life. possibly the 
earlier years of school. Rawls maintained that the naturaI distribution is neither just nor 
unjust - what is just and unjust is the way that institutions deal with the distribution. In 
his ideas of justice as fairness. people agree to share each other's fate. His d~rerence 
principle expresses a concept of reciprocity. a principle of mutual benefit. 
Patterned principles of distribution set up inequities. so ultimately redistributive 
efforts are required If there were enough of everything to go around then there would 
be no problem with distribution. it is in times of scarce resources that questions of 
fairness and justice arise. 
Times of Scarce Resources 
-4s Smith and Foster (1994) reported students with disabilities have been 
traditionally excluded fiom and marginalized by public school systems. In the case of 
education. we realize that current policies mean that funds are being used or distributed in 
a certain way. It is necessary to analyze how the h d s  are being distributed so that 
decisions can be made as to whether the present distribution or use of the funds is fair. 
But the idea of fairness gives rise to several questions. Whose definition of fairness is to 
be used? The common definition of fairness demands that goods be distributed according 
to merit or desert. needs. or rights. Miller ( 1976. 1989) and RiIey ( 1989) argued that 
people should be rewarded for their conmbution to the social product and to the effon 
they spend in their work activity. They stated that peopte deserve certain economic 
benefits in light of their actions. Do we consider the benefits to the individual or the 
benefits to society? In the view of some. it may be necessary to do wrong to do good - 
interfere with liberty to promote weIfare. 
According to Hiemstra ( 1972). '*Investments in education. if of the right kinds and 
in the right amounts. can have economic benefits and yield even a social return on the 
doIIai' (p. 98). The larger society would gain by the development of an informed and 
responsible citizenry. For example. boards could reflect on a situation where they have to 
make a decision whether to provide additional resources for a program for a group of 
disadvantaged d e n t s .  or to use the h d s  for a p u p  of gifted and talented students. 
One might use a utilitarian q g e n t  that the board should expend disproportionate 
resources on those who are the most academically able. because it is they who will 
probably do the most with their education and thus the results obtained will be to the 
benefit of all in society. As Strike (1988) suggested. this wodd be the most efficient use 
of the scarce resources. A schooI board president interviewed by Bonery f 19921 felt that 
-gifted students are handicapped educationally ... the Iack of adequate school programs 
not only cheats them but it cheats society" (p. 32). Bottery felt that it could be argued 
thar forms of positive discrimination might in the long run be justified not only on moral 
grounds, but aIso on economic _grounds. Thus. one might say that the levelling, or 
egalitarian. point of view seeks to distribute educational resources in inverse proportion 
to students' abilities, whereas the opposite view. favouring the elite. would allocate 
education resources in direct proportion to students' abilities (Nwabuogu. 1984). 
On the other hand. if the educational needs of disadvantaged children are not 
attended to. they may be economically marzinal for the rest of their lives. .4s adults. they 
may become a constant drain on society's resources. Education can "reduce the need to 
support the resuits of a Iack of education. such as unemployment, crime. delinquency. 
and poverrqt" (Hiemstra. 1972. p. 98). Benefits to the disadvantaged may exceed those to 
the gifted, 
With shortage of money. comes the diiemma of choosing where to focus scarce 
resources. .4 choice must be made between the concerns and needs of different groups. 
Is the money to be spent. for example. on one student with special needs. on a _pup of 
students with special needs. on students without specid needs in the regular stream. on 
the hiring of another teacher in order to reduce the pupil-teacher ratio. or perhaps on the 
employment of a teaching assistant? 
Most of the time. educators seek win-win sdutions to the diIemmas. aIthou& 
they recognize that. often. this is not possibte. At least one of the many parties involved 
in a situation may not do as well. based on a certain decision as others might. Educators 
have to consciously choose to act or to refiain from acting. They use. as their basis of 
decision. the philosophies by which they are trying, conscientiously. to be guided. 
Schools need to assist the children with special needs to develop the abilities to succeed 
in what is, in truth. a nondisabled world to inculcate a sense of responsibility. to teach 
them skills so that. wherever possible. they can earn a living and have a sense of pride 
and self-worth. The education system needs to provide support. but also to provide 
opportunities for gowd~. 
As resource availability is increasingly constrained. school boards become much 
more aware of the need to get value for money. Organizations become aware of 
conflicting pulls of efficiency (the relationship between inputs and outputs). effectiveness 
or quality (the extent to which objectives are achieved) and accountability (reporting to 
the public). According to Drake and Roe (1994). "regadless of the amount of dollars 
available ... the decision about how to spend those dollars is crucial to the relative welfare 
of the students entrusted to the school board and professional staff' @. 69). 
The principle of efficiency holds that there must be an acceptable relationship 
between educational inputs and educational outputs (Volk 1990). This principle is 
closely related to the concept of accountability (Burrup. Brimley & Garfield. 1988). An 
attempt moreover. should be made to distribute inputs. oqurs. and outcomes fairly 
among the various actors. Inputs can be considered to be doIIars as weII as physical 
resources such as books. equipment supplies. and teachers. Regardless of whether we 
focus on efficiency or effectiveness. we should be trying to measure the relationship 
between inputs or resources and outputs or outcomes (Beme. Steifel& Moser. 199'7). 
Outputs for education in generd could include student achievement as measured 
on tests, knowledge of what is considered to be a good citizen. earning potential. income 
and status in life. and satisfaction with life. Our own Core Cuniculum in Saskatchewan 
lists six desired outcomes or Common Essenrial Learnings for ail children. as far as they 
are able - communication, nurneracy. critical and creative thinking, technological 
literacy. personal and social values and skilIs. and the skills to participate in independent 
learning. 
Beme er al. ( 1997) stressed that we should be attempting to measure the 
relationship between inputs and outputs to find out whether or not this relationship is 
such that more could be achieved with the same resources. .As Langlois ( 1989) said. a 
rational approach to financial poky making has h u r  key features. First is the budgetary 
process. which should encompass a comprehensive view of the organization and a 
strategic plan. Secondly. there should be research into a thorough consideration of 
alternative patterns of expenditure-in particular. awareness of the opportunity costs of 
particular expenditure decisions in terms of sacrificed alternatives. Thirdly, there should 
be an optimal aIIocation of resources in terms of the organization's goals and objectives. 
Finally. there must be an ongoing evaluation of the effectiveness and efficiency in 
achieving stated objectives. Odden and Picus (1992) recommended that one of the 
questions that should be asked when conceptualizing and measuring school finance 
equity and adequacy is. "Why is the determination as to adequacy and equity of services 
important?- This leads us into a discussion of the advautages and disadvantages of Cost- 
AnaIysis and Cost-Benefit-.4nalysis. 
Cost-Anahsis 
SeveraI theories lie behind the need for cost andsis. As Levin (1970) said. '-To 
the man on the street. and to many educators alike. the quaIity of education in a school 
district is closely related to that dismct's expenditures" (p. 73). In light of the growing 
concern over cost and related efficiency issues, Monk and King (1993) maintained that it 
is desirable to "rake stock of what cost-analysis has to offer those concerned with the 
design. implementation and rmdy of educational policy ..." (p. 32)- At the broadest level. 
cost-analysis may simply be regarded as methodical thinking about decision making. 
thinking in a sy sternatic way about the consequences of different courses of action 
(Kelrnan. 198 1). According to Berne et al. (1997). we need to know whether resources 
are being used efficiently and efiectivety. whether resources are being used as intended. 
and whether resources are being used equitably. Slobojan ( 1 987) gave several 
suggestions as to why an analysis of the costs of special education programs is important. 
These have been summarized in Table 2. 
An analysis would show how fi.inds for special education are actually being spent. 
This data could be compared with irhnnation about allocation or designation of funds 
for special education and discrepancies addressed. and this would address the question of 
accountability. An analysis would also provide information about how much money is 
needed and could aid in determining levels of financing required to provide an 
appropriate education for handicapped children When it is known how much each type 
of program casts and how many chi1dren are involved, then budgets can be developed. 
Data would alsa allow for the adjustment of provincial special education Gnance formulas 
Table 3 
Reasons for Cost ihahsis* 
Information about the cost of special education is needed - 
to determine how funds for Special Education are actualIy being spent. 
0 to aid in determining the levels of hmcing required to provide an 
appropriate education for handicapped children. 
r to allow adjustment of provincial special education finance formulas to 
match local need 
to rationalize the need for continued financial support in times of acute 
competition for available h d s .  
r to reduce fiscal incentives for inappropriate classification and placement 
of children. 
to facilitate setting policies on service requirements and related matters. by 
enhancing understanding of the costs and benefits of different 'pes of 
services and educationd placements. 
Note. * From Slobojan (1 987). 
in order to match need. .4nalysis could rationalize the need for continued financial support 
in times of acute competition for available finds. At the same time questions of 
efficiency can be addressed. 
A trend that is commented on frequently in the Literature (e.g Parrish. 1996: 
Parrish 2000b: McLaughlin. 1999: Saskatchewan Education, 1980) is that the more 
money that is available. the more children are identified to meet criteria to receive the 
funding. An analysis could suggest where. at present. there appear to be fiscal incentives 
for inappropriate classification and placement of chiIdren. Correction of these policies 
can Lead to a reduction in costs or expenditures, to best address needs. Finally, it must be 
realized that an analysis could facilitate setting policies on service requirements and 
related matters. by enhancing the understanding of the costs and benefits of different 
types of services and educational placements. 
One diffcdty of cost-benefit-analysis is placing a monetary value on benefits. on 
items that are not normally traded in markets. As Monk and King (1993) stated. extra 
responsibilities are placed on principals, teachers, parents. and students. "These 
personnel resources might require few. if any. additional out-of-pocket expenditures. but 
are nonetheless very red costs requiring consideration'' (p. 38). Even more problematic 
is the task of valuing such benefit items as quality of life. and the ability to communicate 
with others. For those who are healthy, the vdue of health is infinite. One major 
problem. according to Monk and King. is ignorance of how educational practices 
translate into desired ourcames. .4naIysts find themselves with '*little to fall back on but 
assumptions about likely benefits" (p. 140). Kelman ( I98 1) also reminded us that the 
vexy act of placing a price on the value of a benefit may act to reduce the value of that 
benefit. As Nisbet ( 198 1) stated. quoting John Stuart Mill. "certain social utilities ... are 
vastly more imponant. and therefore more absolute. and imperative than any others are" 
(p. 85). Thus it is not realistic to attempt a cost-benefit-analysis in the area of special 
education. 
Cost-analyses taken at the macro-level wodd lead to an acceptance of 
utiIitarianism (KeIman 198 1 ). and a consideration of the benefits to the whole society. 
At the micro-level. cost-anaIysis leads to the consideration of the beliefs of 
contractarianism, 
Contractarianism 
In political philosophy. the phrase "social contractn resonates with ideals set forth 
in Jean Jacques Rousseau7s Conrrar Social for a just society, based on the mutual consent 
of all its members to a policy or course of action (Lawton. 1995). Contractarians believe 
that the definition of a society. and the rules to operate that society. are within the power 
of their own intellect to decide. According to Walker (1991), contractarianism provides 
for agreements or contracts among members of a society that promotes both respect for 
persons. and their rights. In contrast to utilitarianism. for contractarians. fairness of 
action. not maximizing of welfare. provides the ethical force. '-Human equality and 
human dignity are the ends sought by contractarian doctrines" (Wdker. p. 84). A 
consideration of ethical obligations leads to the conclusion that a contractarian society 
would be caring. and act with justice and responsibility respecting the needs of others. 
Rawls' ( 197 1 ) ideas of fairness are worth discussing in this context. He justifies a 
scheme of principles hr ordering the basic structure of society. Presenting a version of 
socid contract theory. Rawls contends that in an originalposition, a group of rational and 
impartial people will establish a mutually beneficial principle of justice as the foundation 
for the regulation of all rights, duties. power. and wealth (p. 17). 
The aim of Rawls' philosophical position was to develop an alternative to 
Utilitarianism. According to Rawls (1993). the major defect of the Utilitarian theory is 
that. by subordinating the notion of right to that of the good. an adequate theory of justice 
becomes impossible. In his opinion what is right (justice) should be established 
independently from what is good. or what makes for the most good (Brown. 1986, p. 56). 
Rawls looked at the theories of right or justice as we11 as of the communal good. His 
definition of the good (what he considered to be the proper object of distributive justice) 
was different from that of the utilitarians. He said that the good is not ultimate or 
intrinsic. rather it is a set of goods, deemed to be universally useful, and which society's 
social structure can control directly (p. 303). These social primary goods-liberties. 
opportunities. wealth and the bases of self-respect-are useful no matter what ends a 
person may pursue. Rawls said bat the allocation of these goods is the concern of 
justice. "All social primary goods ... are to be distributed equaIly unless an unequal 
distribution of any or all of these goods is to the advantage of the least favoured" (p. 
203). He advocated that h e  basic structures of society. the major social institutions. 
should be carefilly considered so that the allocation will be just. 
Justice was equated with fairness by Rawls ( 1993). To remedy the major failing 
of utilitarianism. Rawls suggested that there should be constraints of fairness on what 
people might do to one another in the pursuit of the good. But. his view of fair 
distribution and how his conception of fairness is to be justified was much more 
complicated. .kcording to RawIs. there are three fundamental ideas underlying a 
democratic society. The central organizing idea is that of "society as a fair system of 
cooperation over time. From one generation to the next' (p 14). It is accompanied by two 
companion ideas: the idea of citizens as "free and equal persons" (p. 19, and the idea of 
'-a well-ordered society as a society effectively regdated by a political conception of 
justice" (p. 17). 
Rawls' (1993) theory of justice revolved around the adaptation of fundamental 
principles of justice. which wouId. in turn parantee a just and m o d y  acceptable 
society. The first principle states that "each person has an equal right to the most 
extensive total system of equd basic liberties. compatible with a similar system of liberty 
for alP (p. 302). A key problem for RawIs was to show how his principles would be 
universally adopted, and he went on to explain how he believed decisions affecting the 
community should be made. 
The Veil of Ipnorance 
Ure are asked by Rawls (1971) to imagine a group of people coming together in 
order to formulate principles that would govern the allocation of socia1 primary goods via 
society's basic structures. He, then. introduced a theoretical veil of ignorance in which 
all the players in the social game would be placed in a situation. which is called the 
original position. 
No one knows his place in society. his class position or socia1 status. nor does 
anyone know his fortune in the distribution of natural assets and abilities, his 
intelligence. strength. and the like .... This ensures that no one is advantaged 
or disadvantaged in the choice of principles by the outcome of n a n d  chance 
or &e contingency of social circumstances. (Rawls, cited in Kpl icka  t 990, 
p. 62) 
The problem must be observed from the position of another party affected by the 
decision. to consider how the problem Iooks Erom a different point of view. and to try to 
determine what response the other person would expect as most virtuous. RawIs said that 
we have to be impartial and with no knowledge of the person, organization or objects 
involved in the decision judge what should be done. Thus we can find which 
arrangement can claim to be just. properly balancing our competing claims and interests 
(Kukathas & Pettit 1990). 
..Uthough what has to be chosen in Rawls' (1993) originalposirion is the basic 
structure of society. this way of making a decision can certainly be applied to the specific 
instance of the distribution of educational h d s  and the treatment of the less fortunate (in 
educational terms). The principles representing the different possible basic structures are 
presumed by Rawls to satis@ certain general constraints. which he describes as 
constraints of the consent of right @. 130). Thus the principles must be "general in form" 
(p, 13 I), they must be '-universal in application" (p. 132) applying potentially to 
everyone. and they must be "publicly recognized" @. 103) as the final court of appeal for 
resolving people's claims. Rawls argues that in an original position. a group of rational 
and impartial people will establish a mutually beneficial principle of justice as the 
tbundation tbr regulating all rights. duties. power. and wealth, 
According to Kukathas and Pettit (1990). the Contractarian method promises to be 
particularly helphl in selecting the most desirable arrangement for society. and does not 
rule out feasibility considerations. although they felt that Rawls did not give sutficient 
emphasis to the ideas of feasibility. The solutions to be considered must all be sensible. 
feasible. and acceptable to the children concerned and to their families. 
Not all are in agreement with Rawls. Delong (198 1) argued that any value system 
one adopts is more likely to be promoted if one knows something about the consequences 
of the choices to be made. The decisions that must be made by government and school 
boards do involve painfbl choices. but in Delong's opinion government officials betray 
their obligations to the welfare of the people who hired them if they adopt a policy 
indicating ignorance of and lack of responsibility for consequences. Nisbet (1 98 1) asked 
if it would be considered callous to dismiss cost-benefit criteria in our search for ways of 
increasing the social mobility of the handicapped. He suggested that cost-benefit- 
analysis might aid us to find cheaper ways of providing services. 
Virtuous conduct and good judgement, according to Aristotle (as quoted in 
Walker, 1991). involve learning to avoid the extremes. Walker maintained that choices 
require judgement, and the exercise of virtue requires the capacity to judge and do what is 
the right thing, in the right place. at the right time, in the right way. This leads us to a 
consideration of the choices that have been made and the way in which education. and in 
particular. special education is funded. 
The Funding of Education 
According to the Canadian Teachers' Federation (1996. September) 
the ultimate justification for public finding and provision of elementary and 
secondary education is to ensure a different, presumably higher. level and 
standard of educational services and a more equal distribution of educational 
benefits among the population than would prevail under a free market pricing 
system. The most widely accepted principles of education finance are to 
raise adequate funds for education in a manner which ensures taxpayer 
equity. and to allocate the funding among all children in the jurisdiction. in a 
way which meets current standards of educational equity. (p. i) 
Education can be described as a mixed good. If schooling benefited onIy the individual. 
we would describe it as a consumption good (Guthrie & Read. 1991) or personal 
investment item. and support for publicly h d e d  education would be weak. However. 
there are substantiat economic returns to a society. as well as to individuals. from 
investing in education. In this sense. it is considered to be a public good. 
Financial arrangements for education have changed considerabIy over the past 
1 50 years (Levin &Young, 1994). When schools were Cirst established in Canada. most 
of the funds were provided IocalIy through fees. property taxes. or support h m  the 
church. Provincial governments have taken an increasingly important role in governing 
and financing education so that today there are no tuition fees in public schools. and in 
most provinces, (although not in Saskatchewan). the provincial support is more than the 
supporc raised through local (property) taxation. Nevertheless, parents make additional 
contribution to the funding of education in various ways ( e g  volunteer work. fund 
raising. payment of school fees). 
Dibski (1991) wrote that there have been various schemes developed to finaace 
education. He stressed that in the development of these schemes we must consider 
equalization of educational opportunity and educational tax burden. preservation of local 
autonomy. and some provision for provinciaYstate control. Volk (1990) also added the 
principle of eEciency. He stated that equaIity of educational opportunity means that 
each child has an equal access to education. or in financial terms. an equal aIIocation of 
resources. Quality of educational services in a community should not be dependent upon 
the wealth of that community. In contrast. the principle of efficiency holds that there 
must be an acceptable relationship between educationd inputs and educational ourputs. 
The eficiency principle is closely related to the concept of accountabiky. 
Equdization of the educational tax burden implies that we must find some way of raising 
taxes in a fair way. This requirement leads to a discussion of what constitutes a fair 
taxation system and what taxes could be used to fund education (Monk & Brent. 1997). 
Sources of Revenue 
Guthrie and Reed (1 99 I )  identified four main types of taxation any of which 
could be used to fimd education. These are taxes on income. consumption. wealth, and 
privilege. A perfect tax does not exist: a mix or balance among a number of revenue 
sources is preferred, Monk and Brent (1997) told us that we should consider six 
questions when considering any proposed tax for public education: 
1. Is the tau fair? 
2. Does it generate money efficiently? 
2. Is there a potential growth of the tax base? 
4. Will this be a stable source of revenue tbr schools? 
5. How hard wiIl it be to administer the tax? 
6. Will the public comply with the tau? 
Income Tax 
Income tau is the first type of tau to be considered. A tau on income is applied to 
the taxable income of individuals or companies. Taxable income is the income that 
remains after allowable expenditures and deductions. One of the virtues of the income 
tax is that the amount of tau is related to the income used to pay it. However. it is 
expensive to cotlect, unless based on simpk earned income. The consideration of other 
income. such as business income. investment income. and rental income adds 
complications and expense (Odden & Picus. 1992). 
Income tau is also a very unstable source of income on a local level. There are no 
local income taxes collected in Canada - however. these exist in some cities in the USA. 
especially in the State of Pennsylvania Scandinavian countries have local income tax - 
collected ~ i t h  the national taxes and redism'buted. Income taxes of this type are usually 
flat and not progressive. 
In 1985. the Saskatchewan Local Government Finance Commission (SLGFC) 
sugested various reasons for using the income taxes rather &an p r o m  taxes to fimd 
education. They argued that the provincid government already exerts considerable 
control over education - there is little IocaI power even now. Their second argument was 
that there is a relationship between earnings and education received. They felt that 
education is a service to people. not a service to property. In addition they feit thar r d  
property owners bear an excessive burden in comparison to their urban counterparts. The 
SLGFC's tinal argument was that we already have a simple flat tau in Saskatchewan. so 
administration would be easy. 
The letying of income taxes assumes that the ability to pay is based on the 
amount of money earned. For this reason, diverse attempu have been made to increase 
the m e  of tax as the amount of income increases. and to allow deductions for various 
expenditures such as those on children and other dependents. As a result some problems 
have arisen: use of tau dodges. usualIy by the more affluent members of society: 
development of an undergound economy where income is never reported: a disincentive 
to earn more: and the present complexity of our income tax system. However. a flat tau 
would be regressive in that the poor would pay proportionately more. 
Consum~tion Trues 
The second type of tau to be considered is a consumption tax, usually known as a 
sales tax (Odden & Picus. 1992). This includes excise taxes on gasoline. tobacco and 
dcohoI. Sales taxes in Canada are presently imposed at the provincial and at the federal 
levek. Since there is not much of a base for sales taxation in nard areas. a local tau 
would not be suitable. The use of any provincial and federal taxes to fund education 
Ieads to loss of local autonomy. In Saskatchewan there was a sales tax designated for 
education and health More recently. the name of this tau was changed to the provincial 
sales tau and the funds raised go into general revenues. 
The imposition of a d e s  tax assumes that ability to pay is reflected by the 
amount of spending. The problem is that the poor pay proportionately more, although 
this can be offset somewhat by having exemptions on foodstuffs and children's clothing 
and by rehdiing some of the tax to poorer families. 
Wealth Taxes 
A ta.. on wealth is based on the ownership of property. either real or personal 
(Guthrie & Read. 199 1 ). Property taxes are the closest approximation to wealth taxes 
that we have (Odden & Picus. 1992). The tax is not based on the income earned by the 
property. but on the assigned value of the property (ideally the market value). Property 
taxes are now used to fund education in a veq visible way. For example. in 
Saskatchewan. approximatety 60% of tinding for education comes fiom the local 
property tax. A question that is commonly asked in any discussion of education funding 
is whether property taxes ought to be used to fund education. 
The imposition of property taxes assumes that wealth is a measure of ability to 
pay (Odden & Picus. 1992). The pmbIems a .  that property taxes are based only on real 
property wealth such as housing. f d a n d  and commercial land. It does not take into 
account mortgages. nor does it consider other personal property such as jewellery. 
artwork or vehicles. The advantages of taxing housing and other property are that the 
mes are difficult to evade, and are easy and cheap to collect. Non-resident property 
owners also have to pay taxes (SLGFC. 1985). 
If we consider the benejfprinciple we ask whether people should pay for public 
senices in proportion to the benefit they receive fiom those particular services such as is 
the case with water and sewer charges. According to the SLGFC (1985), 
The property tau is not designed to yield revenues which are proportional to 
the services provided to the owners or renters of properties to which the 
property tau is applied. h e a d ,  the property tax is designed to yield tau 
revenues proportional to the ability to pay of the owner or renter of the 
property. (p. 15) 
In consideration of education, it could be argued that the property taxpayer has already 
received the benefits of the education system. and also receives benefit from living in a 
society of educated people (Monk & Brent, 1997). 
In a discussion about local auronomy. the SLGFC ( 1985) stated that 
IF individual local governments have the ability to make their own decisions. 
there is a far greater opportunity to meet the needs and desires of each 
community than would be the case if the provincid government were to 
make those decisions. (p. 17) 
k l e n  local governments finance part of the cost of their s e ~ c e s  from a local tau. it 
provides a basis of interaction or contact between the local government and those who are 
served by that local government. As a result. accountability for use of public funds is 
promoted. The local autonomy argument must. however. be balanced by calls for equity 
and some kind of equalization mechanisms. 
Taxes on Privilwe 
The term tuxes on privilege is used by Guthrie and Reed ( 1 99 1 ) to describe the 
imposition of a license fee upon an individual or company. engaged in the performance 
of a task subject to government regulation. These would include fees for licensing 
teachers or doctors. and fees permitting the holder to engage in an activity or hold a 
possession such as dog licenses. guns. fishing licenses. and drivers' licenses. Originally 
these taxes were collected on a fee recovery basis. That is, the cost of collecting the fees 
was just covered by the fees charged. However. increasingly, the total amount of 
revenues collected now far outstrips the costs involved in their collection (Guthrie & 
Reed). 
Other Tases 
Other taxes that have been suggested. or are actually levied today. are amusement 
axes. hotel occupancy taxes. real estate transfer taxes. royalties on natural resources. 
axes on gambling. and inheritance taxes. An amusement tax would have similar 
problems to the sales tax. It would have to be a provincial tax as there is little tax base 
for amusement taxes in rural areas. Hotel occupancy m e s  have been suggested recently. 
It is felt that these would have a negative effect on the tourism industry. Once again there 
would not be much revenue in rural areas. 
Real estate transfer taxes could be efficient if levied in conjunction with the land 
title office. The Province of Saskatchewan is presently levying this kind of tstu. It is an 
unstable source of revenue. and there is not much revenue in rural areas. It should also 
be noted that this tau is paid even if the sale of the property results in a capital loss. 
Royalties are paid on natural resources in Saskatchewan, but the distribution is uneven 
and the source of revenue is unstable. 
Gambling revenues have recently been introduced into Saskatchewan with the 
loosening of the laws on gaming. The monies raised go directIy into general revenues. 
There is some public "moral" opposition to this type of revenue. although the same 
people do not seem to object so strongly to the collection of taxes on aIcohoI and tobacco. 
Taxes on winnings from gambling are levied in the United States. and have been 
considered as a source of revenue in Canada, In New Hampshire- in 1964. a state lottery 
was set up to raise funds directly for education. By 1992, I2 states had earmarked the 
proceeds of lotteries for education (Monk & Brent. 1997: Erekson. Platt & Zeigert. 2000: 
Rubenstein & ScafIdi. 2000). This may seem strange to us. although lotteries have been 
used very successfully to raise funds for medical services and hospitals. and to subsidize 
sports and arts in our own counny. Another suggestion is the use of telethons. No 
references to these as a source of funding for education were found. Telethons. however. 
are used to raise funds for the provision of medical services. The State of Utah is using 
revenues from Federal Trust land to fund education (Willardson & Ellion 2000). 
Findly. inheritance taxes have been suggested as a source of finds. Some countries tau 
inherited wealth. but at present there are no inheritance taxes in Canada. 
Alternative Sources of Education Funding 
tt should be noted that increasingly costs of education are being subsidized bv 
other means such as local (parental and student) fund raising efforts and corporate 
sponsorships. Monk and Brent (1997) reported that in the USA. alternative sources of 
income account for between 3% and 15% of revenues. They identified several i v q s .  
other than taxes. in which revenues for education are raised. 
User fees. These include such things as fees for activities such as field trips and 
athletics, and rentals on musical instruments. There may be charges for supplies such as 
photocopying. texhoks. and supplies for art. home economics and industrial arts. Some 
schools also charge for such senices as meals- before- and after-school programs. 
elective and correspondence courses and transportation. Schools may also raise revenues 
by selling or leasing senices and facilities to private or community _pups. SchooIs have 
also begun to sell access to school property for commercial purposes. For exampk 
according to Monk and Brent (I997). New York sells advertising space on school buses. 
and many schools rent space for billboards. 
School oartnerships, Some schools enter into partnerships with local businesses 
and civic organizations to share operational. instructional. and p r o w  costs. Schools 
often share facilities with community based social service providers. Some schools form 
partnerships with colleges and universities. One concern is the insidious nature of 
advertising that is introduced to students with the advent of corporate sponsorships. In 
reality this is not new - for years businesses have gained access to students by offering 
teaching materials that serve to establish name recognition for products or companies. 
We are a11 familiar ~ i t h  t e Coca-Cola or Pepsi scoreboards in many gymnasiums. 
Perhaps the most noted school-business partnership (Johnston. 1995) is the Youth 
News Nenvork formed by Whittie Communications Channel One and participating 
school districts. In exchange for about $50.000 worth of technical equipment. 
televisions and computers. students are exposed to a 1 '-minute newscast that contains 
about 2 minutes of advertisements. According to Johnston about 40% of students in 
Grades 6 to 12 in the USA watch these current events program daily. 
Donations. Businesses that do not want to enter into direct partnerships with 
schools are encouraged to make donations for specific programs or activities. The 
donations may be in the form of cash for scholarships. or they may be made in the form 
of goods and services for computers. lab equipment supplies or library materials. 
According to Swanson and King (1997). charitable donations to school divisions by 
corporate sponsors in the USA only amount to about 4% of corporate giving. Private 
sponsorship of schooI p r o p n s  may also include employment experiences and work- 
study programs for at-risk students, as well as artistic and culturaI performances and 
technotogy workshops for teachers and other employees. 
Educational foundations. Some districts are forming educational foundations to 
expand their revenue raising capabilities (Monk & Brent. 1997). These are privately 
operated and financed. not-for profit, tax-exempt organizations to manage and promote 
giving from individuals and businesses. Among the more popular target groups are 
alumni. employees. local businesses. and wealthy locaI residents. Funds may be raised 
through telephone solicitation. organized fundraisers or actively seeking endowments. 
Foundations may be established to raise monies for the general operation of a 
school. They may also be used for special projects such as for the construction of science 
laboratories or computer facilities. or for the provision of scholarships funds. 
Volunteer services. The importance of school volunteers has been 
underestimated greatly as an aspect of educational poky  (Brown. 1998). Often regarded 
as just providing "extras". the presence of volunteers brings acutely needed resources to 
schools. The thrust of volunteerism is the donation of time rather than money. Donated 
time is often overlooked as a source of alternative revenues. According to Swanson and 
King ( i997). 16 % of those surveyed nationdly indicated that they had volunteered time 
to a local school. Volunteers may be found in libraries. cafeterias, classrooms. or 
wmnasiums. or else actively o w z i n g  fund raising activities. Volunteers are ofien 
b. 
parents. but increasingly senior citizens are being recruited to help out in the education 
fie[& 
Review 
In Canada as a whole, about 65% of schooI spending currently comes h m  
provincial governments. and the rest h m  local taxes (Levin & Young. 1994). .4ccording 
to Levin and Young the change in the relative roles of the various providers indicates a 
change in our national beliefs about education. 
At one time. students and their families were regarded as the prime kneficiaries 
of education and therefore as the appropriate prime sources (through fees) of revenue for 
education. We now accept. as a country. that we should provide elementary and 
secondary education free of fees to all students who wish it (Levin & Young. 1994. p. 
142). .As Dibski ( 199 1) stated. 
Canadians allocate a substantial amount of their economic resources to 
education because they bekve that education is important. In Canada a 
nation of diverse cultures and origins. education is the glue that binds the 
country toeether. by imparting knowledge. skills and a set of values. (p. 66) 
In this sense. education is considered to be a public good. and one from which every 
member of society benefits. Typical spending on education accounts for about 20% of a 
provincial budget. a reduction From about 30% twenty years earlier (CTF ESB. 19964). 
Within the public elernenmy/secondaq education school systems of Canada 
there is much diversity in educational h d i n g  provided by provinces and local 
authorities. Each province has a unique method of funding education. -411 provinces use 
general tax revenues to provide for education. Some provincial governments pay nearly 
- 
100% of education costs. while others. such as Saskatchewan. may pay less than half. 
with the rest coming h m  local property taxes. 
Methods of raising taxes for education in Canada have included property taxes. 
income taxes. sales taxes, excise ta.xes. royalties on naturaI resources. and poll taxes 
(Dibski. t 99 1). Municipalities or school boards may have the legal power to raise 
property taxes. The revenues may be retained locally and additional h d i n g  provided by 
the provinciaI 3ovemment, or the taxes may be added to the general tx- revenue of the 
province. The miiI rate for the raising of taxes may be LocalIy decided or set by the 
provincial government. in some provinces local school boards have the right to raise 
extra funds by the use of special levies on real property 
Summarv 
This section has provided an overview of the methods that can be and are used to 
finance education. federal. provincial and Iocal. There has been a discussion of the 
different kinds of taxes that can be used and an anaiysis of these taxes in terms of their 
fairness. and equity. In general the use of income taxes means that those who earn. pay. 
The poor pay little or nothing. Unfortunately. our present income tau system is very 
complex and there are too many loopholes which the rich seem able to access. 
Consumption taxes tau what you spend. The rich and the poor pay the same. except that 
the poor do not buy as much as the rich. The poor must spend all they earn and. 
therehe. unless necessities are exempt h m  tau- sdes taxes are applied to 100% of their 
incomes. Property taxes m those who own things. mainly real estate. A person may be 
rich in property. but poor in disposable income. or may not have much equity in the 
home. Real property other than land and buildings is not taxed. 
[t appears that taxes based on sales or income tax could generate sufficient yield 
to be used to supplement the property tau in a major way. to reduce the reliance on 
property tau. or to replace entirely the property tau. Louisiana has Iocd sales taxes, 
However. it is not usuaIly feasible to have these taxes collected locaIIy. therefore they 
would have to be collected provincially and redislributed through the existing system. 
The main disadvantage to a movement away from property taxes is the loss of Iocd 
autonomy. According to Dibski (199 1) the major reason for a shift away from the 
property tax is equity. The property tau is acknowledged to be a regressive tax. in that it 
hurts low-income households. Provincial taxes, especially income tax. can be more 
equitable. distributing tax burdens mare evenly among taxpayers according to ability to 
pay. Elimination of the property tax would of course. mean that income tax rates or 
sales tau rates would have to be raised substantially to raise an equivalent amount of 
income. 
A reliance on local taxes done would mean that students received an unequal 
education. Rich areas would get more money with less effort (a lower mill rate). On the 
other hand. local taxes encourage innovation and efficiency and respond to local needs. 
In contrast. flu11 provincial funding could guarantee equality of hnding to all areas. but 
would lead to a loss of local control and local support, Ongoing tension remains between 
the ideas of equality. Monk and Brent (1997) contended that governments should work 
towards maintaining balance across the various available tau instruments. They also felt 
that no single tau instrument is perfect, and a viable strategy for balancing burdens 
involves reliance on a balanced set of instruments. 
Distribution of Funds for Education 
-4 second consideration when Imking at educational finance is how funds are 
distributed to the schools for the benefit of students. In the United States and Canada 
various plans are used to modify disparities that have arisen between areas because of 
their differing abilities to raise axes. A weighting procedure is used to combine the 
equal treatment of equals and the unequal treatment of unequals principles into a single 
assessment of equity (Strike et al., 1988). The principle of equal treatment requires us to 
treat people who are similarly situated in some relevant ways the same. and people who 
are differently situated differently. This principle acknowledges that certain factors are 
relevant as to how people are to be treated and other factors are irrelevant. Strike et ai. 
suggested that boards are morally obligated to treat equals equally and unequals 
unequally. but pointed out that. if Iefi to themselves. boards inevitably direct resources 
away fiorn have-nots toward haves. 
If taxpayers are not satisfied simply to provide equal financing. but desire instead 
to provide each child with an education to meet his or her specific educational needs. then 
differences in per pupil costs must be incorporated to compensate for variations in such 
factors as student ability. physical condition and cultural background. The principle of 
equal opportunity states that there shouId be PO relationship between expenditures. 
resources programs. or outcomes and per-pupil wealth or fiscal capacity. Jordan and 
Lyons (1992) reminded us that equity does not imply an adequate level of funding. only 
an equal level of fhding for the pupil or an equaI tau rate for the txxpayer. 
Education Ex~enditures 
The total amount spent annually on elementary-secondary education in Canada 
has been more than $24 biilion do tlars since I993 (CTF. 1996. September). Various 
items are covered by the costs of education. but by far the -matest expense is teachers' 
salaries. Almost 70% of education funding goes to pay the salaries of teachers. 
principals. vice-principals. directors of education and other central office persome1, The 
other 30% is spent on administration instnrctiona1 supplies. busing, plant operation. and 
other services such as iibrary resources, and Shared Services. These figures are echoed 
by Lawton (1 996) as he states that the differences in per-pupil costs depend almost 
entirety on two factors. the cost of teachers' salaries and the pupil-teacher ratio. Not 
every school receives the same amount. nor does every child "receive" an equal amount. 
Most provinces use a fair& complex method of distributing the funds. These 
methods include foundation plans. guaranteed ta.x base plans. and fir11 provincid W i g  
(Lawton & Gendron. 1995). The idea is to provide an equitable distribution of k d i n g  
among all children in the jurisdiction. Most of the money spent by the provinces is 
actually given to school boards. This occurs through a fimding formula. Although each 
province has a different formula almost all have the same basic components of 
equalization funding: btock funding. categorical tinding and capital funding. 
Equalization Funding 
Equalization funding is most important in provinces and states where school 
boards raise a significant share of their revenue through taxes levied on local property. It 
is recognized that this will cause a disparity in revenue between poor and rich districts. 
Thus some form of equalization formula is used to eliminate the differences. These 
include matching grants. flat p t s .  foundation p t s .  a x  based equalization programs 
and resource cost models (Langlois & Scharf. 1991). Equalization payments are made to 
school boards in Saskatchewan. Manitoba. Quebec. and Nova Scotia, In some provinces 
the potential inequality has been recognized and all property taxes go into the genera1 
revenues of the province rvld are dispersed through bIock funding. This is the situation in 
British Columbia Alberta, Manitoba. New Brunswick and Prince Edward Island. 
Flat Grants 
Fiat grants or block pants provide an amount per pupil or per teacher or per 
dassroom with no regard to local capacity or effort. Block grants may be one of several 
different types: tbr esampIe. a fixed amount per schod, an amount per classroom, an 
amount based on the number of students. or an amount based on the number of teachers. 
These methods of providing fhds  satisfy the need for horizontal equity. A combination 
of these factors may be taken into account. An allocation of approximarely the same 
amount of money per pupil means that everyone is treated the same. 
Sometimes the student count is weighted in order to provide a semblance of 
vertical equity. For e m p i e ,  the amounts can be weighted for different ages or grade 
levels. Students in more expensive program (such as special. second language. or 
vocational education) or those taught in more expensive settings (such as small or remote 
schools) are given a higher value in the count than other mdents in recognition of the 
e x m  cost of educating them. Factors that commonIy influence the grants to schools rue 
teacher salary scdes. the numbers of students with special needs. student participation in 
special programs. conveyance costs. and geographic isolation. 
Cate~oricat Funding 
A province may aIso provide additiod funds for particular pmgmns or services, 
A province may tie money to the activities it wishes to support. such as specid education. 
language education and computer purchases. Each provincial department of education 
makes s p e d  allowances for education of students with special needs, whether they are 
inte-gated into the regdar classmorn or educated in special schods. 
In all provinces. funding is provided for French language education. English as a 
second language. and Native languages. In addition, in British Columbia there is 
funding for Japanese and Mandarin, in Manitoba for Heritage languages. and in Ontario 
for international languages. A1 provinces except Prince Edward Island have 
Kindergarten programs. based on half time attendance. All the programs are optional. In 
1994, Alberta cut hnding for Kindergarten to 200 hours, but in 1996 reinstated the 
fimding for 400 hours. In Ontario. Saskatchewan, Quebec and Nova Scotia there are 
some Head Start or Junior Kindergarten programs for -at risk" and handicapped students. 
Categorical funding is also used for provision of teabooks and school supplies in some 
provinces. 
On the other hand. the province may use categorical funding as a way of 
recognizing ha t  the cost of certain services varies tiom one district to another. This type 
of tinding could include costs of student transportation, or a sparsity factor in remote 
cufal areas. 
All jurisdictions provide Funding for transportation of students who live in rural 
areas. The western provinces also provide some funding for transportation within the 
cities. In British Columbia funding is provided for water transportation. and in AIberta 
provision is made for horse drawn vehicles. Special education transportation is supplied 
where needed. Some provinces provide ahwances for students to attend boarding 
schools where distances warrant. British Columbia and New Brunswick also make 
allowances for extra-curricular trips outside the core bding provisions. 
According to Lawton (1996). provincial pIans tend to be combinadom of different 
types of grants. For example. a weighted pupil equalization grant might be used fir 
funding the general educational program. and supplementary special purpose and flat 
grants used to h d  particular programs such as second language. guidance or vocational 
education. British Columbia Saskatchewan, and Ontario distribute funds based on the 
numbers of students. Manitoba bases its h d i n g  on a per school amount. Newfoundland 
takes into account the number of students and also provides block funding based on the 
total enrolment of the school. In Alberta. elementary and middle years Funding is based 
on the numbers of students who are enrolled. but for high school. a process of funding 
based on the number of credits in which students are enrolled. has been instituted. 
In general. provincial per-pupil hd ing  is provided to support the following 
major components: teacher salaries. non-imction salaries. administration, texts. 
resources. equipment and supplies. janitorial. and maintenance. 
Foundation Grants 
Foundation grants are more complicated. The amount received by each 
jutisdiction depends on the local ability to pay. A minimum ta.. effort is set. and general 
poIicy on the balance between statefprovincial and local control is stated, The state or 
provincial aid is distributed among the jurisdictions in an inverse relationship to the local 
assessed evaluation, but the total amount spent is a political decision. rather than a 
rationd determination of the needs and costs of education. Minimum local tax effort is in 
essence a state or provinciaIly imposed property tax. 
Foundation programs put a ceiling on per pupil expenditures that will be aided by 
the state. This leaves the local area to d e t e d e  the desired level of spending. As 
expected this kind of funding hurts poorer school districts insafar as the ceiIing is 
reladveiy tow and the required tax rare is reiatively high A guarantee of some h d i n g  
for everyone is known as floor funding. The state or province commits itself to h d  
some percentage of the expenditure for the board of average wealti.. 
Resource Cost Models 
A resource cost model specifies, at a state or provincial level. the programs and 
s e ~ c e s  to be provided. Based on student enrolment patterns at the local level. resource 
price and cost data are decided from a cost of education index analysis. This model 
centralizes power ar the state or provincial level. 
Full ProvinciaUState Funding 
If funds are not raised at the local Ievel. or if funds are raised by the application of 
a uniform tax rate. and submitted to the provincial or state government for general 
revenues. and the provinciaYstate government then takes full responsibility for the costs 
of the educational program. it is called MI provinciaVstate finding. Full provinciaVstate 
finding tends to reduce or eliminate diferences among schooI divisions in levels of 
service and ta.. effort. T ~ K  effort is equalized. however. ody if assessment is fair and 
equitable. 
In Canada. federal. provincial and Local governments all share the responsibility 
for financing public educarion. Because education is a provincial responsibility. one 
might assume that the federal government is not involved. However it is responsible for 
the education of First Nations students on federal reserves. of children resident in the 
Territories. of children of armed forces personnel. and of inmates of penitentiaries 
(Dibski. 199 1: Hodgson. 1988). This amounts to about 3% of spending on education. 
The federal government also makes transfer payments to the provinces from general 
revenues, firstly as equalization payments. balancing out the revenues Liom the "have" 
provinces to the "have not" provinces. and secondly a s  joint cost sharing of certain social 
programs. Funds once received become part of the provincial treasury. and are expended 
according to provincial priorities (Dibski). 
Geom~hic and Demomphic Factors 
Geographic and demographic factors. such as declining or increasing enrolments. 
population sparsity. and smaII schools. sometimes attract extra finding from the 
provinces, Saskatchewan. Manitoba Ontario. New Brunswick. and Nova Scotia make 
special provision to school boards where enrolments are declining. In contrast. British 
Columbia. Saskatchewan and New Brunswick have to make provision for areas with 
increasing enrolments. Neither Prince Edward Island nor Nova Scotia gives extra 
funding for sparsity or isolation. Nova Scotia removed this provision in 1993. 
Quebec and Nova Scotia give extra thding to mall school boards. 
Saskatchewan. Manitoba Quebec. Ontario and Newt'oundland make allowances for mail 
schools. In British CoIumbia there is an allowance for small secondary schools. Several 
other factors create eligibility for _mts  in the different provinces. These _pints tend to 
retlect the need for special funding for students who are economically disadvantaged or 
at risk. Implementation of new curricula and other pilot projects, and provision of 
distance education aIso attract funding. 
match in^ Grants 
Another type of policy provides matching grants. Funds that are raised by tocal 
effort are matched by grants h m  the provincial. state or federd government. This 
encourages IocaI effort but has the effect of making the rich richer- In Canada this type 
of thding is often used for capital projects in education. Capital funding usuaiIy refers 
to the provision of buildings or major pieces of equipment, Most provinces provide 
capital funding through a separate fimdiing process. For some jurisdictions the costs of 
renovations and repairs are covered by the general fimding formula except in the case of 
major emergencies. 
Summarv 
This section has presented the various approaches to h d i n g  education that have 
been taken by the provinces and territories of Canada In times of increased tiscal 
restraint. there has been an increased importance attached to efficiency and minimizing 
costs. The original view of provincial grants was as subsidies. meant to bring local 
revenues up ro an adequate ievel and to act as an equalization factor. However. the view 
seems to have changed and local taxes are now seen to "top up" the provincial grants in 
many jurisdictions (Lawon. 1996). Ontario has recentIy addressed the question of which 
taxes shoutd be used to fund education by suggesting removing the property tau base as 
the source of revenues. This may be the beginning of another trend towards 
centralization and the loss of local control. "He who pays the piper calls the tune". and if 
school boards do not have the right to raise taxes. then they lose the right to make 
decisions. The desire to retain Iocd control is most evident in Saskatchewan. the only 
province where the mill rates for property taxes are decided locally. 
.4t the same time there is an increasing stress on adequacy. on standards. and on 
results. In .Alberta and British Columbia. results of standardized tests have been 
published on a school-by-school basis. Some provincial authorities are advocating 
standardized testing- and bragging about the &ts when their students come out on top. 
In a sense this is also a push for efficiency. Parents, school boards. and provincial 
departments of education are wanting to see more accountability in the use of scarce 
resources. and they fee1 that standardized test results provide a measure of hat 
accountability. Lawton (1996) believed that a threat to the education system would come 
from those who place academic excellence ahead of equality of opportunity. He felt that 
academic segregation could have a negative effect on the education of most students. 
Freedom of choice is another demand that is arising in Canada Our increase in 
cultural diversity is "reflected in the scores of languages taught in our urban schools and 
the emergence of demands for public bd ing  of the schools of religious groups that have 
not aditionaily received funding" (Lawton. 1996. p. t 8;). This aend will continue with 
increased immigration. The desire €or kedom of choice is also manifest in a growing 
demand for Charter Schools in Alberta and British Columbia and for home schooling in 
provinces such as Saskatchewan. 
According to Lawon (1996). the values that underlie school finance policies are 
quin;, sficienq. autonomy and adequacy. As far as autonomy is concerned. there 
appears to be a trend in Canada towards greater centralization. Currentty. education is 
fully Funded in five of the provinces and both temtories. with five provinces retaining 
some local control over funding. A decade ago. only two provinces hlly fimded 
education (Lawton. 1996). In addition to a concentration of fiscal power in provincial 
governments. such actions as redrawing of school board boundaries to form larger 
school systems and implementation of school councils have redistributed authority away 
From school boards. 
Dibski ( 1991) cited six trends which influence the fhacing of education. The 
first is change in population demographics reflected in changing ratios of schod-aged 
children to working adults to seniors. Secondly. the rate of increase in funding to 
education has slowed down relative to the rate of increase for other public services. 
Thirdly. the Charter of Rights and Freedoms has given a new emphasis to ideas of 
equality and individual rights. The fourth trend is that cutbacks and recession have 
altered the progress towards -matter fiscal equality among provinces and reduced the 
amounts of money available for all social services. Fifthly. there is a trend in some 
provinces towards more subsidizing of private schools. charter schools. and horns 
schooling. Sixthly. (as noted by Lawton. 1996) provinces are adopting policies to 
decrease reliance on local property taxes as a source of school revenue. One could add 
another trend to Dibski's list: the recent publication of international test results which 
have raised public consciousness and increased demands for more accountability and 
stronger basic education. Newfoundland and Quebec have moved From schools 
controlled by religious bodies. In Quebec. schools are now separated along linguistic 
lines. 
Rural depopulation and grow* of population in cities have caused two divergent 
problems. The increase in urban population has heightened the need for capital to expand 
urban facilities. To save the cost of building new schools. some jurisdictions have tried 
such innovative ideas as year-round schooIs. and schools-on-shifts. The use of 
technolom can help to alleviate problems of isolation experienced in more remote areas 
of our country. As has been seen. many provinces are providing funds for the purchase 
of computers. and provision of Internet access. In Saskatchewan. Manitoba Nova Scotia 
and Ne~foundland experiments have been made in the delivery of Distance Education. 
Use of the new technologies presents exciting possibilities and fiscal challenges to 
educational institutions. 
.As Lawton (1996) stated 
tf provinces . .. would publish clearty stated allocation formulas and 
expenditures per pupiI on a school by school basis. we might get a better 
understanding of how [the different]. . . systems work - and the extent to 
which they achieve a socially acceptable level of equity. @, 86) 
PoIicies throughout Canada for provision of educational services are as diverse as the 
geography. history. and culture of the different regions. 
The Fundine of S~ecial Education 
As Danielson (1999) said. "Specid education policy makers are increasingly 
aware that the nature of the provisions underlying special education funding has had a 
impact on the ways in which special education programming is designed and provided" 
(p. viii). The main challenges that poiicy makers in educationd finance face in the 11" 
century are: determining the scope and cost of programs and services needed to help dl 
students meet high academic standards: raising and aIlocating sufficient resources in an 
equitable way: and developing more creative and flexible ways of using general and 
speciai education funds whi!e guamnteeing that d l  chiIdren. particuiariy those with 
disabiIities. receive appropriate services (Goem. 1999)- Parrish (1996) reminds us. 
In addition to issues related to specid education costs. other policy issues. 
such as increased emphasis on placing specid education students in generaI 
education classrooms. and the need for greater fiscal flexibility in relation to 
local program design. have led to unprecedented fiscal reform activity in 
special education. (p. 2) 
Costs of special education have cisen steadily in the last decade (Panisi~. 1996). 
Reasons for this growth include the effects of mandatory provision legislation. as well as 
an increase in the number of students in poverty. Parrish also notes that the rising 
standards of educational achievement have resulted in more students falling below the 
expected norm and thus requiring remediation. 
Different policies and procedures for determining allocations of special education 
funds have arisen because of v q i n g  local and historical contexts, Several methods of 
funding special education are identified in the literature (Parrish. 1996: Panisb 2000a). 
These can be described as program-. resource-. cost-. and census-based methods of 
funding. How _pat the disparity in pro_gm t id ing  should be between general and 
special education is still a matter of controvemy (Parrish & Guarino. 1999). 
Proeram-Based Funding 
This ppe of funding is based on the actual pro-pans in place for students with 
special needs. It is closely tied to the actual identified student and his or her needs. This 
bpe of Funding encourages over-idenrification of students with special needs. Funding 
may take the form of a tlat pint. as described by Parrish and Wolman ( 1999). Total 
h d i n g  available for specid education is divided by the total number of specid 
education students. This determines the amount of aid to be received by a district for 
each special education student. 
The amount available may nor be shared equally. According to Parrish and 
Wolman ( 1999). a weighting system could provide more funding for those students who 
are expected to cost more to m e .  by assigning those students a larger  weigh^ The 
weight differentials may be based on student placement. whether in a pull-our p r o p m .  
special class. or integrated in a m a r  setting. They may also be based on disability 
category. or a combination of both factors. 
ResourceBased Funding 
Funding in this case is based on the allocation of specific education resources 
such as teachers. classroom units. consultants or specialists. The provision of a fixed 
amount of funding based on the number of teachers working in special education 
programs would be an example of resource-based funding. Classroom units are derived 
fiom proscribed studentlteacher ratios with allowances made for disabling condition or 
type of placement. Parrish (1996) found that this type of funding encouraged the 
placement of students in separate classrooms. schools or facilities. According to Parrish 
and Wolman ( 1999). a unit of funding may only incorporate part or all of the estimated 
cost of a teacher or a teaching assistant. 
Resource-based funding also covers the provision of consultants and specialists. 
These may be educational psychologists. speech therapists and counsellors who are 
employed to work with the students with special needs. 
Cost-Based Funding 
Funding within this policy h e w o r k  is based on a percentage of the alIowable or 
actual expenditures incurred by a school district. As well as the costs for employment of 
teachers and teaching assistants. cost-based finding is also used for the provision of 
technology. amsportation. and facility adaptation for accessibility and safety. Total 
e x p e n d i m  may not be recuperated. Sometimes only a percentage of costs is 
reimbursed (Parrish & Wolman. 1999). Usually there is some basis for determining 
which costs are aIlowable. and there may be caps on the numbers of students who can be 
claimed for funding purposes. 
Census-Based Funding 
Censusbased hiding means that a fixed amount of W i n g  for special education 
costs is provided for every student enrolled in a school division (Parrish 2000a). not for 
every identified special needs child. When this type of hnding is used for special 
education. the policy makers pre-suppose that the incidence of special needs is constant 
throughout the whole population. This does not tend to be the case (Parrish. 1996). 
Census-based h d i n g  is not necessarily a flat grant. That is. the amount may not 
be the same for each child. The amount of funding may be weighted by some factor such 
as the age of the chiIdren. hother  variation of this type of funding. identified by Panish 
( 1996). is the pupil-weighted grant In this case. categories of student-based h d i n g  for 
special pro-ms are expressed as muitiples of regular education funding. 
The justification tbr this tq-pe of funding (Pamsh. 1996) is that it reduces 
administrative burden. increases local flexibility. neutralizes incentives tbr identification 
and restrictive placements. and brings rising special education costs under control. 
Opponents point out that schooI systems wjth higher percentages of special education 
students receive less special education aid per student served than similar sized school 
districts with fewer students ~ i t h  special needs (Parrish). 
Disbursement of Funds 
Many school jurisdictions use a single nay of distributing the funds. but others 
use a combination of several of the methods. According to McLaughIin (1999) many 
fhding formulas have been modified to eliminate incentives for over identification of 
students as disabled through a census-based formula that applies after certain levels of 
funding provision have been reached. 
The basis of funding is connected with special education policies and priorities. 
As Parrish and Wolman (1999) point out, more precise criteria such as type of placement, 
classroom unit. number of special education staff and services received   end to result in 
less local flexibility" (p. 209) in obtaining and using resources. More general criteria 
such as actual expenditures. or special education enrolment. provide more local discretion 
and flexibility in identification and placement. As Parrish and Wolman noted, by using 
total district enrolment as a basis for hding,  states are "choosing to de-link Funding 
from student identification and placement" (p. 209). 
One important policy decision is concerned with the degree of latitude districts 
have once they receive categorical allocations. Some states and provinces require that the 
funds actually be spent on special education programming, whereas others have no such 
requirement. Panish ( 1996) indicated that he tbund a lack of fiscal mechanisms to 
support placement in the least restrictive environment. Some states forbid the use of 
special education funds to support certain types of instructional interventions outside of 
separate special education progams or classes. 
Summarv 
In this section the way in which funds for education are distributed in order to 
respond to the concerns for horizontal and vertical equity have been discussed. The plans 
discussed have included 1 1 1  provincial funding. matching grants. flat p t s .  tau-based 
equalizing programs. a resource cost model and foundation plans. Four different methods 
of funding special education (program-. resource-. cost-. and census-based) are identified 
and described. The method that is used to h d  education in Saskatchewan is an 
equalizing fotmdarion _ m t  program. 
The Funding of Education in Saskatchewan 
In Canada education is a provincial responsibility. In Saskatchewan. there are 
about 107 smaller administrative districts or school divisions of various sizes. and the 
legal authority for delivering education is vested in an eIected board of education for each 
division or district. The chief executive officer in each division is a localiy appointed 
Director of Education. The Saskatchewan Education Act states that Boards of Education 
must provide services to all pupils between the ages of six and 22 at no direct cost to their 
parents (The Education Act. 1995). 
Funding tbr education comes from wo main sources. Local school boards obtain 
about 60% of their funding fiom property taxarion although this amount may vary From 
100% to OYo depending on the jurisdiction. Property for ta?r purposes consists mainly of 
land. buildings. business premises. and industrial and commercial developments such as 
mines. factories. refineries. and pipelines- Some vdue. such as market value. is placed on 
property tbr tau purposes. but other variables may enter into the valuation as weIl 
(Dibski. 1991). [n Saskatchewan the taxable vdue is based on -current*' (June 30'
1994) market values. Once the valuation of a property is decided the provincial 
government then applies a set of factom to amve at the taxable assessment. The factors 
for property ta~ation were pubfished by the Saskatchewan Assessment Management 
Agency when reassessment was completed in 1996. and are shown in Table 4. Despite 
strong arguments for the reduction or elimination of property taxes for sducationai 
purposes. LangIois and Scharf (199 1) feit that the property tax is the o d y  viable local 
source of revenue that will pennit the exercise of local autonomy in educational decision- 
making. However. public feeIing is that the balance of Iocd and provincial funding 
Table 4 
Provincial Percentage Factors for P r o ~ e r h  Taxation*. 1997 
Type of Property I Factor 
Non-arable (range) land 50% 
Other agricultural land and improvements I 70% 
Residential land and improvements 75% 
Multi-unit residential I 85% 
Seasonal residential 70% 
Commercial and industrial. including mines 100% 
Grain elevators 60% 
Railway rights-of-way and pipelines 70% 
I 
Northern Saskatchewan - a11 land 60% 
(residential. seasonal. agricultural. commercial and mining) 
Northern Saskatchewan - all improvements 100% 
should be reversed to more ciosely approximate 10% local cost and 60% provided by the 
province. Arguments for elimination of property taxes are based on the weakening 
linkage between the education service and the property taxpayer. because the population 
is aging and a lower proportion of taxpayers have children in the school system. 
Provincial grants. based on an equalization Foundation Grant Formula provide 
most of the 40% that is not raised by iocd taxation. About 1% of school board income 
comes fiom other sources. such as tuition fees from other bards. and funding &om the 
federal government for aboriginal students and other pro^^ such as French language 
programs* 
Saskatchewan uses the foundation program approach to finance education 
(Hajnal. 1995; LangIois & Scharf. 1991; Volk, 1990), although the actual disbursement 
of funds uses components of various models to address specific issues. A school division 
estimates its basic expenditure requirements for the foundation program by applying a 
schedule of recognized costs to its pupil enrolments. The expenditure requirements 
calculated in this manner are referred to as the basic program. Incremental amounts are 
added to the basic program in recognition of the higher expenditures that a school system 
needs to make for special students and programs. Adjustments are made for small 
schools and for drops in enrolment. Basic recognized rates for 1999 are shown in Table 
5. 
This amount of adjusted basic program expenditure is expected to cover the costs 
of administration instruction. plant operation and maintenance. non-capitat furniture and 
equipment. non-capital renovations and repairs. current interest expenditures and bank 
charges. and special events transportation (Education Act. 1995). Other costs recognized 
by the Department of Education. such as tuition fee expenditures. pupil transportation. 
correspondence school tu i t io~  Shared Services, and rental of gymnasiums are added to 
the basic program to form the recognized expenditures. 
Thus. the school board first eszimates its budgetary requirements (Dibski, 1991). 
It then calculates the mill rate that must be applied to the property tax base. The 
responsibiIity for raising the revenue needed to finance the foundation program is shared 
by the School Division and the Department of Education. The Division's share is 
Table 5 
Basic Recognition Rates Per Year Per P u ~ i l  Enrolled 
Type of Pupil 
Kindergarten 
I 
Rates for Regina and 
Saskatoon School Divisions 
Elementary Level I S3251 
Middle Level 
I 
determined in part by applying the cornputationaI mill rate (referred to as the equalization 
@or) set annually by the Minister. to the equalized property assessment of the division. 
The local property t ~ -  revenues raised in this manner are called recognized revenues. and 
constitute the division's share of the foundation program. n e  balance of the revenues 
for the foundation program is received in the form of grants From the Department of 
Education. Other revenue sources for a school division may include tuition fees and 
rental of buildings (Hajnal. 1995). 
Recognized expenditures are often less than the actual expenditures of a division, 
and consequently the School Board is required to impose a higher mill rate than the 
equalization factor set by the government. tn 1997 the equalization factor was 14.67 and 
the average mill rate for ali Saskatchewan d schoot divisions was 17.95 
(Saskatchewan Education. 1997). By 1999. the equalization factor had been raised to 
15.00 (Saskatchewan Gazette. Jan 7.2000). 
As outIined in Table 6. the foundation grant program has five major objectives 
(LangIois & Scharf. 1991: Volk. 1990). The first is to bring about a-mter degree of 
Rates for Other School 
Divisions 
53,468 
Secondary Level 
S 1,683 I S1,803 
$3,488 
1 
S4,O 19 1 $4,266 
I 
S3,718 
Table 6 
Obiectives of the Foundation Grant Promm 
I I 
I Equality of educational opportunity I Adequate amount of money 
I 
I 
I I 
I 1 1 Equitable disuibution of money i 
Objective Requirement ! 
Comparable tau rates when compared with 
other jurisdictions 
i Greater educational opportunity Reasonable local tau rate I 
I Unconditional use of grants 
I 
1 High degree of local autonomy 
I 
I 1 i Effective and efficient use of 1 Elected boards 1 
I 
Ability to raise money locally 
I resources I I 
I 
b i 
' Accountability of Boards I / Special adjustment factors for unusual Sparsity Factor I ! / and unexpected needs I 
F 
Small School Factor I 
Enrolment Decline Factor 
I / Transportation Factor 1 I 
I / Special Education Funding 
equality of educationd opportunity. an objective that requires an adequate amount of 
money for education and an equitable distribution of this money to school boards. Volk 
i 
I 
! 
I Unexpected Expense Funding 
1 
found that the average mill rate for higher assessed boards and tower assessed boards 
only differed by about 2 mills. 
The second objective is to provide for greater educational opportunity with a 
reasonable local tau rate. This is a political question. but rates seem to be comparable to 
those in other provinces. The third objective is to retain for boards a high degree of local 
autonomy. Most -mts  to boards are unconditional, that is. once they are received the 
board can spend the money as it sees fit thus enhancing local autonomy. The fourth 
objective is to hold boards accountab[e for consequences of Local decision-making and 
local policy setting. Volk found that this objective was not difficult to meet. as boards 
are d i m  tl y responsible to the eiectorate for additional expendinues. or for deterioration 
of programs due to insufficient funds. Laxlois and Scharf ( 1 99 1 ) described this 
objective as effective and efficient use of resources. 
The CiW objective was to provide special adjustment factors in the formula 
which wouid compensate boards for circumsmces over which they had no control. The 
formda provides these adjustments through the sparsity factor. the small schools factor. 
the enrolment decline factor. and the transportation factor. 
Special Education Funding in Saskatchewan 
Special education funding facilitates access to the curricdum. assists with the 
provision of appropriate programs and services. and improves the quality of educational 
programming for students with exceptional learning and behaviourd needs. The h d i n g  
for special education in Saskatchenan has evdved over time. As needs have been 
identified, the methods of fimding have changed, The definition of specid education has 
changed too. At first special education was concerned with children who had physical or 
mental disabilities. One large component of the present special education program is 
now concerned with children who have behavioural problems. although this has long 
been a concern. The needs of children who are gifted are also being addressed. 
Develo~ment of Policv with Respect to S~ecial Education 
Special education costs are rooted in the basic decisions that are made about 
programs to educate children with handicaps. In other words. policy decisions. choices 
relating to students served. and to programs and services provided to them. will 
determine special education costs (Haman. 1980). "A legislatively created finance 
system which distributes dollars without regard for the need to level the playing field. 
does not provide an equal opportunity for a quality education' (Verstegen. 1998. p. 290). 
Existing policies for the rights of children to receive special education came into being 
for a variety of reasons. These were often incremental changes. sometimes paradigm 
shifts. of what was there before. 
The study of historical reasons for a particular policy can often be edightening, 
According to Rossmiller ( 1987). equality of educational opportunity was initially defined 
in terms of access to the common school. The goal of early efforts to achieve equality 
was "to establish and extend the educational system so that all children would have free 
access to ... schooling" (p. 56). He goes on to say that securing access to educational 
programs has been a continuing concern of handicapped. disadvantaged and minority 
students. In another article ( 1971). Rossmiller writes. 
Exceptional children were for many years widely regarded as not being 
subject to the application of the concept of equd educationai opportunity. 
They often were either discouraged h m  attending the public schools or 
excluded fiom them. and responsibility for the exceptional child's education 
was assumed to rest with the family - or perhaps consigned to charity. (p. 42) 
It is interesting, on this point. that in 1970. the Government of Saskatchewan, through an 
amendment to Section 122 of the School Act, was generating laws which mandated that 
school boards provide educational services to children with handicaps (Smviloff. 1994). 
at the same time as John Rawls (1971) was publishing his famous treatise on justice. 
As the concept of equality of educational opportunity increasingly came to be 
viewed as requiring that all children should be educated to the limit of their ability. there 
developed a recognition that the public school system should accept responsibility tbr 
"providing educational programs for exceptional children" (Rossmiller. 1971. p. 32). 
Thus. "educational programs for children who previously were considered uneducable" 
(p. 42) have evolved. Since the 1970s, Special Education provision has come to include 
policies for the education of children with mental disabilities. physical disabilities. 
multiple disabilities. behavioural disorders. inadequate pre-school preparation. as well as 
children whose first language is neither English nor French. and gifted children. in the 
leust restrictive environment (Smith & Foster. 1994). In addition to program funding. 
resources are provided in Saskatchewan for transportation, and board and lodging when 
required (Saskatchewan Education. 1997: The Saskatchewan Gazette. January 7.2000). 
The Saskatchewan Teaches' Federation [STF] poticy (2000) states that public 
funding for education should promote equality of opportunity for a11 students and should 
promote the attainment of equivalent benefits (STF policy 1 A.3). The policy says that 
educational opportunities should not be limited as a result of a student's learning 
potential (STF policy 1.1.1). In addition. section 13.4, observes that to enable students 
with special needs to receive appropriate programs and services, adequate funding must 
be provided for all exceptional students. Another important milestone in this context was 
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (Constitution Act 1982). Section 15(1) 
states -Every individual is equal before and under the law. and has the right to the equal 
protection and equal benefit without discrimination and, in particular. without 
discrimination based on . . . mental or physical disability". 
An Historical Overview 
Programs in segregated settings. in particular for blind and deaf students. had 
been available in Saskatchewan since the 1930s. However. during the years of 1970 and 
1971 the Saskatchewan government introduced legislation for the mandatory provision of 
service to students with special needs in schools (Saskatchewan Education. 1972). In 
contrast. it was not until 1974 that this kind of legislation appeared in the United States, 
Special b d i n g  rates were established on a per-pupil basis for "high-cost" students. 
Rates for students designated "low-cost" were based on 2% of total student enrolment. 
The rates were different for those in urban areas and those in rural areas. 
To address early-childhood needs of children. free half-time kindergarten was 
introduced in the province in 1973 (Saskatchewan Education. 1973). In 1974. a third 
level of h d i n g  was introduced for children with multiple handicaps (Saskatchewan 
Education. 1974). In 1975. a special education pilot and a research project were carried 
out in the Estevan area of the province (Saskatchewan Education. 1975). By 1977. a 
curriculum was available for children who were educable mentally retarded in Grades 4 
to 6. The Department of Education assumed responsibility for pre-school and school-age 
children with severe and multiple handicaps in 14 developmental centres throughout the 
province (Saskatchewan Education. 1977). Regional coordinators were also appointed. 
and the folLowing year special schools in Saskatoon, North Battleford and Melville 
moved to School Board control (Saskatchewan Education. 1978). h 1979. there were 
still 21 developmental centres for chiidren with severe handicaps (Saskatchewan 
Education. 1979). 
It was not until 1978 (Saskatchewan Education. 1978) that gified children were 
also recognized as being in need of specid education. and the following year hose with 
social and emotional handicaps were a h  recognized (Saskatchewan Education. 1979). 
By this time. the numbers of students recognized as educationally mentally handicapped 
had increased by 30%. There were 700 reachable mentalZy handicapped students in 
segregated classrooms within the regular school system. The foilowing years saw the 
introduction of special pre-school programs. the development of special programs and a 
proposal that special education teachers should have extra qudifications beyond the 
Baccalaureate level. 
In 1982. Shared Services programs were established (Saskatchewan Education. 
1982). This allowed school divisions outside the major cities to combine together and 
share costs associated with employment of such specialists as speech pathologists and 
educationd psyc hologists. At the same time the Psycho Educational Assessment CIinic 
was set up to provide assistance in assessing students with specid needs. The following 
years saw the introduction of Directions. a plan for the education of aH children in the 
province. and increased awareness of the idea of h m m  rights. The suggestion that 
chitdren with hearing impairments might be mainstreamed was an indication of the 
availability of improved technology. 
In 1985. the government introduced the Educational Development Fund 
(Saskatchewan Education 1985), and much of the money available was spent on 
enrichment programs for gifted and students with special needs. At the same time. there 
was an increased awareness of need for special intervention programs at the pre-school 
level. The late 1980s saw major changes in hnding with the innoduction of the Core 
Curriculum (Saskatchewan Education. 1989). The idea of b d i n g  for designated pupils 
and for special pro_grams was introduced. There were national t b m s  on education of 
gifted students and task forces on education of children kith hearing and visual 
disabilities. Enrolment at the School for the Deaf was so low that it was decided to dose 
the school in 1991 (Saskatchewan Education. 1991). The parents of 80% of deaf students 
had already ciected to have their child educated in their home communities. 
Support for teachers of special education students became a major concern, A 
special education techno lo^ conference in 1990 led to the formation ofthe SEINeS 
network providing special education information through e-mail and Internet 
(Saskatchewan Education. 199 1). .A handbook for teachers. "Meeting Challenging 
Needs". was  provided by the Department of Education in 1990. The ACCESS program 
also began at this time. providing assistance. collaboration consultation. evaluation and 
support to teachers. schools and school divisions. Pupil-assisted learning (PALS) literacy 
instruction was available for children who had not experienced readiig success in their 
early school years. 
The ?ear 1993 saw the introduction of special record keeping software for 
maintaining data on special education students. School linked services were integrated 
through the Children First program. At this time the increase in behavioural problems 
began to be a concern and the first mention of Fetal Alcohol Syndrome and Autism was 
made in government reports (Saskatchewan Education. 1993). Targeted Behaviour 
Funding was provided in 1995 for children with severe social. emotional and behavioural 
dificulties. Qualifications of special education teachers came under review. and 
regulations became much stricter (Saskatchewan Education. 1995). 
In recent years. specid pre-school early-intervention programs have been initiated 
in Community Schools in the provincial inner cities. Parents have a l s ~  gained the right to 
request a review of any programs that are suggested by the school division 
(Saskatchewan Education. 1999b). 
The present arrangements provide funding in three categories: individual per- 
pupil recognition for low-incidence disabilities: pro-m-. resource-. and census-based 
recognition for services tbr students with high-incidence disabilities: and various 
miscellaneous cost-based recognitions. Thus. all four methods of funding that were 
described (Parrish. 1996) (program-. resource-. cost-. and census-based) are used in the 
province. 
The Current Situation 
.As has been described. amounts and methods of provision for funding for special 
education have evoIved over time as needs have changed. This b d i g  assists with 
provision of appropriate p r o p s  and services. and improves the quality of educational 
pro_gsamming for students with exceptional learning and behaviod needs 
(Saskatchewan Education 2000~). 
Saskatchewm Education ( 1996) documents descn i  their support. 
Saskatchewan Education ensures appropriate education to children and youth 
with exceptiond needs through legislative and policy support. funding 
support. and consultative services. The right of dl Saskatchewan children 
and youth to an appropriate education is provided in the Education Act. 
Students have the right to receive instruction appropriate to their age and 
level of educational achievement in courses of instruction approved by 
Saskatchewan Education and the board of education. (p. 2) 
Consequently, the trend in Saskatchewan is to m a i n d n g  of students with special 
needs as far as is possible. XI1 recognition for funding for special education in 
Saskatchewan is conditional on programs actually being provided for identified students. 
Data must be supplied identieng students. naming M(special-education teachers. 
consultants. speech and lan_page pathologists. educational psychologists. and teaching 
assistants) employed to support the special-education population. itemizing any special 
technology purchased and itemizing any special transportation that is provided. The data 
to be provided by October 15" to Saskatchewan Education. form the basis of -grant 
recognition for the subsequent grant year (Saskatchewan Education. I999b). 
Through the Founrlnrion Operating Grant. Saskatchewan Education recognizes 
that students with exceptional needs are expensive to educate. Expenditures made by 
school divisions in Saskatchewan for special-education support services are recognized 
through various protocols. There are three basic categories of h d i n g  recobenition (see 
Table 7). The first is Designated Disabled Pupil Funding [DDPq. per-pupil 
funding for low incidence disabilities. The second is Special Needs Program Funding 
[SN'PF]. program recognition for sewices for students with high incidence disabilities. 
The third category includes various ad hoc recognitions. 
Table 7 
Recognized Fundiw for S w i d  Education 1998- 1- 
Designated Disabled ( DDPF-I \ Per identified pupil / $4.753 
Pupil Funding 1 I 
Name of Program Abbreviation I Type of Funding 
I 
Grant Recognition 
(Supplemental) I I I I 1 Designated Disabled [ DDPF (SS) 1 Per identified pupil 1 14.752 1 
I 1 (Level I) I I 
Designated Disabled 1 DDPF-II I Per identified pupil 1 $7.088 
I Pupil Funding I i i I / (Level II) 
1 Pupil Funding I 
(Children in Care of 1 
Social Services) 
I 
Eariy Intervention : E-1 / Per identified pupil I 
Special Needs Pupil SNPF ) School division 1 One FTE for cvwy 
1 
I Funding 
I 
Designated Disabled j DDPF-Sqpl / Excess staf f  in place lomula 
I I Pupil Funding I I 
enrolment staff and 1 200 students enrolled 1 pmgmm in place 1 in the amount of 
I 1 I $24.750 
I Targeted Behaviour TBPF I School division I Same as SNPF r 
/ Program Funding , enrolment. st& and 1 % 10 per student 
j propun in place i 
) SS Shared Services i Acnral personnel and ) formda 
! i enrolments I Special Equipment ; / For DDPF students , Actud costs 
: I Special Needs , For DDPF students Grant recognition 
Transportation 1 Facilities Ada~tation ! I 4 AcnraI cost 1 
Children with Low Incidence Disabilities 
These include children who are deaf or hard of hearing and children with visual 
disabilities. intellectual disabilities. orthopedic disabilities. chronic iIlnesses. or multiple 
handicaps. The Designated Disabled PupiI Funding provides recognition to assist school 
boards with some ofthe additional expense of educating students with these severe low 
incidence disabilities. and provides per-pupil grant recognition to cover the costs of 
assessment and high-cost assistance to meet the needs of these children. This affects a 
relatively small number of students. although, according to Saskatchewan Education 
(1999a). school divisions identified over 300 more d e n t s  with severe disabilities in the 
fall of 1997 than in the previous year, The recognition rates. for the 1998-99 school year. 
were set at $4.752 or $7.088 per child depending on the intensity of need. in addition to 
the regular per-pupil funding. 
There is also a Supplemental Desi-mted Disabled Program. which provides 
further funding for students with more severe disabilities who require extraordinary. staff 
intenshe programming. The total amount of money that is recognized for the Designated 
Disabled Programming tbr a particular school division is divided by an established unit 
vaIue. currently $41 200. to give an approved staff-equivdent, This approved M- 
equivalent is compared to actual staf f  in place (counting a teaching assistant as one third 
of a FTE teacher) to work with children with disabilities. An): excess staff are recognized 
for a _pant of 55.000 each. School divisions are also supported in provision of special- 
education programming and services for students with severe social. emotional and 
behavioural disabilities who are wards of the Miniaer of Social Services. Funding 
reco-@ion is at the same levels as DDP. Fractional fimding for DDPF is availabte if a 
student with a disability moves into the division after the September 30' and October 15' 
reporting deadlines. 
Specialducation technology reco-gition assists school divisions with purchase 
of technical aids that dlow students with designated disabilities to gain access to the 
education propun. Recognition is provided for special equipment such as FM s\istems. 
braiIters and lap top computers. Prior approval must be obtained before p u r c b .  and 
ownership of the equipment rests with Saskatchewan Education. When a child no longer 
needs the equipment. or transfers tiom the pubtic school system. it may be transferred to 
another child 
tn order to provide access for studem with disabilities. there is recognition for 
transportation. This hnding recognition assists with additional cost of transporting 
students with disabilities who require special tramportation. Rates for transporting high- 
cost special students were S2.300 per amurn in 1998-99. Funding is available to provide 
wheelchair lifts on school buses. All new buildings must, of course. be wheelchair 
accessible. and fimding assistance is protided for minor accessibility and safety 
renovations in existing buildings. 
Children with Hieh Incidence Disabilities 
Extra finding for education of children with high incidence disabilities is not 
individualized: it is a pro-gain _mt   recognition. It recognizes the needs of those 
children who require special programming and benefit tiom assistance both inside and 
outside the regular cIassroom. It is the staff who are recognized. not the inditidud 
student. Funding includes a Specid Needs Pro-m. a Targeted Behaviour Program and 
Shared Smices. The Special Needs program is provided for students sith miId and 
moderate forms of designated disabiIities, for students with leaming disabilities. students 
with speech-lanpage disabilities. and also for gifted learners. The amount recognized is 
based on pupil enrolment in the school division and actual personnel working with the 
students. One Ml-time equivdent teacher for every 200 studems in the amount of 90% 
of $27.500 is recognized. Programs must of course be in place. A rational for this type 
of funding is %at it does not provide a fied incentive to identify and label students as 
needing special education' (Chambers, 1999. p. 92). 
Recognition for the Targeted Behaviour Program is based on identification of 
staff and deliveq of programs to assist students with severe social. emotional. and 
behavioural disorders. or for early intervention programs aimed at prevention of such 
problems. Prevention programming is recoMzed at $10 for every child enrolled in the 
school division. It is estimated that 10% of the staff identified under TBP are dedicated 
to prevention programming and 9Q0h of TBP staff are involved with specialized 
programming (Saskatchewan Education. 1999b). In addition. an amount of 90% of 
$27.500 per tlll-rime equivalent actual Targeted Behaviour staff is provided for 
intervention. 
Shared Sen-ices funding recognition assists school divisions outside of Regina 
and Saskatoon with the provision of additional special-education support services. 
specifically s s c h  language pathology and educational psychology. [n order to access 
reco-gition. Shared Senices areas must employ an cstablisbed minimum FTE of 
professional special-education personneI. one of whom must be a speech language 
pathologist and another must be an educational psychologist 
The established minimum FTEs for Shared Services are: 3.5 FIF special- 
education professionals for Less than 8.000 pupils. 4.0 special-education professionals tbr 
8.000-10.000 pupils. and 4.5 FTE special-education professionals for over 10.000 pupils. 
In the 1998-99 _gan~ an additiod staff (one FTE) was recognized in each Shared 
Services Unit to support resource-based-learning and Core Curriculum implementation. 
The basic program recognition for these services is calculated based on the following 
formula: 
(Enrolment in School Division) x (Number of Shared Services Staff\ x 359.333, 
(Enrolment in Shared Services Region) 
Other Sources of Funding 
Other programs that are provided for the education of children with specid needs 
in Saskatchewan include integrated pre-school programs in inner-city or community 
schools. alternative schools. programs for students with severe social. emotional and 
behatioural problems who cannot be dealt with in the regular classroom. and programs 
for students who are deaf-blind. 
Summary 
There are several concepts associated with the provision of and tinancing of 
speciakducation services. This chapter has provided a review of literature associated 
with topics of individual rights. equity. fair sharing of scarce resources. and policy 
formation. As Brennan said (1 992). "Making better provision for handicapped chiIdren 
and young people. and tbr their parents and famiIies. is part and parcel of making a better 
society: that is a collective responsibility in the best interests of us all" (p viii.). A 
general oveniew of provisions for funding of education and in particuIar, special 
education was presented. In addition. an account has been given of the method of 
hding education in Saskatchewan with particuIar reference to policies associated with 
funding of special education. This sets the stage for the methodology of the study. which 
will be discussed in the next chapter. 
CHAPTER TFlREE 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
The very hairs ofyour head are all mrmbered (~Matrhav. 10:30). 
The research methodology used in this study is outlined in this chapter. This 
includes an explanation of the research design. the research orientation. the analysis of 
data and the research ethics. 
Research Design and Rationale 
X multi-case study approach was used to investigate different ways in which 
money tbr special education is used. Yin (1989) contended that "a research design that 
employs multiple cases is perceived as providing more significant and compelling 
evidence" (p. 52) than observation of just one case. Using a multi-case design allows the 
context to be clearly articulated. Although very similar in many ways. each school 
division has unique concerns that can be appreciated in a multi-case study, 
The purpose of this research was to provide insight into provision of special- 
education services. and funding of these services. in some rural areas of the Province of 
Saskatchewan. There has been W e  research to date on costs of and spending on special 
education in the province. The study was designed to examine. describe. and measure 
educationd services provided to students with special needs and their associated costs in 
selected school divisions in the province. Three school divisions were purposefully 
selected to provide contrmhg settings in rural Saskatchewan. 
The h e w o r k  that was used to explore special-education services has been 
shown in Table t . Data were collected and comparisons made between and among the 
school divisions across three categories of variables. special-education fiscal inputs 
(revenue and expenditures). special-education processes, and special-education outcomes. 
Since the description of processes of special education and provision for 
transitions provide a background to the fisca! story. the fiamework was not developed in 
what might be considered to be the natural order of inputs. processes. and outcomes. The 
first part was concerned with processes or detailed information about specid-education 
services. The philosophy of each school division towards the provision of specid- 
education services was determined by examination of policy manuals. Numbers and 
disabilities of students involved in different programs were ascertained. The instructional 
aspect of this section was concerned with identification, educational placement and 
programming. In addition. information was obtained about resources and materials that 
were available for teachers. A consideration of school facilities included questions of 
safety. accessibility. special equipment. special rooms. and transportation 
An analysis of personnel involved with students included specialists. teachers. and 
teaching assistants. consideration of pupil-teacher ratios, qualifications of teachers and 
paraprofessionals. Related services included an account of persome1 external to the 
school division. such as occupational therapists, physical therapists. speech therapists 
who were involved with students with specid needs. Assessment services were 
investigated to ascertain whether students were referred to outside agencies, or whether 
assessment was done within the school division. 
The second part of the investigation was concerned with outcomes. This included 
provision for transitions between different levels of schooLng, provision for transitions 
between schools. provision for transitions to the world of work or post-secondary 
education. graduation rates and placement services for students with special needs. A 
description of what happened to students after they leave school gives insight into how 
successfiri the programs were. This section also provided information about evaluation 
of the program. 
The final section was concerned with the fiscal question. The information 
obtained formed part of the school division's financial statement. which was examined by 
the researcher with the assistance of the Secretary-Treasurer of each school division. 
Revenue and expenditure variables were investigated. compared. and contrasted. 
The research questions outiined in Chapter One form a background to the study: 
I. What are the processes of specid education? 
For whom are services provided? 
What types of service are provided? 
a How are services provided? 
How do workers in the fieId perceive the services that are provided? 
a Are services similar across different schooI divisions? 
2. What are the outcomes of the special-education process? 
How are children assisted with transitions h m  one school to another? 
a What happens to children with specid needs when they leave the public 
school system? 
How is the p r o w  evafuated? 
3. What are the fiscal inputs towards special education? 
0 How is specid education funded? 
a How is special-education funding spent? 
Three separate case studies of the costs associated with the provision of special 
education were conducted, Through semi-structured interviews. and examination of 
financial records, information was obtained about each school division and has been 
compiled and reported in summary tables "in which convergent evidence is sought 
regarding the facts and conclusions for tbe case; each case's conclusions are then 
considered to be the information needing repIication by other individual cases" (Yin, 
1989. p. 52). This approach was taken in order to chronicle the different approaches to 
the delivery of special education that were employed in each school division. and to 
allow the researcher to share information obtained. The collective results have been 
reviewed and summarized in order to answer the research questions outlined above. 
Although information about individd children was collected. this information has only 
been reported in aggregate form. or with the use of pseudonyms. 
By conducting research in one province. variations due to extraneous influences 
have been reduced. Within the province. fitnding for special education in each school 
division was guided by the same rdes [aid down by the provincial department of 
education. The differences lay in the make-up of the clientele, in how the money was 
u s d  and in the philosophies of the school divisions and its personnel. 
The principie of analytic induction as suggested by Bogdan and Bikien (1982) 
was empioyed in the colIection and analysis of data Data were cotlected by means of 
semi-structured interviews with school division directors of education. Secretary- 
Treasurers, Supe~sors  of Special Education. school principals, teachers of special 
education. and teaching assistants. The time fiame for the collection of data was October 
1999 to January 2000. Each of the participants was interviewed once and follow-up 
interviews were conducted as necessary. Financial records that are in the public domain 
were also examined Varied approaches to the collection of data enabled the researcher 
to obtain as complete a picture as possible of services provided to students with special 
needs in the three school divisions. 
Research Orientation 
Decisions about design. measurement. analysis. and reporting, all flow h m  the 
purpose of the study (Patton. 1990). Patton described the purpose of research to be that 
of contributing "knowledge that will help people understand the nature of a problem so 
that human beings can more effectively control their environment" (p. 153). 
This study used the individual student as the unit of analysis. However. aggregate 
data only have been reported. Thus. the focal point was not so much expendims on 
special education for each child. but rather expenditures for providing all educational 
senices to students with different disabilities. The resuIts have been presented in the 
form of case studies of each school division. Other researchers (Chambers. 1999; Feir. 
1999: tankford & Wyckoff. 1999: Meijer. Pijl &Waslander. 1999: Parrish & Wolman. 
1999) have used the case study approach for this kind of research. although the cases 
were sometimes whoIe cities. states or countries. 
Gail. Borg, and Gall (1996) describe four characteristics of case study research: 
The need to focus on specific cases 
An in-depth study of each case 
0 The study of a probIem in its natural context 
The study of the personal perspective of case study pdcipants 
To the extent possible, the researcher's activities have been consistent with this 
philosophy. The focus of this study has been on educational services provided to 
students with special needs in the three school divisions. The technique used was that of 
the structured interview. PmfiIe charts for students, teachers, teaching assistants. and 
school divisions were completed as part of the interview. Gall et al. stated that, typically, 
case studies "involve fieldwork in which the researcher interacts with study participants 
in their own natural settings" (p. 547). The structured interview process served to address 
complexities of service delivery by providing a framework within which educators could 
"express their own understandings in their own terms" (Patton, 1990. p. 290). Central 
office personnel and practitioners in schools were able to express their own thoughts 
concerning delivery of programs for students with special needs. .4dditionally. the 
strucnmd interview technique provided a means of gathering financial data that could be 
analyzed at a later date: for example. the Secretary-Treasurer could explain. in more 
detail. expendims that were grouped together in the financial statement. 
Since the realities for each educator involved in this study varied depending upon 
his or her respective role. experiences. training, and understanding of the requirements of 
students with special needs. the interpretive paradigm has been selected for analysis of 
the findings. Summary vignettes of each school division are provided in Chapter Four. 
h Chapter Five. the research findings are presented and discussed in relation to the 
research questions posed in Chapter One. 
Data Collection 
In this section the collection of data is described. The selection of participants, 
the data collection methods. procedures. and schedule are outlined. 
Selection of Partici~ants 
For the purpose of this study. three school divisions were purposefully seiected to 
provide contrasting settings of rural Saskatchewan. One of the school divisions was 
situated very close to a large city. Another was situated over 160 kilometres (100 miles) 
From any city. The central ofice of the third school division was in a large Saskatchewan 
town. h this school division. about threequarters of the students attended schools in the 
town, the rest attended rural schools in the periphery. 
These sites were chosen to give a picture of three typical rural areas in the 
Province of Saskatchewan. and provide contrasting organizational settings. The k t  that 
all three sites are in the same province means that some of the extraneous influences that 
could occur have been limited. For each school division, the Director of Education. 
Secretary-Treasurer. and Supervisor of Special Education were the initial contact peopte. 
Principals. special-cducation teachers, and teaching assistants working with students with 
specid needs were also interviewed. 
Data Collection Methods 
A data collrrction sheet was compiled on each child who received high-cost 
special-education services. (See Appendix A for samples of the data collection sheets.) 
It should be stressed that. although information about individual children was cokcted 
this information has only been reported in aggregate form or with the use of pseudonyms. 
information sheets were also completed for each school describing programs for students 
with high-incidence. low cost disabilities. Guided interviews were conducted with the 
Supervisor of Special Education. the Secretary Treasurer. principals. specid-education 
teachers. teaching assistants. and other personnel. Financial records, policy manuals, and 
special-education manuals were examined. 
Various data coIlection methods were employed in this study. Data collection 
consisted of: 
1. Examination of school division documents: 
Financial records: 
Policy manuals: 
a Special-education manuals. 
2. Examination of financial records and discussion with the Secretary-Treasurer 
of each school division to obtain: 
a Financial data on provincial hnding; 
Data on salaries of personnel involved with students with special needs; 
Data on other associated costs. 
3. Examination of school division policy manuaIs and special-education 
manuals and tape-recorded interviews with the Supervisor of Special 
Education. special-education teachers. teaching assistants. Work Experience 
Coordinators and other personnel to obtain: 
Information about school division philosophy with respect to special 
education: 
Data on numbers of students and their special-educational needs: 
Data on programs offered and numbers of teachers and other personnel 
involved; 
Data on duties of personnel. 
4. Field notes generated following each investigative session. 
Preliminam Contact 
tn each school division preliminary contact was made with the Director of 
Education Supervisor of S p e d  Education. and Secretary Treasurer in order to provide 
demographic information as a background to the study. This process also served to 
introduce the researcher to panicipants and to create rapport. Glesne and Peshkin (1992) 
stressed that "the creation of rapport is important to the success of a study" (p. 7 1). They 
described rapport as being "'tantamount to trust" @. 79)- 
Information about Provincial Funding 
With the assistance of the Secretary Treasurer of each school division financia1 
reports for 1998 and for I999 were examined and analyzed to ascertain the amounts of 
provincial fimding recognized for delivery of special-education programs. tn addition the 
web site of Saskatchewan Education (2000~) and the Saskatchewan Gazene (January 7. 
2000) provided details of grant structures for the 1998-99 school year. 
Data on the Numbers of Students and their S~eciaCEducational Needs. Programs, 
Teaching and Other Personnel 
W s  part of the investigation used the semi-structured interview as the primary 
strategy for data collection. Bogdan and Biklen (1982) said that semi-structured 
interviews provide greater understanding of how individds think and develop their 
perceptions. Through the use of open-ended questions. subjects are expected to derive 
answers h r n  their own Frame of reference or to propose insightful perceptions, rather 
than to choose from a prescribed set of answers. An interview was conducted with each 
Supervisor of Special Education and the range and nature of different program offerings 
was discussed. Cnterviews were also held with school principals. and with special- 
education teachers and teaching assistants who worked with students with special needs. 
Although the interviews were focused on a set of guiding questions based on the 
requirement for information about students and their programs. a conversational manner 
was maintained as  suggested by Yin (1989. p, 89), dowing for unstructured and 
exploratory responses. Glesne and Peshkin (1 992) stated that, 
The researcher's awareness of the respondent's needs figures into the 
relationship between them. which causes the researcher to be duly and 
unpatronizingly understanding, empathetic, supportive and. if possible. 
conmbutory in terms that reflect the respondent's conception of personal 
n&. (p. 82) 
Quiet. private locations. as suggested by Glesne and Peshkin. were chosen for the 
The researcher followed the interview guides with each of the Supervisors of 
Special Education in order to ascertain the numbers of children involved in special 
programming. the different kinds of special needs they had, the choices that had been 
made on their behalf with regard to programming. and the teaching and other penomel 
who interacted with students. Each school division provided copies of their policies and 
philosophy in the area of special education. Special-education manuals for each school 
division were made available to the researcher. 
Semi-structured interviews were also conducted with teachers and other personnel 
who worked with students with special needs. h opportunity to reflect on programming 
was provided to participants. Respondents were asked in a11 interviews to elaborate. to 
clarifq.. and to cite specific examples if appropriate. Each interview was audio taped. 
after securing permission of the participant. At the end of the interview. each participant 
had the opportunity to review the interviewer's notes and was asked to sign a form 
granting permission to use the information in the study. The recordings on the audiotapes 
were used to help generate field notes. 
The participation rate u;as high. Out of a total of 33 teachers contacted, only two 
special-education teachers in one school in Emerald F d s  Schwl Division were unwilling 
to be inteniewed (94% participation). All school division office personnel who were 
contacted were willing to participate (100%). and were extremely helphl in providing 
information about philosophy. programs. and finances. Wormation obtained from the 
financia1 officer of Emerald Falls School Division was not as detailed as that obtained 
fiom the other two. since she was not able to provide more particulars about some items 
on the financial statement. 
It was not intended. nor was it possible to interview all teaching assistants. 
Sometimes they were working with children who could not be left done. or were not on 
the school premises when interviews took place. When this happened. information about 
their rotes and work descriptions was obtained from the school principal. special- 
education teacher or Supervisor of Special Education. About half of the teaching 
ass ism^ were interviewed. However. data about the roles. qualifications. and wages of 
a11 teaching assistants were obtained. 
Field Notes 
After each interview. a synthesis of the interview. hi-dighting key ideas and 
themes was recorded. The audiotapes were used to retkesh the memory of the interviewer 
and to assist in the process of making notes. Field notes describing what the researcher 
saw. h e a d  experienced and thought while collecting and reflecting on the data were 
made and these notes provided a third source of information. 
Data Collection Procedures and Time Frame 
A letter outIining the purpose. time w e ,  role of the participants and other 
relevant information concerning the proposed study ms sent to the Director of Education 
of each school division in September 1999. and permission requested to proceed with the 
study. 
The Secretary-Treasurer and the Supervlupervlsor of Special Education were contacted 
after permission was received, and interview times arranged. After initial interviews with 
school division personnel. principals, teachers. and other personnel in the schools were 
contacted to arrange for interviews. The purpose of the study. involvement and time 
required. use of the data. and ethical procedures were carellIy explained. Each 
participant was given a letter outIining the purpose of the study. the time h e .  his or her 
role in the study. and other relevant information. Included was a preiiminary 
questionnaire to elicit demographic information and a letter of formal consent for each 
participant to sign and return after the interview. I n t e ~ e w s  were concluded in January 
2000. Samples of letters to participants are provided in Appendix B. 
Participant anonymity and confidentiality has been maintained as far as is 
possible. throughout all interviews with all subjects. Pseudonyms have been used for 
school divisions. schools. teachers and students. The statement that "confidentiality and 
anonymity will be ensured as far as possible" implies that there might be limits on the 
de-eree to which confidentiality and anonymity can be assured. The reason for this 
statement is that information about school divisions in Saskatchewan. their enrolments. 
and their financial information are in the public domain. ,4 diligent searcher couId thus 
take the information in this study and trace it back in order to identi@ the school 
divisions in question. 
Data Analysis 
The data pertaining to each individual school division have been summarized in 
the form of tables and presented in Chapter Four. Three separate vignettes describe the 
findings from each school division. Each summary gives a general overview of the 
schooI division's commitment to the provision of services to students with special needs. 
The data h m  initial questionnaires. interviews. and field notes have been organized and 
coded into broad categories guided by the conceptuai h e w o r k  or processes. outputs. 
and inputs. Common themes emerged, f?om which further andysis and sorting enabled 
the comparison of the programs in the three school divisions. In Chapter Five, the results 
of the three cases have been synthesized and commonalities and issues addressed in 
response to the questions posed in Chapter One. Chapter Six concludes the dissertation, 
by presenting a summary of the study. the findings. a discussion of the findings. 
recommendations for practice, and suggestions for further study. 
Research Ethics 
There were no known risks resulting from participation in this study. -411 
participants were informed as to the purpose and nature ofthe study. and as to how the 
findings wouid be documented. At the end of the interview. each interviewee reviewed 
the notes of the session and provided a written consent to use the information provided. 
Confidentiality and anonymity have been ensured, as far as is possible, through the use of 
pseudonyms in references to students, participants, schools, and school divisions 
involved in this study. Any reference to school division employees has been deleted 
h m  quotations. Although information about individual children was collected, this 
information has only been reported in aggregate form or with the use of a pseudonym. 
A11 data, written questionnaires and interview tapes will be securely stored and retained 
for five years at the University of Saskatchewan. 
Throughout the investigation. an effort was made to respect the rights and 
professional careers of all those who participated. General ethics procedures outlined by 
the University of Saskatchewan Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behavioural Sciences 
Research were followed with respect to guidelines concerning consent forms. 
confidentiality. tieedom of participation and opportunity for feedback (see Research 
Protocol Application in Appendix C). 
Summary 
This chapter has described the methodology used in the study. Main sources of 
data collection were examination of hancial documents. and semi-structured interviews 
with Directors of Education. Secretary-Treasurers and Supervisors of Special Education. 
Supplementary information was obtained by means of semi-structured interviews with 
principals. special-education teachers and teaching assistants. as well as questionnaires 
and fieId notes. DetaiIs of participant selection. data coIIection. procedures, scheddes, 
data analysis and ethical considerations have also been outlined, 
CHAPTER FOUR 
PRESENTATION OF DATA - VIGNETTES 
Hearken unto me every one of you. and understand ( i M ~ k ,  7: 14). 
Descriptive vignettes of the three school divisions studied are provided in this 
chapter. These vignettes present findings that resulted h r n  interviews with SUQ~MSO~S 
of Special Education, Secretary-Treasurers. school principals. special-education teachers 
and teaching assistants. Semi-structured interviews were conducted from October I999 
to January 2000. at which time participants were asked to provide information about 
special-education programs and finances in their schools or school divisions. They were 
also asked to make gene& comments about special-education programming and about 
special-education programs in their own school division. 
To ensure anon>mity and confidentiality in this study. aII extracts h m  interview 
data have been identified by code. The school divisions have been given the pseudonyms 
hethyst Bay School Division. Cn'mon Dunes School Division and Emeraid Falls 
School Division. The fim two leners of the school division m question. with a number to 
represent the schooI. have been used to identify each of the schools. For exampIe. the 
second schoo1 in Crimson Dunes SchooI Division has been identified as CD2 school. 
Special-education teachers in the schools were assigned the same identifier as the school. 
If there was more than one special-education teacher in the school they have been 
referred to as. for example. teacher CD2a. teacher CD2b etc. A similar form of teference 
was used for teaching assistants. A teaching assistant in CD2 school would be teaching 
assistant CD2a CDZb or CD2c. etc. The town or village in which a school was located 
has been referred to by the same name as the school. The students were given 
pseudonyms in random order. and these names have been used when referring to 
particular students or program. To preserve anonymity. there has been no identification 
of students in a particular school. 
The fiamework for research provided in Chapter One has been followed for each 
school division. In the tirst section of each vignette. data about processes of special 
education in the school division have been presented. A description of the philosophy 
behind delivery of special needs programing espoused by the Board of Education. 
information about students. procedures for assessment and intervention. provision for 
parental involvement. and details about teaching and other personnel have been included. 
No school programs can be examined completely without a discussion of the 
outcomes of the program. and this has formed the second section of each vignette. For 
the purposes of the dissertation, provision for transitions and for evaluation of the 
probgram have been included as part of the consideration of outcomes. For children with 
special needs it is particularly important that there should be some consideration of what 
is going to happen to the children when they teave the school setting. -4s part of this 
study. arrangements that had been made for transitions into the school system. and within 
the school and school division were discussed. Intentiewees were also asked about plans 
for what is likely to happen to the children when they teave the public schooI system. 
either to p r o p  to some form of post-secondary education. or go into the world of 
work. 
An investigation of my program is not complete without a consideration of an 
evaluation process to examine how well the pro- is succeeding This is. in essence. 
part of the process of transition or change for the program itself. (Fullan, 1991) and has 
been considered a part of the outcome in this study. The evaluation of the program is  
based on how successfully it produced the desired outcome for students. Whereas it is 
part of the process. it is also an important part of the outcome. Therefore. procedures for 
evaluation not of students. but of program. were also investigated. 
The fim two sections provided a background to part three of the framework the 
fiscal story. A description of fiscal inputs to special education. h d i n g  of special 
education and use of special-education finding have been given. 
Amounts and methods of provision for funding for special education in the 
Province of Saskatchewan have evolved over time as needs and societal mores have 
changed. An account of funding pmisions has been provided in Chapter Two. This 
funding assists with provision of appropriate programs and services. and improves the 
quality of educational programming for students with exceptional learning and 
behaviouraI needs. -4s far as is reasonabie and practical. mains&aming is Iegaiiy 
required in Saskatchewan. 
It should be suessed that numbers stated are recognition for funding. not amounts 
actually received. The actual amount received from h e  Provincial Govemmcnt depends 
on the wealth ofthe area and varies from zero to 100% (Saskatchewan School Trustees 
Association. 2000). 
The Amethyst Bay School Division Story 
Amethyst Bay School Division was a rural school division in an isolated area of 
the Province of Saskatchewan. It provided services in both official languages. Amethyst 
Bay was over 100 miles (1 60 kilometres) tiom any Saskatchewan city. Enrolment data 
indicate that there were 934 students in nine different school buildings. on seven different 
school sites (see Table 8). Three schools had students fiom Kindergarten to Grade 12. 
Four schools were elementary buildings, two with students Kindergarten to Grade 6. one 
with Kindergarten to Grade 7. one with Grades 1 to 8. Two buildings were junior and 
senior high schools. one with Grades 7 to 12. and one with Grades 8 to 12. Enrolments 
were extremely low. [n 1998-99. no school building had more than 3-00 students and two 
schools had less than 25 students. All schools except two qualified for recognition for 
extra funding in the form of small schools' _pants and all qualified for isolation 
al1owances (sparsity grants). 
P bilosoa hv 
Amethyst Bay School Division had a stated philosophy about the provision of 
speciaI-education services. It was "committed to providing pupils with special-education 
needs with the best programs possible". It was the Board's belief that "assisting these 
students today wili enhance their learning and belief in themseives. and increase the 
probability of them becoming productive. conmbuting members of society in the future" 
(hethyst Bay School Division Special-Education Manual, 1998). An intricate system 
requiring earIy identification, school based intervention, consultation with Shared 
Services personnel and, on occasion, referral to externaI agencies or individuaIs. had been 
Table 8 
Enrolments, Amethvst Bay School Division. Se~tember 1998 
developed by the school division. The goals of the special-education program are shown 
in Table 9. 
One member of the central office staff was employed 50% of the time as 
Supervisor of Special Education. The S q e ~ s o r  and the Special-Education Manual 
provided a wealth of information to the researcher about the existing delivery system. In 
addition, interviews were conducted with the Secretary-Treasurer. the Work Experience 
Coordinator. the principal in each school, the special-education teachers in each school. 
and teaching assistants. Special-education personnel were working with srudents in 
established and designated pro_erams in all schools. as considered necessary. Information 
about staffing is shown in Table 10. and will be descn'bed more fully in the section on 
pemmel. 
ESL Total 
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Table 9 
Soecial-Education Goals, 1998-99 Amethvst Bav School Division 
To develop and support common specid-education practiceslinitiatives: 
Holistic Learning Strategies with a focus on Empowered Beginnings 
Testing and programming and reporting 
Diagnostic reading and math p r o p s  
WJ-R training and implementation. and binder development 
Early Intervention Reading Program 
PPP format and Submissions 
Learning styles 
Enrichment 
Student cumulative files 
To continue to develop the Special-Education binder in each of our 
schoo Is 
To encourage and provide strategies for cotlaboration and collaborative 
problem-solving/planning in dt of our schools. Team meetings and the 
M4PS strategy will be supponed- 
To foster adaptation for diverse learners within the classroom. 
To develop assessment strategies and programs for students with 
behavioural and emotional needs. Conflict resolution and social skills 
training uiII be supported. 
To support interagency collaboration 
The Students 
Students were deemed eligible for special programs if they met the criteria set 
forth by the Department of Education guidelines. In 1998-99, out of a total student 
population of 934. fifteen students (I -61%) were designated accordiig to the Designated 
Disabled Pupil Funding criteria (see Table 1 I). Ofthese, eight were identified as 
Designated Disabled Level I. and four as Designated Disabled Level U. In addition, there 
I l l  
Table 10 
Staff Emoloved to Work in the Area of Soecial Education. 1998-99, 
Amethvst Bav School Division 
Program 
Designated Disabled Program 
Total in Schools 
Average Salary in Schools 
Number of 
Professional Staff 
FTE 
0.80 
Supervisor of Special Education* 
Work Experience Coordinatot* 
Shared Services 
were three other students in the care of the Department of Social Services who were 
recognized For Designated Disabled Pupil Funding. This is a separate designation under 
Saskatchewan Education W i n g .  Special-education teachers identified a total of 25 
students as receiving individual programming. The costs for some of them were 
recognized by Designated Disabled Pupil Funding, and for others by Special Needs 
Program Funding. 
Specid-education teachers did not specifically name other students. but teaching 
assistants indicated that they worked with another 24 children, on an individual basis. 
part of the time. Thus a total of 49 students out of the 934 enrolled in the school division 
Number of 
Teaching 
Assistants 
FTE 
8.55 
7.25 
$49,500 
0-50 
0.35 
1.50 
Total Employees 
2.00 
2.50 
Special Needs Program I 5.20 
13.05 
$10340 
Targeted Behaviour Program 
Note, *Included in above total. 
I 
1.25 
8.10 13.05 
Table 11 
Enrolments and Numbers af Students Receivin~ Smxial Programmin~ 
Amethyst Bav School Division, 1998-99 
School 
(525%) were receiving some form of special education. Those who did not meet 
Department of Education criteria for designation were also considered tbr special- 
education programming if, in the opinion of the Director or designate. such assistance 
was necessary. 
Some of the disabilities of the chiIdren in Amethyst Bay Schoot Division are 
show in Table 12. Of the 25 students named by special-education teachers and teaching 
assistants, one was deaf and unable to talk, and three were hearing impaired. Two 
children were visually impaired. One student had severe language deveIopment problems 
because her mother was deaf and used only sign language for communication. Another 
had severe language pmbIems because neither official Language was spoken in the home. 
AB7 
Totals 
SNP i Total 1 special 
Education 
Enrolment 
10 
931 
DDP 
- 7
3 
3 
2 
3 
1 
1 
0 
14 
40 
9 
14 
7 
8 
10 
1 
AB la 
ABIb 
' AB2 
AB3 
AM 
ABSa 
/ ABSb / AB6 
0 
15 
16 
13 
12 
16 
I0 
9 
I I 
1 
189 
156 
155 
1 19 
105 
100 
76 
24 
0 1 0 
117 1 132 
Table 12 
Some Disabilities Found in Amethvst Bav School Division, 1998-99 
Deaf 
Hearing Impaired 
Visually Impaired 
Language Development Delay 
English as a Second language 
Down's Syndrome 
Autism 
Dyslexia 
Heart Defect 
Epilepsy 
Seizures 
ADD 
Behavioural Problems 
r Severe Learning impairment 
Acquired Brain Injury as a result of an accident 
During the 1998-99 school par. two children were receiving special senices because 
their parents were migrant f m  workers. and the children had no English language skills. 
They were in school for two months in the fall. and three months in the spring. A special 
teacher (a retired principd) was hired for two temporary contracts for these five months 
and the costs were claimed under Special Needs Program Funding. Of the students with 
special needs identified by teachers, one child had Downs Syndrome. one was autistic, 
one was dydexic. one had a heart defect. and two suffered from seizures. Two students 
were diagnosed as ADD. five had behavioural probkms. and seven others had severe 
learning disabilities. 
Prommmiug 
Amethyst Bay School Division Board and &supported students through a 
variety of approaches. The uniqueness of all students was recognized as a reflection of 
diversity in self-esteem. learning needs, and backgrounds. Program. developed through 
a consultative and collaborative process, included special education. modified and 
alternative programs, work experience. and distance education. One teacher in each 
school had responsibility for special-education programming. Teaching assistants were 
employed as necessary (see Table 10)- In additioo, a Work Experience Coordinator. who 
was emptoyed on a 35% contract as an itinerant teacher throughout the school division. 
developed work experience and life transition programs for students with special needs. 
Instructional strategies with the aim of prevention and early intervention included 
Empowered Beginnings. Early Reading Intervention. cooperative learning, resource- 
based-leaning. adaptations. enrichment and CELS. As well. a number of schools within 
the school division were currently implementing Second Step. a violence prevention 
curricuhm. Broad-based evaluation strategies also assisted students. Students with 
special needs had access to vocational guidance. personal counselling through Shared 
Services. teacher and staff consultation with the Supervisor of Special Education and 
interagency transition planning. Extracumcular programs also supported students with 
diverse learning needs. 
Different programming options were considered as students' programs were 
planned- Children in these programs received intensive evaluation and were monitored 
throughout the course of the year by special-education staff through the use of 
Woodcock-Johnron Psycho-Educational Battery-Revised tests, and by Shared Senices 
personnel. Individual Program Plans that focused on learning and behaviod needs 
were written, upon request by the program consultant, educational psychologist. and 
speech language therapist. in consultation with parents. specialeducation teacher. and 
child's classroom teacher. Special-education teachers were responsible for maintaining 
individual program plans for each child with whom they worked. Home programs for 
parent and child were also developed upon request. 
For students with severe behavioural. emotional and social needs. programming 
interventions resuIted fiom a comprehensive Targeted Behaviour Plan developed by the 
team to deal with the child within his or her life context. The comprehensive plan could 
include in-school and out-of-school interventions. Interventions supported the mdent in 
the context of the school environment through proactive school based strategies. and 
were targeted at specific behaviours, identified goals and had measurable outcomes. 
Intervention plans identified and assigned responsibilities. They were defined within a 
certain time frame. and provision was made for an evaluation. In many circumstances. 
the educationd psychologist worked directly with the child when counselling was 
necessary. Materials from the extensive Shared Services resource library were lent to 
parents and teachers for work with special-education students. 
Earlv Intervention 
For pre-school identification. continuing consultation took place between the 
Public Health services of Health Boards, Shared Services. and school division personnel 
regarding pre-school children with sirmif?cant handicaps. This information provided the 
school division with adequate lead-time to compiIe necessary physical and human 
resources necessary to program successfully for such children. The results of Living in a 
remote area were evident in the story of Ann who was hearing impaired. She had been 
identified early. but her treatment necessitated a twice-weekly visit to a hospital in the 
city. The parents were not able to make these visits because of the distances involved, so 
she was not able to receive treatment. 
Scbool-Based Intervention 
Programs in the schoo t division consisted of both pull-out individual or small- 
group instruction. and collaborative instruction with the special-education teacher or 
teaching assistant in the classroom, As well. special-education teachers within the school 
division were implementing an Early Intervention Reading Program and Empowered 
Beginnings Programs in the elementary schools of the division. 
The personnel of Amethyst Bay SchwI Division believed that there were many 
children with learning. behaviourd. ernotiond and social needs who would be able to 
cope without externd intervention. The child's internal motivation. parental assistance, 
or a classroom teacher's adaptations of the curriculum. learning environment. and 
instruction would often support the student to the extent thar there would be little need to 
refer such students for an intensive evaiuation. In some cases. collaborative problem 
solving with consultative staff or the schooi's specid-education teacher eliminated the 
necessity for a formal evaluation and development of a learner profile. Thus needs of 
some students with less severe problems were met without a formal evaluation. 
Whenever possible. curriculum and instructional objectives remained the same for 
exceptional and regular students. OAen teachers aItered their programs to accommodate 
students with exceptional needs. Adaptations within h e  classroom were strongly 
supported. tfdternative curricula were required, the Director of Education or designate 
sought approval for such changes prior to implementation. Requests for Iocally 
developed courses and alternative education programs to meet needs of individuai 
students were sent to the Department of Education and/or Regional Office for approval- 
The Department employed a Regional Superintendent of Specid Education who provided 
support services to 18 different school divisions. Principals and the Supenisor of Special 
Education monitored instructional strategies that had been suggested by consultative staff 
and implemented by regular and special educators. Recent examples of program 
modification inctuded: ESL p m p m s  for students from other cultural and Iinguistic 
backgrounds: school based enrichment facilitators in all schools to promote cIassroom- 
based enrichment strategies to deal with giftedness: locally developed high school 
courses in Endish. Mathematics. Science. Social Studies and History; and work 
experience credit programs at the five high schooIs. 
Identification 
To identifqf students in need of intervention. and prior to assessment of the child 
academic. behavioural. sociaI and emotional information was gathered from parents. 
school principal. classroom teacher. special-education teacher and cumulative records. 
Parental Involvement 
Amethyst School Division Board strongly supported the connection between 
parental involvement and student learning. Parental involvement in both information 
gathering and program development processes was considered essentid for students with 
moderare to severe special learning and behaviod needs. Team meetings provided an 
opportunity for collaborative planning. 
Referral 
School age children were referred for assessment after consultation among the 
aforementioned people and with the Supervisor of Specid Education. Two forms were 
required for such a referral: one. which p t e d  permission for assessment. was 
completed and signed by the parent or guardian; the other. which outlined the concern. 
attempts to rectify the problem. and requested specific actions. was completed by the 
teacher and countersigned by the school principal and Director of Education or designate, 
The Director forwarded the completed documents to the Shared Services ofice. Cases 
were then divided among Shared Services personnel who made arrangements to evaluate 
the child. Children were normally tested in English at their school: however. testing in 
French andlor English at a location other than the school was also available upon request. 
Under the Shared Semices Program. 3.5 personnel were employed. These people worked 
in three different school divisions. 
Assessment 
In order to assess students. information was gathered tiom a variety of sources 
and with a variety of tools. and included information on process skills. student products. 
conte?ctualized measures. and decontexnraiized measures. Children were also assessed 
with a variety of psychometric devices designed to assess intelligence. personality 
factors. academic performance, speech and language abilities. and visual motor skills. 
Parents and staff then met with the examiner to discuss the test data and co1Iaboratively 
devised a pian of action, A written report was sent to the school and the Director of 
Education indicating which tests were given and what data were obtained- 
The process for identi*g students as having moderate or severe behaviour 
problems that persisted would occur over time as interventions and behaviour 
management plans were developed implement4 and evaluated. Severe problem 
behaviours. which were h d  to self or others, or seriously disruptive to the learning 
environment, were determined through the nature of the behaviour and the student's 
response. or lack of response. to the behaviour intervention strategies. 
Involvement of External Personnel 
For some students with special needs, either specialized equipment or specialized 
personnel were required to provide necessary consultation or collaborative support. 
Euamptes of external consultants used in the past included: the Saskatchewan Hearing 
Aid Plan: a consultant in communication and emotional disorders at the Saskatchewan 
Communication and Emotional Disorder Programming centre [SCEP] in Regina: a 
consultant for the hearing impaired: a family counsellor fiom the local health district; an 
allergist: a neurologist a neuro-psychologist; paediacricians: a psychiamst; the 
Saskatchewan Abilities Council: the Learning Disability Clinic in Minot. North Dakota: 
the Children and Youth Team at Moose Jaw Union Hospital: and Family Services and 
Community Living Departments of Social Services. Referrals to medical personnel were 
made by the family physician in consultation with parents. Upon special request. 
consultative staff and/or teachers provided specialists with test data andfor information on 
in-school behaviour that could have been helpful to the specialist who was evaluating the 
child. 
The assessment of all disorders was a multifaceted process with a combination of 
strategies. Specifk problem behaviom were identified, along with the incident rate. the 
antecedent context and the consequences. Students with severe emotional. social and 
behaviod difficulties required a multidisciplinary interagency assessment which could 
involve: physicians: mental health professionals; social workers; psychiatrists: the Alvin 
Buckwold Child Development Program at the Kinsmen Children's Centre: Wascana 
Hospital; Public Health; the RCMP; and the Department of Justice. Selection of the team 
of professionals was determined by recommendations of the system based team. a history 
of involvement with the student or family. referrals for assessment as per areas of 
expertise. and the availabilip of experts for consultation. Information h m  these sources 
regarding a student with problematic behaviour was shared through an interagency team 
process. but could also be shared through written reports, Assessment tools used by the 
school division included student history through parent or student interview. classroom 
observations. consultation with teacher. behaviour checklists for baseline data and 
evaluation of interventions. the Achenbach child behaviour checklist. Comer's rating 
scales. Walker's social skills rating scale. and other psycho-educational. achievement and 
personality testing used as part of the overaII assessment- 
Personnel 
In addition to the Supervisor of Special Education and the Work Experience 
Coordinator who worked out of central office. one teacher in each school was designated 
as the special-education teacher. Teaching assistants were hired as needed for individual 
students. 
staffing 
1x1 Amethyst Bay School Division. a total of 7.25 FTE teachers and 13.05 FTE 
teaching assistants were working with children with special needs (see Table 13). As 
Table 13 
Staff, 1998-99, Amethyst Bav School Division 
1998-99 
School Year 
FTE 
Number of teachers including principals (78 persons) 1 68.25 
I Administration centrd office 1 3-14 / Administration schools 3.40 
1 CIassroom instruction 1 f 64-35 I 
Work Experience * 
Technology coordinator 
Support central office (secretaries) 
0 . 3  
0.46 
1.50 
Support schools (secretaries. library assistants) 6.44 
1 
I Total Employees in School Division I 
I outside sfhoot ~ i v i s i o i  1 1 
Teaching .4ssistants for Special Education* 1 13.05 , 
93.91 
I Educational Psychologist 
Speech Therapist 
Specid-Education Program consultant 
Resource-based-Learning consuItant 
0.34 
0.; 1 
0.33 
0.50 
! Special-Education Teachers TE3P 1 1.25 / 
I Total Employees for Special Education f 1.50 
-- 
Supervisor of Speciaf Education* I 0.50 
' Specid-Education Teachers DDP I 0.80 
1 Special-Education Teachers SNP 
I I 
Teaching Assistants DDP I 8.55 
Teaching Assistants SNP 1 2.00 
5.20 1 
; Total SpeciaCEducation Teachers 
I 
/ Teaching Assinancl TBP 2.50 
7.25 
I 
Total Teaching Assistants 
L I 
Note. * Included in Total Special-Education Teachers. 
13.05 
1 
Total Employees for Special Education 2030 
already described. staffing for special education is provided under a number of different 
funding programs. Designated Disabled Pupil Funding (DDPF). Special Needs Pupil 
Fundiig (SNPF), Targeted Behaviour Programming (TBP), and Children with Special 
Needs in the care of Social Services. The actual teaching personnei covered under the 
Designated Didled Pupil program was only 0.8. 
There were 8.55 teaching assistants hired to work with these students. In addition 
to the children who were designated to receive Designated Disabled Pupil hding.  there 
were also severd students who did not quaiie for this high cost prugramming, but were 
considered by the school division to be in need of support. Special services were 
provided for these students. The special-education teachers and teaching assistants 
interviewed identified a total of 25 students. Additionaily. a continuum of support was 
provided for all students thought to be in need of special-education programs, The 
approved staff equivalent for Special Needs Program Funding was 5.2. and. for grant 
purposes. a W e r  0.53 teaching staff were recognized over and above this. In addition. 
2.0 teaching assistants were hired to provide support under h is  designation. Under the 
Targeted Behaviour Program 125 teachers and 2.5 teaching assistants were engaged. 
An overview of the special-education teachers, their quaiifications and s a k e s  
and the time spent on special education is given in Table 14. lnciuded in Table 14. for 
information. are the Supervisor of Specid Education and the work experience educator 
who worked out of central office. However. for the purposes of this part of the 
dissertation. only the salaries of teachers in the schools were used in the calculation of the 
Table 14 
S~ecial-Education Teachers in Amethvst Bav School Division 
Scale FIT students 
I 
I 
I ! 
1 A63 : B.Ed I [V-I0 49.z 0.4 8 
i 
I I oncdn-om 
i I I 
I B E *  I IV-9 1 47785 0.4 6 i ane.~n-onc I B.Ed 0 6 I3 
I I small 
10 I 8  
i I Gmups 6.4.1 
I 
IV IO 49.722 0.5 10 
G ~ p s u p ~  
I 4 
McQhr 
1 olhas 
1 1 BEd 0.05 1 I . WinormSpEdm l a d i v i d e  B.Ed propan 
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weighted average salary. tnclusion of central office personnel who may be out of scope 
or have extra allowances would distort saIary averages. especially in these small school 
divisions. 
In general. the special-education teacher was in charge of identification, 
assessment. programming. and assignment of duties to the teaching assistants. In 
addition, she worked with students on an individual or small p u p  basis. Most of the 
special-education teachers in Amethyst Bay School Division had a Class N teaching 
qualification: that is. they had a Bachelor of Education degree. Some had classes in 
special education. but most had simply learned on the job. in Saskatchewan. extra 
qualifications are required for designation as a special-education teacher. Education 
legislation stipulates that in order for a school division to receive special-education gant 
recognition. -it shall employ special-esiucation teachers and professional support staff 
who possess qualifications acceptable to the Minister of Education" (Saskatchewan 
Education. 2000b). This is based on the beIief that qualified staff are crucial to the 
delivery of an appropriate special-education program. 
The regulation of Saskatchewan Education ( 1995) is as follows: 
Special-education teachers shodd have regular classroom teaching 
experience. and shdl have successfully completed a minimum of I8 credit 
hours in professiond courses in Special Education with at least 3 credit hours 
from each of the areas of speech and language. individual assessment. and 
programming for students with special needs. In addition a minimum of 9 
credit hours of approved courses in these areas or in approved special- 
education courses is required. Teachers who met the personnel qualification 
requirements prior to September lR I995 are considered to be qualified. 
(Saskatchewan Education. 2000b) 
A11 of the special-education teachen in this school division were -grandfathered under this 
regdation. but were being encouraged to work towards the cunently required 
qualifications. 
Most of the time. teaching assistants worked one-on-one with a particular student. 
For a chiid with more severe disabilities. the teaching assistant stayed with the child 
throughout the day, accompanied himher to work experience. or gave himher training in 
life-skills. If the student did not require attention all the time. the teacher assistant often 
stayed in the classroom and gave assistance to other students when required or asked to 
do so by the classmorn teacher. Sometimes the teaching assistant worked one-on-one 
with a student or with a small group of students on language arts. mathematics or speech 
therapy in a special classroom. Some of the roles described by the teaching assistants are 
shown in Tabk 15. 
It is interesting to note that almost all persome1 working in the area of special 
education were female. This included the Regional Superintendent of Special Education. 
the school division Supervisor of Special Education. and the Shared Services personnel. 
One of the teaching assistants was male. as was the Work Experience Coordinator. 
Staff Develo~meat 
StaffdeveIopment with respect to education of children with special needs took 
place on several levels. The intensive interaction between consultants and teachers 
resuited in a learning process for each teacher. Special-education in-service programs 
were held each year tbr teaching assistants as well as for teachers. Special-education 
teachers within the division met on a regular basis (four times a year) to discuss pupiI 
programming and other areas of mutual interest. Also. sch001 division teacher 
conferences frequently included sessions on special education both for academic and 
behavioural programming. During the 1998-99 scbool year. enrichment facilitators 
Table 15 
Duties of Teachiw Assistants in Amethvst Bay Schoal Division 
One on one with individual student 
Work with small groups 
Help other students in classroom 
Staying on task 
Encouragement 
Reading and spelling assistance 
Help with notes if student cannot keep up 
Pre-teaching 
Re-explain assignments 
Organization skills 
Listening skills 
Math skills 
Behaviour management 
Social skills 
Speech therapy 
[nterpret. in signed English. whatever the teacher says 
Life skills 
Vocabulary building 
Street smarts 
Accompany students on outings 
Cooking 
Work experience 
Voc Ed projects 
focused in-service on meeting needs of individuai students through resource-based- 
learning and t~hnological~y-ehanced instruction, During the same year, Amethyst Bay 
Board of Education aIso sponsored in-se~ce on  Empowering Beginnings for dl primary 
and special-education teachers. 
Anendance at conferences such as the Council for ExceptionaI Children and the 
Learning Disabled Association of Saskatchewan was encouraged, The Board of 
Education also sponsored teachers to attend university during the suramer by the 
provision of tuition scholarships from the Professional Development Fund. All special- 
education teachers within the division were encouraged to take the necessary classes for 
an "A" designation. 
Other Su~oorts 
Amethyst Bay School Division provided support to students with special needs in 
other ways. including adaptation of facilities. provision of technical aids. and special 
transportation. 
Facilities 
In the past. facilities had been adapted to support special needs of students. such 
as in widening of doonvays and lowering of workstations in computer labs. practical arts 
facilities. and libran'es. Access had been improved in several schools: for example. 
bathrooms that could accommodate a wheelchair were constructed. although at present 
there were no children in wheelchairs. In one school. an elevator was instalkd. 
Technolopical Aids 
Technological aids were purchased for students who were Designated Disabled 
as required. An assessment of needs of the student by Shared Senices personnel with 
expertise in technolo@cal applications was encouraged. The student's individud 
educational program plan included use of technological aids. An application for 
technological aid cost recognitioa was generally made to help d e h y  costs. Equipment 
was also borrowed from the Department of Education or from Saskatchewan Aids for 
Independent Living. 
FM systems had been installed in t&e schools of Carey and of Rob, two students 
with hearing impairment. Ann, who was stilI in Kindergarten, needed an FM system in 
the future. Vision aids. magnifiers. and large photocopying were provided for the 
children with visual impairment, Katy and Len. Because Yvette was completely deaf and 
unable to communicate except with sign language. an overhead projector and screen was 
provided in each classroom so that she couId see class notes. Texts were taped for Pete. 
Rob who had Down's Syndrome was learning to use a Dynavox. Unfortunately this 
piece of equipment. although particularly programmed for this student. might not follow 
him into the workplace when his schooi days were over. as it belonged to the Department 
of Education. This was one of the few negative comments heard by the researcher about 
services provided for students with special needs. Often teachers adapted texts for 
students. or special low-vocabulary texts were used. David had a visual schedule. a day 
pIan with flip pictures. and used storyboards. 
Trans~ortation 
In Amethyst Bay School Division transportation was contracted out to private 
operators. Only one student with speciai needs was in need of special transportation. 
Katy was provided with a seat-belt harness and a helmet for her journey on the school bus 
to and from her neighbourhood school. 
Outcomes 
Amethyst Bay School Division beIieved that transition planning was a crucial part 
of program planning for children and youth with exceptional needs. Personnd closest to 
the student. as well as administrative staff. were involved in planning the transition fiom 
one educational setting to the next. Ongoing, effective communication and coordination 
were required. 
Internal Transitions 
Within a school, transfers of exceptional children to dierent programs required 
approval of the school principal and Director of Education through the Supervisor of 
Special Education. Transfers to different schools required approval of the Director of 
Education or designate and Division Board. An interagency team had developed a 
transition protocol for chiIdren in care of the Department of Social Services. 
Transition to Work 
heragency p[anning for transition to independence and work was initiated for 
students in alternative education programs. Advanced pianning included the specid- 
education teacher. principd. Work Experience Coordinator. teaching assistant. 
Supervisor of Specid Education. and socid workers from the Community Living 
Division, 
Transition plans incIuded such things as emphasis on development of hctional 
skills during the latter years in school. increased community-based education in leisure, 
social, work and independent living domains. part-time vocationai placements during the 
last year or two of educitliond programs. along with opportunities for independent living, 
and referral to an appropriate agency for continued assistance in areas of need, As part of 
this process Rob was in charge of keeping the student lounge area clean. and watering 
plants in the Iibrary. He aIso spent time in the locaI hotel learning to vacuum floors. and 
tidy tables; Steve was pricing, cleaning and stocking shelves at the local store; Pete was 
working at the local stockyard; and Yvette was working in the school library and cleaning 
the rink. Zoe's plans for the next school year (after graduation in June, 1999) included 
upgrading and work experience. She wouId be ruaning the school canteen to build 
communication skills with everyone, and also working in the school as a staff assistant. 
In previous years, a student had been placed in a work setting at a restaurant in another 
village 40 miles from home. on a part-time basis. In this village. she was able to live 
independently. under the supe~s ion  of a teaching assistant. Financing for this was 
provided by the school division. 
Evaluation of Promam 
Educational growth was evaluated through a pre- and post-test methodology 
combined with parental and staff observations regarding improvements. It was 
recognized that a satisfactory growth rate would depend upon individual factors such as 
intellectual abilities. motivation. and affective components to compensate for the 
limitations of the pre- and post-test measurements. Also. particular attention was made to 
specific skill acquisition, quality of on-task behaviour. student-teacher interaction. 
student-student interaction. and academic competency in relation to the exceptional 
child's classmates. Programs were implemented and subsequently disbanded as need 
arose and dissipated from year to year and throughout the year. 
MI teachers and teaching assistants interviewed were positive in their comments 
about services provided for special education. Program implementation was viewed as a 
dynamic process that responded to the needs of the exceptional child. As one principal 
stated. '- We look and see. and do what's necessary". However. some intenriewees 
qualified their praise of the program by adding that provision of services to children with 
specid needs did create a burden on the system. "We do a lot of good, sometimes, too 
much," said one principal. Another principal agreed that speciai education was 
somewhat of a drain on human resources. "We put more special-education teacher-time 
in than that which is recognized by the Department", he said. "You know. we have more 
special-education students remaining in school. At one time, they would have left at the 
end of Grade 8. or. in later years. as soon as they were 16." 
The Fiscal Story 
lnforrnation about the finances of Amethyst Bay School Division particularly as 
they relate to delivery of special-education services. is provided in Tables 16. 17.18 and 
19. 
Income 
-
During the 1998-99 school year. the school division received funding of 
$2.326.009 kom the Province of Saskatchewan (54.8 1% of expenditures). The amount 
of $3.937.961 was raised through local ta--ation (58.94%). A W e r  $417.398 (6.25%) 
was obtained from other sources. mainly for fees h m  other jurisdictions (see Table 16). 
The amount of recognition for special-education expenditures is shown in Table 
I 7. For Designated Disabled Programming, $76.4 I8 was recognized. including $10.050 
for supplemental disabled programming. These amounts were for the employment of 
2.05 teachers and 11 -05 teaching assistants. A total of $136.500 was recognized for 
special needs programming to hire 5.03 teachers and 2.33 teaching assistants. The 
recognition for the Targeted Behaviour Program was $32,513. This was for 
programming in prevention of behaviourai probIems. as we11 as for assistance to children 
who had diiculties. Small amounts. $1,624 and $828 were recognized for the purchase 
Table 16 
Income 6). 199899. Amethvst Bav School Division 
1998-99 
School Year 
% of Total 
Income 
I 
34.81 
I 
Local income 
Total Education Revenue 1 6,681,368 l W . O O p l  
Income from province 
Other income 
of special equipment and for special transportation needs. No funding was recognized by 
the government for staff development despite the fact that in Saskatchewan. extra 
qualifications are required for designation as a special-education teacher. Most of the 
teachers in this school division were grandfathered as special-education teachers under 
this regulation. 
2.326.009 
1 
The recognition for specific special-education expenditures in addition to the 
regular per pupil amount. totalled $303.766 (see Table 17). This was 4.55% of the totd 
recognition by the Department 
3,9"5.96 1 
417.38 
Emenditures 
As shown in Table 18. total instruction. including that for special education. cost 
the school division $4.553.9 I8 or 68.16% of total expenditures. Of this. $61 6240 
5 8.94 
6.25 
Table 17 
Grant Recornition for S~ecial Education (S), 1998-99, Amethvst Bav School 
/ Funds recognized for supplemental DDP I I 10,050 1 
Funds recognized for DDP 
/ (included in above) I I I 
76.4 1 8 1 
76,418 
136m 
I 
Subtotal DDP 
Staff recognized for SNP 5.2 x $26250 
931 / 200 = 4.67 
Excess staff recognized for SNP 0.52 x $26250 
(included in item above 4.67 + 0.53 = 5.2) 
I Subtotal SNP \ Staff recognized for TBP 1 .25 x $26.250 
C 
Recognition for Special Transportation 
1 36.500 
13.913 
32.5 13 
Funding received for accessibility 
1 Subtotal TBP 
i ' Funding received for Special Equipment 
828 
I J 
Funding recognized for Shared Services 
(9.33% of totaI expenditures) was for instruction in the area of special education, There 
were other costs related to the provision of services to students with special needs. 
Consequently. in total. special-education services cost the school division $627.692. or 
939% of totat expenditures (see TabIe 19)- 
1 32,513 
1,624 
I 
I 
I 
55.883 I 
I 
Total recognized as Special Education 
expenditures in addition to regular 
per pupil amount 
I 1 303,766 
Table 18 
Ex~enditures CS), 1998-99, Amethvst Bav School Division 
- 
Total Instruction 
1998-99 
School Year 
I I I 
% of 
Total 
4.553.9 18 
1 Operations and Maintenance 
I I I 
Expenditures 1 
68.16 i 
693.504 / 10.3 8 
Administration 
I I 
168.648 1 2.52 
Transportation 
Debt Charges 
L 1 I 
Total Expenditures 1 6,681,368 1 100.00 
1.139366 1 17.05 
Provision for reserves 
I 
Student enrolment September 30th 1 i 934 
63.658 
I I 
I  Average per pupil expenditure 7.153.50 1 I 
0.95 
1 57.094 0.85 
I I Average salary of teaching aides 10.340 1 \ 
1 i 
Avenge sdary of all teachers 
Most of the money spent on specid education was spent on salaries. At cenrd 
office. the Supervisor of Special Education and the Work Experience Coordinator both 
spent time on behalf of students with special needs. External personnel included 1-13 
FTE specialists from Shared Services. Atthough not inchded in the costs described in 
Table 18, a Regional Superintendent of Special Education. who coordinated services in 
I 
49.500 
Table 19 
S~ecial-Educatiaa Expenditures, (SIt998-99. Amethvst Bav School Division 
1998-99 O h  of Total 
School Year I 1 Expenditures 
1 Total Instruction I 4,553.918 1 68.16 1 
L 
Total Expenditures 
I Teaching Assistant Salaries* 
I 
S 6,681,368 
Special-Education Teacher Salaries* 
100 
I -- / Other Specid-Education Salaries* 8 0 . 1 0 0 1  1.20 1 
I 
I I 
286.975 
Shared Services* 
4.30 
I 
I Total Special-Education Salaries* 
I 1 I [ Special equipment i 828 ) 0.0 1 I 
1 13,940 
616,240 / 9.22 
i 1 Special transportation i 1.624 0.02 1 
I I 
Staff development* i 9.000en / 0.13 1 i 
1.70 
1 
I 1 Total for Special-Education 627,692 I 9.39 1 I 
I 
L I I 1 
Note. *Included in TotaI h c t i o n .  
18 school divisions. was employed by the Provincial Department of Education. In 
addition, medicd personnel and Social Services personnel worked with students. 
although they were paid from a different pocket of the pubiic purse. 
Summarv 
In this section. data h m  the Amethyst Bay School Division Story have been 
presented in the form of a vignette. The h e w o r k  for research that was provided in 
Chapter One was used as the outIine for the vignette. A detailed description of special- 
education services, students iDvoIved, programming, identification of students, 
professional and teaching assistant personnel. support services. and provision for 
evaluation and transitions. provide a background to the financial picture. 
The Crimson Dunes School Division Story 
Crimson Dunes School Division was in very close proximity to one of two major 
cities in the Province of Saskatchewan. Demographic details shown in Table 20 indicate 
that there were nine different school builrligs on nine different campuses. Five schools 
had students from Kindergarten to Grade 12. Four schools were elementary buildings. 
two with students from Kindergarten to Grade 6. and two with students in Grades 1 to 9. 
Enrolments varied. tn 1998-99, nvo schools had more than 100 students. two had 
between 200 and 100. three were between 100 and 200 and two had less than I00 
students. A11 schools were situated within 56 kilometres (35 miles) of the large city. 
Philoso~hv 
Crimson Dunes School Division was committed to providing quality programs tbr 
students with exceptional needs. The mission of the Board of Education was 'To create a 
collaborative. supportive, student-centred environment. where each student can succeed. 
and d l  education partners are respected and valued" (Crimson Dunes School Division 
Special Education Po[icy Manual. 1997). The Board believed in early intervention: 
inclusive education: parental and student involvement (when appropriate). in all stages of 
educational planning providing programs based on learners' needs: consultative/ 
collaborative approach among professionals; and involvement of external agencies when 
Table 20 
Enrolments, Crimson Dunes School Division. Se~tember 1998 
deemed necessary. It believed that ail exceptional learners "are entitled to training and 
education which will help them realize their potential" (Crimson Dunes School Division 
Special Education Policy Manual). 
One member of the central office sraff was employed hi1 time as Supervisor of 
Special Education and in addition. two counseUors were hired to work with students. 
Interviews with the Assistant Director of Education. Supervisor of S p e d  Education and 
Secretary Treasurer of the school division. as well as perusal of the school division policy 
manual. provided the researcher with an abundance of information about the delivery 
system in different schools. In addition. the researcher visited each school and 
interviewed the principal, special-education teachers, and some teaching assistants, in 
order to observe the programs first-hand. At [east one special-education teacher and 
several teaching assistants were employed in each school to work with students with 
Total 
485 
415 
284 
258 
189 
174 
108 
20 
9 
1942 
Grade1 
School 
CDI 
6 
34 
CD2 
CD3 
CD4 
CDS 
CD6 
K 3 7 
46 
2 9 
45 
5 8 
38 
35 
30 
11 
14 
1 2  
150 
29 
29 
11 
15 
1 1  
131 
33 
25 
23 
15 
137 
31 
24 
10 
44 
27 
27 2 3 1  25 
35 
27 
I4 
35 
18 
11 
49 
14 
19 
13 
171 6 
31 
I 
33 
18 
18 CD7 1 1  
12 
54 
37 
18 
2 6 1 3 5  
33 
16 
13 
12 
25 
24 
CD8 
CD9 
.Totals 
33 
24 I 
3 3 /  21 
241 17 
18 
3 I 1 1 2 4 1 2 2 1  
1 0  
161 
31 
17 
8 ,  23 181 24 
160 
19 
15 
25 23 I 23 
147 
j I ) 1 / 1  
23 
11 
1 1 1  191 14 
163 
25 
135 I !  161 137 
29 1 24 
131 I2 
i 
152 i 159 I46 
10 
special needs as deemed necessary. Information about staffing is provided in TabIe 21. 
and will be described more fully in the section on personnel. 
Tbe Students 
Access to services was based primarily on the needs of the learner in terms of 
academic. intellectual. sociaVemotional and/or physical needs. In 1998-99. out of a total 
student enrolment of 1942. fib students (2.57%) were accommodated under Designated 
Pupil Program funding (see Table 22). Of these. thirty-two were identified as Designated 
Disabled Level I. and thirteen as Designated Disabled Level 11. As well as these students. 
there were five students who came under the designation of students in the care of the 
Department of Social Services who were recognized for Designated Disabled Pupil 
hding.  In addition. there were three students who were receiving semices in pre- 
schools as part of the early intervention process. 
The Targeted Behaviour Funding program recognition is based on enrolment. but 
teachen in the schools identified eightyfive children who were being dealt with under 
this classification. Special-education teachers in schools also identified twenty children 
who did not quite qualify for Designated Disabled Pupil Funding. but who were receiving 
individual assistance. The costs for these students urere covered under Special Needs 
Pupil fimding. The school division believed that programs should not be based on 
available or reco-enized hdingt but rather that programs should be supplied where 
needed. From Table 22 it can be seen that there was a large number of children with 
special needs attending school CD I. These higher numbers reflect the provision of a 
special congregated program at this school. This program. the Academic Credit and 
Table 21 
Staff Em~loved to Work in the Area of Soeciai Education. 1998-99, 
Crimson Dunes School Division 
Program 
Special Needs Program I 7.45 I 8.85 I 
I m 
E m  Teaching -4ssistants I 1 18.50 I 
Number of 
FTE 
Total in schools I 11.74 1 5250 I 
Number of Teaching 
Designated Disabled Program 1 1.82 I 18.9 
Average SaIary in Schools I $52.743 1 % 1 3.700 I 
Professional Staff I .histants 
Career Training [ACCT] program. wi\iilI be described fully in the section on transitions, 
The school division had placed an emphasis on adapting the curriculum to 
accommodate needs of all students. CIoseIy tied to adapting the curriculum were special- 
education prok- for those students who needed e m  help outside of nomal 
classroom adaptations. The student-centred focus of these programs was renowned. and 
examples of students who had moved h m  other parts of Canada to take advantage of 
some programs were cited. In addition to those already mentioned another 250 children 
were receiving some assistance on a part-time basis. Thus a total of 409 children or 
2 1.1% were receiving some form of specid education. 
Shared Senices i 1.30 
Supervisor of Special Education I i 1-00 
Work Experience Coordinator 0.20 I 
52.9  1 
Counsellors I I .OO 
Total employees 15.24 
Table 22 
Enrolments and Numbers of Students Receiving S~ecial Prommmin~. Crimson 
Dunes School Division. 1998-99 
I Totals 1942 1 53 / 85 / 271 1 409 ! 
Among the designated students, several disabilities were evident. as shown in 
Table 23. The most common were various forms of autism. mental retardation or 
impairment. fetal alcohol syndrome or effects, and physical disabilities caused by 
accident or illness. Many students exhibited more than one of the disabilities indicated. 
One student was confined to a wheelchair. and two others were expected to need 
wheelchairs in the near fume. Three students had mental health issues. and three 
suffered from seizures. Students with attention deficit disorders. inadequate preschool 
preparation. those whose fim language was neither English nor French, and gifted 
students were most commonly accommodated under the Special Needs Program Funding. 
Targeted Behaviour Funding covered special assistance for those with behaviour 
disorders. 
School 
Pre-school 
CD I 
CD2 
CD3 
CD4 
CD5 
CD6 
Enrolment 
485 
41 5 
284 
25 8 
189 
f 174 
DDP 
3 
13 
9 
6 
6 
7 
3 
6 
0 
SNP 
57 
6 1 
3 7 
49 
19 
20 
TBF 
50 
8 
0 
1 
15 
0 
11  
0 
CD7 1 108 
Total 
Special 
Education 
3 
120 
78 
43 
56 
4 1 
, 23 
0 1 0  
CD8 20 
28 
0 
CD9 I 9 
45 
0 
0 1 0  
I 
Table 23 
Some Disabilities Found in Crimson Dunes School Division, 1998-99 
Intellectual disabilities 
Language dysfunction 
Mental heaIth issues 
Fetal alcohol syndrome or effects 
.4utism in various forms 
Pervasive Development Disorder 
Down's syndrome 
Tourette's Syndrome 
Physical disability from birth 
Physical disability caused by accident or 
illness 
Muscular dystrophy 
Cerebral palsy 
Lack of physicai co-ordination 
Physically dependent on wheelchair 
Diabetes 
Epilepsy or seizures 
Leukemia 
Blindness or visual impairment 
Deafness or hearing impairment 
Chronic illness 
Proerrunming 
The process of delivering services to exceptional learners included early 
identification. school-based intervention. cod ta t ion  with and involvement of Shared 
Services. and referral to externai agencies. Programs in the schooI division consisted of 
both pull-out-individual and small-group instruction. as well as collaborative instruction 
between the special-education teacher and classroom teacher within the regular classroom 
setting. 
One teacher in each schooi had responsibility for special-education programming. 
In total there were 1 1.74 FIT teachers employed to work with students with special 
needs. Teaching assistants were employed as necessary. In this school division. 52.5 
FIT teaching assistants were employed to work with students with special needs. A 
Work Experience Coordinator (0.5 FTE) arranged work experience programs for students 
in the high school. Two counsellors also worked out of central office. 
The focus of the school division was on student-centred instruction. using a 
variety of insnvctional strategies to address individual learning needs. The bdief was that 
appropriate adaptations to accommodate students with exceptional needs should be 
provided. The Board believed in the principle of fairness. which they defined as -giving 
the student what he/she needs. not necessarily giving everyone exactly the same'" 
(Crimson Dunes Schooi Division Special Education Policy Man&, 1997)- The school 
division also believed in the principle of inclusion where appropriate for student needs. 
and in promoting understanding and acceptance of stwdents with exceptiond needs 
throughout the school and community. 
Where possibIe. the foundational objectives of the curricdum remained the same 
for all students. including those with specid needs. Classroom teachers were encouraged 
to adapt the curriculum, -lnstnrctional processes. and learning environment to address 
diverse needs in their cIassrooms. Team meetings that included c~asmom teachers, 
special-education teachers. school principal and division office administrators were 
arranged to assist teachers with this adaptation, Division office administrators 
encouraged the use of a variety of instructional strategies and assessment techniques and 
provided teachers with on-going inservice towards this end. In addition to adapting the 
curriculum. teachers had the option of providing exceptional students with modified 
programs. dtemative education programs. and fhnctionally integrated programs. When 
school staffdetermined that it was necessary for a student to be provided with one of 
these programming options. this need was communicated to parents or _euardians. 
Earh Intervention 
The division provided programming for pre-school children. ConsuItation took 
place between the Health District and school division personnel regarding pre-school 
children with significant handicaps. The consultation provided the school division with 
necessary information to initiate pre-school programs located within the community pre- 
school or community day-care setting. Division office staffand school staff worked with 
day-carelpre-school workers to facilitate appropriate p r o m i n g  for these children. 
Communication with personnel responsible for delivering the pre-school program 
assisted teachers with programming for children upon their e n 9  into the regular school 
system. Three children were currently identified as in need of services and they were 
attending pre-schools in their home communities at the cost of the school division, In 
each case. the school division hired a teaching assistant to work with the pre-school 
educator and to assist with delivery of the child's program. 
School Based Intervention 
Programs in Crimson Dunes School Division consisted of both pdsut-individual 
and small-group instruction as  well as collaborative instruction between the special- 
education teacher and classroom teacher within the regular classtoom setting. Personal 
Program Plans (PPPs) were prepared for all students who had been either designated by 
the Department of Education as disabled d o r  received regular and frequent 
instructiond assistance h m  a specid-education teacher or teacher assistant. 
For students with severe disabiIities. a multi-action planning system (MAPS) 
meeting was scheduled involving parents and students (if appropriate) in the process of 
determining pro- goals and options. The information obtained in the MAPS meeting 
was used to complete the PPP. 
P r o w s  were provided fiom Kindergarten to Grade 12. with services ranging 
fiom specid cIasses to fXl-time integration. and incIuded both remedial and enrichment 
programming. The specid-education teacher. and/or classroom teacher. with the support 
of a teacher assistant. could deliver the specialized program where appropriate. 
The schooi division believed in provision of adequate resources to address the 
needs of students. Other specialized services that had been provided inchded 
hydrotherapy, occupational therapy. counsehg. speech and language development. and 
work experience qportunities. Modified and alternative courses were in place within 
Crimson Dunes School Division. In addition. students had been placed in alternative 
settings outside the community school. Alternative settings that were utitized included 
Kinsmen Children's Centre. Social Learning Centre, Radius Tutoring Program. 
Academic Credit and Career Training program. Youth Services and. occasionally. 
services of the two city school systems. One child who was both deaf and blind was 
attending John D o h  SchooI. 
Identification 
As soon as a child of school age was identified as having a learning or 
behavioural problem, schoo1 personnel began the process of programming by collecting 
data. This data collection inchded an accumulation of information fiom teacher 
observations. reviewing a student's past records. minutes from meetings with parents. and 
school-based testing. Following this initial data collection, staff prepared a program plan 
for the student. If more information was required, school personnel referred the child to 
an outside agency or. perhaps, for an educational psychological assessment. Division 
Office personnel were often requested to assist the school team with the referral process 
and with development of the program plan. 
Parental Involvement 
The school division believed in the principle of collaboration with respect to 
educational programming; therefore. school personnel were encouraged to consult 
parents or guardians throughout all stages of educational planning. Parents were 
encouraged to attend team meetings to discuss program goals, program modifications and 
adaptations. and to review testing data. Parents were aIso invited to visit alternative 
placement sites if this option was considered. Written permission forms were required 
from parents prior to individual assessment, 
An amendment to the Education Act. 1995. passed in the spring of 1997. gave 
students with disabilities. and their parents, the right to request a review of decisions 
relating to student's designation. placement and program (Saskatchewan Education. 
1997). The amendment required school boards to provide students and parents with 
immediate access to a process for the review of decisions and to have written procedures 
outlining such procedures. Crimson Dunes School Division had such a procedure in 
place. 
There were some examples cited of parents who refhed to accept that their child 
needed special assistance. Others were very accepting and extremely encouraged that 
personnel in schools were able to provide or obtain help with their problems. One parent 
was driving her child from an adjoining school division every day. Another had moved 
the whole family from Ontario, because a sister had told her about "the wonderful 
programT1 offered in this school division. 
Referral 
Within each school. a special-education teacher was assigned duties to support 
classroom teachers in delivery of services to students with exceptional needs. Classroom 
teachers could refer students to be assessed by the school's special-education teacher. an 
itinerant counselIor. or an itinerant school psychologist. In addition consultation within 
the school division occurred with the Supenisor of Special Education, Assistant Director. 
or Director. 
The Board of Education believed that a small number of its students required 
speciai services from individuals or agencies outside the school jurisdiction. When the 
decision had been made that a teferral to an outside individual or agency was necessary. 
parental approval in unting was sought and received by the principal, before any action 
was taken. 
Assessment 
Shared services personnel were often employed to perform assessments. The 
school division shared the services of five Shared Services personnel with four other 
school divisions. These included a speech pathologist. counselling services. consultation 
semices and an educational psychologist. 
Children were assessed with a variety of psychometric instruments that were 
designed to assess intelligence. behavioural patterns. personality factors. academic 
performance, speech and language abilities, and visual motor skills. Special-education 
teachers in the school division were trained to use WoodcockJohnson Psycho- 
Educational Battery-Revised (WJ-R) tests to assist with screening students who required 
programming alternatives. 
Involvement of External Personnel 
Occasionally. it was necessary for the Supervisor of Special Education to consult 
with external agencies such as the Department of Education or personnel fiom another 
agency within the city. to provide a classroom teacher with additional support. The 
external consultants provided teachers with information on physical. behavioural. 
emotional and socid disabilities. When appropriate. external consultants were invited to 
anend team meetings. ChiIdren had been referred to external agencies in the nearby city. 
such as the Child and Youth Services (formerly the McNeilI Clinic). the Kinsmen 
Children's Centre. if extensive social or emotional assistance appeared to be necessary. 
Services (or "chairs") were also purchased by the school division at the Social Learning 
Centre at St Francis School. and at Radius Tutoring. The CNIB and Social Services 
provided support in the schools. 
Personnel 
[n addition to the SupeNisor of Special Education, Work Experience Coordinator 
and two Counsellors who worked out of central office, one teacher in each school was 
designated as the special-education teacher. Teaching assistants were hired as needed for 
individual students. 
%!m 
In Crimson Dunes School Division, a total of 11.74 FTE teachers and 52.5 FTE 
teaching assistants were working with children with special needs (see Tables 21 and 24). 
The a c d  teaching personnel covered under the Designated Disabled Pupil h d i n g  
program was 1.82 FTE. A total of 18.9 FTE teaching assistants were hired to work with 
these students. In addition to the children who were able to receive Designated Disabled 
Pupil Eunding. there were also twenty students who did not qualify for the high cost 
programming. but were considered by the school division to be in need. Special senices 
were provided for these students. Special-education teachers and teaching assistants 
interviewed by the researcher identified these twenty students. Some degree of support 
was provided for all students thought to be in need of special-education programs. 
The approved staff-equivalent for Special Needs Program Funding was 7.45 FIE 
for grant purposes. There were 8.85 FTE teaching assistants employed to provide 
support under this designation. Under the Targeted Behaviour Program. 2.47 F E  
teachers and 6.25 FTE teaching assistants were engaged. Two teachers were hired to run 
two Academic Credit and Career Training [ACCT] programs for high school students, 
and a teaching assistant was assigned to each program. An additionat 18.5 FIT teaching 
assistants had been hired in addition to those recognized Although recognition was for 
34 FTE teaching assistants, the total of teaching assistants employed to help with delivery 
of the special needs programs was 52.5 FTE. 
Table 24 
Staff, 1998-99, Crimson Dunes School Division 
I 
I 
1998-99 1 
S C ~ M I  year 1 
Number of teachers including urinci~als I I 15 wrsonsl 
FTE 
104.60 
Administration central office 
Administration schools 
Classroom instruction 
Work Experience (0.5 for Special Education*) 
3.00 
13 .OO 
91.60 
1-00 
Technology coordinator 
Counsellors* 
Support central office (secretaries) 
1 .OO 
2.00 
3 -00 
Support schools (secretaries, library assistants) 6.00 
I Total Employees in School Division 
Educational Psychologist 
Speech Therapist 
-- - - 
177.1 
0.34 
0.33 
' Special Education Program consultant 
Resource-based-learning consultant 
Total Employees for Special Education 
1 .  
Special-Education Teachers TBP 1 2.47 
Total SpeciaCEducation Teachers I 11-74 
Teachine assistants DDP I 18.9 I 
Teaching Assistants 
- 
0.33 
0.30 
130 
outside school ~ivisio; 
Supervisor of Speci J Education* 
Counsellors* 
Work Experience* 
Special-Education Teachers DDP 
Suecial-Education Teachers S N P  
52.50 
1 .OO 
2.00 j 
0.50 
1.82 
7.45 
b " L ---- - 
Total Teachii Assistants I 52.5 
Total Employees for Special Education 6434 I 
Maintenance 1 4.0 
Teaching assistants SNP 
Teaching assistants TBP 
I Extra teachine assistants 
in ~ c h o o l  Division 
Note. * Included in TotaI Special-Education Teaches 
8.85 
6.25 
18.50 
In general, there was one special-education teacher in each school. The role of 
this teacher was to organize the special-education program, to assign duties to teaching 
assistants, and to work with students, either one-on-one or in small group settings. Duties 
identified by teachers interviewed are shown in Table 25. Specifically, teachers were 
involved in testing, program planning, supervision of teaching assistants, and 
remediation, They provided counselling, and speech therapy. They worked with 
consultants. external personnel. and with parents. Occasiodly, they had to ded with 
parents who would not acknowledge that their child had a problem. Other parents were 
very supportive of anything that the school was trying to do. 
Sometimes the special-education teacher worked onesn-one with a child 
sometimes with small groups. and sometimes they worked in a team-teaching situation 
with the ciassroom teacher. The teacher in charge of special education for high school 
students at CDI indicated that when adaptations are not extreme. he preferred to go into 
the classroom to provide support. The same teacher had ananged his workload so that he 
had some flexible time. Classroom teachers could sign up for this time and he would go 
into their classroom and provide support. Particulars about the duties of the Supervisor 
of Special Education. work experience coordinator and counsellors who worked out of 
centraI office are included in Table 25. However. for the purposes of this part of the 
dissertation onIy the salaries of teachers in the schools were used in the calculation of the 
weighted average saIary. Inclusion of central office personnel who may be out of scope 
or have extra allowances would distort salary averages, especially in these small school 
divisions. 
Table 25 
Special-Education Teachers in Crimson Dunes School Division 
Teacher 
Supavuor 
Work 
Erprncncc 
Counsellors 
CD I 
CD I 
CD2 
CD?. 
CD3 
C M  
cD4 
Qualifications 
B A. B Ed. major 
Sp.Ed 
B Ed. %.A. 
B A. B Ed.. PGD In 
Ed Exc 
B.Ed mrnor in Sp.Ed. 
B Ed., B.A. .M.h 
B Ed. fully crmficd 
~n Sp.Ed 
Salary 
Scale 
Annual 
Salary 
Time 
rrpent 
FTE 
1.0 
D.50 
LO 
1.0 
1 .o 
1 .o 
- 
I .o 
- 
0.92 
0.95 
0.5 
Number 
of 
students 
rU1 
rUI 10-12 
All 
95 - lncluda 
41 sfudcnu 
for TBP 
Gmups of 7. 
11.7.4,j. 
10.2 
lndiv~dual 
m d m a  
30 
p u p s  of 1 
or 3 or 
mdiv~dual 
sfudrna 
6 sp netds 
for w a l  
md l i f t  skills 
SO 
20 
Indiv Pmgs 
2 p u p s  of 6 
7 01hm 
13 
I t ACCT 
2 DDP and 9 
SNP students 
32 
Duties (as described 
by teacher) 
Supcrvislon of  Spcclal Educauon 
Work Elcpcricnct Coord~nator 
Arranges work placements fw 
ch~ldrcn m X C T  pm- 
Counsclllng 
Soc Skrlk for Sch Succas prog 
Small p u p  pull-ouls 
Runedimon ~n LA and mnrh 
Llunturc C1rck 
Math cnnchmcnt 
Targeted Behavtarr pmgam 
Supcrvtslon of T& 
One-on one wth DDP studarts 
.M&fied mcuh 
NtcmatcmYh 
Rogrvnmlng for Sc 21 
Tutonng 
Some pull-out 
Rfm ro go Into classmorn for 
support lo teacher 
Has some fleable nmc for wh~cfi 
Ubcna Mend Health 
:umculurn 
hal lang- and vola 
iudirory {LIPS) P m g m  
~onsulls w a teacher rc p m g m  
:ulonal support 
ndiv~dual pull-out 
h s t  students to makc-up nrd~u 
i u p m ~  and coach 6 non Fr s$ 
d d v  mm kiuhma In cr 
iomciurt-o~t WIUI {ounga sts 
icnbmg I Gr 11 st w~th bran 
nJury 
4CCT p m g m  Gr 10-12 
rlodlficd proglammmg 
h a 1  and liksk~lls 
Nork apcnenu 
Supcrvlx T& 
Schcdulmg a d  pmpmmmg 
Remedial reading 
Team tcachlng 
Consultanon work ap mtfi 
students at nsk. or ~n n d  of 
mchmmt 
Spcceh and language asxssman 
Saccnmg ap at K levd 
Mat lng 
Supavise prog for pmch ehdd 
Tam wlth Gr 4.6 and 8 
Tab Ie 25 (continued) 
S~ecial-Education Teachers in Crimson Dmes School Division 
Teacher Qualifications 
- 
CD1 / B Ed.. PGD m SpEd 
+- 
WEIGHTED AVERAGE SAI 
Salary 
S d e  
v-I0 
Annual 
Salary 
P22S 
T i e  
spent 
FTE 
0.6 
Number 
of 
students 
33 
pJupo f  I - 
5 
O ?" E d 1  groups 
I One on ant 
Duties (as described 
by teacher) 
Speech and language 
Ranedial d m g  
Comprchcnslon 
Shlk for Succcss 
.hgtr management 
Rd~ness - Empawered 
B W M W  
ESL 
Speech pathology 
Modified pmgrammtng 
La and math suppon 
Cope for Teens - Bchavtour 
m u a s i o n  Skills 
E d y  mlaventlon 
s i p  [ ~ ~ P U W  
Safety Plans 
Work on shlls 
Keep chrldm up to classmoms 
R d m g  mtaventlon 
R d m g  recovery 
Empowered B q m ~ n g s  
hqy-acd play 
Skllls for Success 
S W  Thrrap~ 
Auditon. Discnm~nat~on 
Llnol~ng Skllls 
Comprchcns~on 
SPCIIIM 
with spcctal needs - %A 
cmploycd f i l l  ame 
Small cnmlmcnt - no sfudcnrs 
with spnal needs 
Total U39JM9 
Some programs that were being used in the different schools included Skills for 
School Success. Empowered Beginnings, Cope for Teem, and the Mid-Childhood Support 
Projecr. AIL c l a s m m  teachers were trained to use the Skillsfor Schoof Success 
program. so this was taught in regular classroom as well as with pullsut groups of 
Targeted Behaviour students. A program for high school students at risk of dropping out 
of school was a centralized program for three schools called the Academic Credit and 
Career Training (ACCT) program. The ACCT program was created for academicaILy 
deficient or at risk students requiring rnodified subjects. to give remedial students in 
Grades 10 to 12 both academic credits and career training, This program wilt be 
described more l l l y  in the section on transitions. Only two teachers mentioned that they 
provided enrichment programming for a few students. In CDI School. a group of ten 
Grade 5 students received enrichment p r o - d n g  in mathematics. There was no 
obvious reason why there should be a cluster of students at this grade level in this school 
who could benefit from enrichment programming. 
The role of teaching assistants was often to work one-on-one with a particutar 
designated student. In the case of children with severe handicaps. sometimes two or three 
different teaching assistants shared the position to alleviate stress. When not working 
with a particular student. teaching assistants helped other students in the dassroom 
setting at the request of the classroom teacher. or worked with individual students on a 
one-on-one basis or in small groups for ianguage arts and mathematics support. One 
teaching assistant was usudly mined to work with students requiring speech therapy. 
Some of the duties listed by teaching assistants interviewed are listed in Table 26. n e s e  
duties were always carried out under the supervision of a teacher. 
Staff Develonment 
All special-education teachers were encouraged to take the necessary classes for 
an -A" designation. Each schooI was allocated professional development funding of 
$250 per teacher each year. The principd of the school was required to submit an annual 
Table 26 
Duties of teach in^ Assistants in Crimson Dunw School Division 
Speech and language therapy practice 
Tutorial support 
Remedial reading p u p s  
Comprehension groups 
Skills for Success program 
Language development 
Listening Skills 
Life Skills training 
Behatiour Skills training 
Social Skills training 
Sign language 
Scribing 
Pre-school assistance 
Supervise special needs child at recess and noon 
Accompany child to Work Experience 
Accompany child to and From school 
Accompany child to the city for therapies 
Accompany child on special trips 
.4dminister medication 
Administer fluoride program 
Assist with recycling 
plan as to professional activities supported by these funds. Teachers were encouraged to 
attend conferences and division-wide inservices pertaining to topics relaled to special 
education. A portion of the five schedded special-education meetings lvas alIocated for 
professional development. Some topics which had been dealt with recently incIuded 
discussions of feu1 alcohol syndrome. vision problems that affect learning, auditory 
discrimination. and the use of computers for special education. 
Other S u ~ ~ o r t s  
Crimson Dunes Schooi Division provided support to students with special needs 
in other ways. including adaptation of facilities, provision of technological aids and other 
equipment. and special transportation. 
Faei lities 
The school buildings were mostly on one level. Those with more than one floor 
had elevators or Iifb in place. One schooI. CDI. in which two students with muscular 
dystrophy were enrolled, was built on two levels and was not wheelchair accessible. It 
was anticipated that installation of a !ift or elevator would be necessary before the 
condition of the two children deteriorated to the extent that wheelchairs would be 
required. 
Technotopical Aids 
Technological aids and other equipment were purchased for exceptional students. 
based on assessed need and financial options. Occasionally. external agencies such as the 
Neil Squire Foundation and Sashchewan Abilities Council pmvided assessments to 
determine the type of equipment required and to train students and staff in the use of the 
equipment. .4n application to the Department of Education was then submitted to defray 
costs of the specid equipment. Maintenance and required replacement of this equipment 
was addressed through a central'ied process. When it appeared necessary. students were 
granted permission to take their specialized equipment home. A set of home-use 
pideIines was sent to parents in these instances. 
Each school was provided with a decentralized budget aliocation for special- 
education materials. Assessment material was provided h m  centraIized resources. as 
were instructional materials of an innovative or high-cost nature. 
Trans~ortation 
Special nansportatioa was provided as needed. and included vans that were used 
to transport d e n t s  between schools for special programs such as the Academic Credit 
and Career Training (ACCT) program. and into the city for work experience and other 
programs. A specially adapted van was used to transport children to a hydrotherapy 
program in the city. 
Transitions 
Crimson Dunes School Division believed that transitional planning would occur 
through a process of coordination and communication among the people involved in the 
transition. namely school personnel. parents. community agencies. and student when 
appropriate. 
Transitions from Home to School 
Crimson Dunes Schw 1 Division provided programming for pre-school children. 
Consultation took place between Health District and school division personnel regarding 
pre-school children with significant handicaps. This consultation provided the schook 
division with necessary information to initiate pre-school programs located within the 
community pre-schooI or community day-care setting. A team. consisting of day- 
cadpre-school teacher. parent. kindergarten teacher. principal. and appropriate outside 
agencies. worked together to faditate appropriate programming for these cMdre t~  
Teaching assistants were hired by the school division to assist with detivery of the 
program. Communication with personnel responsible for delivering the pre-school 
program assisted classroom and special-education teachers with programming for the 
children upon their entry into the regular school system. 
Internal Transitions 
Team meetings were g e n d l y  conducted to assist teachers receiving children 
with special needs, Parents were invited to team meetings during the transitional phases 
that their child experienced- In addition, orientation programs and site visits were 
arranged for exceptional students who experienced a significant transition. 
Transition to Other A~encies 
When seats were purchased for children to be placed in other settings. such as 
Radius Tutoring or the Children's Service Centre. parents were given the opportunity to 
have a site visit and an orientation to the pro-m.  
Transition to Work 
Both the work experience and youth internship programs provided secondary 
students with opportunities to explore the worId of work. In addition. consultation with 
the Community Living Division of SociaI Services assisted exceptional students who 
were leaving the school setting and were in need of those services. 
A centralized program for three schoois. directed towards high school students at 
risk of dropping out of school. called the Academic Credit and Career Training (ACCQ 
program was held in CD2 School. The ACCT program had been created for 
academically deficient or at risk students requiring modified subjects. to give remedial 
students in Grades 10 to 12 both academic credits and career training. While the program 
itself offered modified or alternate courses in English. Science. S o d  Studies. Math and 
Typing students also had the opportunity to enrol in such options as Industrial Arts. 
Home Economics. .4rts Education and Physical Education. Work experience comprised 
50% of the program. Students enrolled were usually IS year of age or older. Admissions 
to the program were decided upon by a committee. made up of the ACCT teacher. the 
principal of CD2 School. a second principal fiom the school division and a central office 
representative. 
The students had a twoday timetable. whereby they attended CD2 School one 
day with the teacher. and the second day. were enrolled in a work placement setting. 
Thus. two different p u p s  of students followed the program. tn the year in question. the 
two classes consisted of 5 and 6 students. 9 boys and 2 girls. The students were 
transported to CD2 School or to the work placement situation in special vans provided by 
the school division, Students were able to obtain 8 credits. including two for the work 
placement. The credits were modified or alternate program credits. but provided a full 
academic program. based on needs of the child. Jobs were almost dl in the city. in such 
places as stores. warehouses. restaurants. gas stations, special care homes. pet shops. 
lumber yards. and scrap yards. Employed in this program were one full-time male 
teacher and one full-time teaching assistant Ofien the childnzn were able to obtain 
permanent employment in the same location as the work experience when they finished 
school. 
The program was so popular that a second program had been set up for a different 
area of the school divisiou in CD4 School. The second ACCT teacher. interviewed by 
the researcher. bdieved that there were another 10 students who could benefit from this 
type of program. 
The ACCT program hosted in CD4 School was slightly different to that in CD2 
School. In this program. twelve students were taught in two _pups of s k .  One teacher 
and one WI-time teaching assistant were involved in the program. The program was 
more flexible than that in the first school. as students couid be pulled fiom the middle 
years if necessary. The ACCT program consisted entirely of individual programming 
although some teaching was done in small groups. Each chiEd in the program had a table 
but no iocker. He or she was h e  to eat. drink, and listen to personal tape players. The 
fatter help ADHD children to concentrate by shutting out extraneous noises. Field trips 
were held once a month to go bowling. swimming, horseback riding. to movies. or to a 
remurant for lunch. The aim was to focus on social skilIs. appropriate public behaviour. 
and work experience, to help the children to become contributing members of society. 
Every subject had modified materials. and money was provided by the school division for 
their purchase. However. in this second program. local charities had provided money for 
purchase of taped novels. One mother had been very agge!ssive in advocating the ACCT 
propm to various charities. and support had been obtained from IOOF and Ronald 
McDonaId Children's Charities. Students and parents also ran bingos to pay for some of 
the costs. Parents. teachers or teaching assistants. provided transportation for field trips 
into the city. At the end of the 1998-99 schooI year, five children from the ACCT 
program _gaduated with a Grade 12 diploma. 
Evdaatian of Proer~m 
Special-education teachers were required to submit Personal Program Plans or 
Targeted Behaviour Plans to the Supervisor of Special Education. These plans provided 
a means for case-by-case assessment in terms of student growth and appropriateness of 
the educational program. Program implementation was viewed as a dynamic process that 
responded to the needs of the exceptional chiId. P r o v  were implemented and. 
subsequently. disbanded as needs arose and dissipated throughout the year and fram year 
to year. 
In generai. educational growth was evaluated through parent and staff observation 
of the goals identified in the exceptional sudent's Personal Program Plan or Targeted 
Behaviour Plan. It was recognized that a satisfactory growth rate was dependent on 
various internal and externai factors. including intellectual abilities. motivation and 
affective qualities. Student growth could also be assessed in terms of skill acquisition. 
quality of on-tas k behaviour. student-teacher interaction. and student-student interaction. 
Assessment included formal and informd testing, samples of student w o k  anecdotaI 
records. and pertbrmance within the classroom setting. 
The Fiscal Stow 
Information about the finances of Crimson Dunes School Division. particularly as 
they relate to delivery of special education. is provided in Tables 27-18-29. and 30. 
Income 
-
During the 1998-99 school year. the school division received h d i n g  of 
$3.765.570 from the Province of Saskatchewan (32.49% of expenditures). The amount 
of S7.720.107 was raised through local mation (66.61% of eqendinrres). A finzher 
$104.53 I (Iess than [%) was obtained h m  other sources, mainly tuition fees h m  
neiphbolrring school divisions (see Table 27). The amount of recognition for specid- 
education expenditures is shown in Table 28. For Designated Disabled Programming 
Table 27 
Income ($1.1998-99, Crimson Dunes School Division 
1998-99 % of 
Mi11 Rate 
School Year I Total 
h o m e  from province 
Locai income 
Other income 
Table 28 
18.70 
Grant Reconition for Soecial Education (Sl, 1998-99, Crimson Dunes School 
Income 
I 
- -  . 
3.769.570 
7.720,107 
104.531 
- 100.00 , Total Education Revenue 
Division 
11,590,208 
r Funds recognized for DDP 244.208 1 
32.49 
66.6 1 
0.9 
I Funds recognized for supplemental DDP f I 1 9.300 1 
L 
/ StafF recognized for SNP 10.37~26250 I I 272212 I 
/ (included in above) 1 Subtotal DDP I 244,208 
/ Subtotal TBP 1 I 1 131,895 
I / Excess staff recognized for SNP 1.185~26.250 
/ SubtoulSNP 
I 
Staff recognized for TBP 5.02 x 26.250 
I 
I I 
3 1205 
13 1.895 
Funding received for Special Equipment 
Recognition for Special Transportation 
303,417 
42347 ( 
150.000 
I I 
Funding received for accessibility 
Funding recognized for Shared Services 
Total recognized as Special-education 
expenditures in addition to regular 
per pupil amount 
0 
I 
62345 
934,112 
$244,208 was recognized including $9,300 for Supplemental Designated Disabled 
programming. This amount was for employment of 1.82 teachers and 18.9 teaching 
assistants. 
A total of $303.4 17 was recognized for special needs programming to hire 8.75 
teachers and 8.85 teacher assisfants. The amounts of $42.347 and $150.000 were 
recognized for special equipment and for transportation needs. To pay for costs 
associated with Shared Services, $62245 was recognized. No funding was recognized 
for staff development by the Department of Education. Thus, the total amount 
recognized as special-education costs in addition to regular per pupil amounts was 
$934.1 12. 
Expenditures 
Table 29 provides a breakdown of the expenditures of Crimson Dunes School 
Division. Total expenditures for the 1998-99 school year were $1 1590.208. Total 
instruction. including that for special education. cost the school division $7.522.809 or 
64.9 1% of total expenditures. 
Specific costs for special education are examined in Table 30. As can be seen in 
total. special-education services cost the school division % 1.683.882 or 14.53% of total 
expenditures. Most of this money. $1.396.470 (I2.05%), was spent on salaries. 
Additional costs for special education totalled $287.412 or 2.48%. At central office. the 
Supervisor of Special Education. the Work Experience Coatdinator. and the two 
counsellors all spent time on behalf of students with special needs. In the schools 8.74 
teachers worked in the area of special education and 52.5 teacher assistants were hired 
specifically to work with these students. 
Table 29 
Expenditures (Sh1998-99. Crimson Dunes School Division 
1998-99 
School Year 
% of 
Total 
Total Lnstruction 1 7.522,809 
, Erpendihres 
64.9 I 
Operations and Maintenance 
I I 
98 1,456 
Administration 
I I 
/ Provision for reserves 
8.47 
Transportation 
I I 
365,670 
Debt Charges 
I I 
Surp Ius nil 
2.29 
I .3 19.963 
I I 
12.25 
514.419 
Tuition to neighbouring school division 
1 
Student enrolment September 30th 1 1942 
1 
4.44 
L 
Average per pupiI expenditure 1 5968.18 1 t i 
873,588 
I 
100.00 
I 
7.54 
I Total expenditures 1 1590,208 
I I 
External personnel included 1.05 personnel from Shared Services. A Regional 
Superintendent of Special Education who coordinated services in 10 school divisions. 
employed by the Provincial Department of Education, is not included in the costs 
descriied in Table 30. In addition medical personnel and social services personnel 
worked with the students. although their saIaries came f h m  a different pocket of the 
public purse. 
Average saIary of teachers 
1 
49.595 
Average salary of teacher aides 
I 
13.700 
Table 30 
Soecial-Education Exnenditures ($1.1998-99. Crimson Dunes School Division 
1998-99 
School Year 
% of 
Total 
Expenditures 
Total expenditures 
t 
11,590,208 I 
I 
Total instruction I 7,522,809 I 64.9 1 
I 1 
Special-Education Teacher Salaries* I 439,089 
I I 
I 
Other Special-Education Salaries* i 175.886 1 1.52 
3.79 
Teaching Assistant Salaries* 
I 
719,250 1 6.20 
Shared Services* 62.245 / 0.54 
Total Special-Education Salaries* 
Special transportation 
1,396,470 
I 
ISO.000 j 1.29 / Special equipment I I 42347 
I 
I I 
Tuition paid to other school boards 
I 95-065 i 0.82 
I 
12.05 
0.37 
I 1 
I I 
Total for Special Education I 1,683,882 [ 14.53 
Staff development* 
i 1 
Note. * Included in total instruction. 
O 1 
Summary 
This section has given a description of Crimson Dunes School Division as 
outlined in the conceptual framework. A detailed explanation of special-education 
senices. students involved, programming, identification of students. professional and 
paraprofessional personnel. support services, and provision for evaluation and transitions, 
provide a background to the financial story. 
The Emerald Falls School Division Story 
The central office of Emerald Falls School Division was in a large town in west- 
central Saskatchewan. The population of this urban centre. classified by Stabler and 
Overt ( I  996) as a Complete Shopping Centre. was just under 5,000. The surrounding 
trading area was home to another 30,000 people. Children h m  the town and from the 
peripheral rural area attended schoois in the school division. Demographic details are 
shown in Table 31 and indicate that there were ten different schod buildings on ten 
different campuses. Three of these schools were in the town and were attended by 1325 
(73.57%) of the 1801 students in the school division. In the town. one school was a high 
school with Grades 8 to 12. and two were elementary schools with Grade K to 7. In the 
surrounding viIlages. here were seven more schools. Five were elementary schools. one 
with Kindergarten to Grade 7 and four with Grades 1 to 8. Two others. more distantly 
situated. had Grades K to I L 
The three schools in the large town each had an enrohent of more than 300 
students. and almost threequarters of the students of h e  school division attended these 
three schools. The rural elementary schools were small, each with less than 50 students. 
The two K-I2 schook each had between I50 and 200 students. 
Philoso~bv 
The vision of the Board of EmeraId Falls SchooI Division was that all students 
were unique, were to be valued. and could learn. The school division had moved towards 
an inchsive education system. and believed that school was a place where students with 
Table 31 
Enrolments, Emerald Fslls School Division. Se~tember 1998 
EFJ 17 17 
regular needs as well as students with special needs were participating members o f  a 
community of learners. Their philosophy was that all young people had gods. and that 
the responsibiIity of educators was to heIp them achieve these goals by removing barriers 
and providing appropriate sentices and programs. as well as working in partnership with 
all o f  the involved agencies, with the parents and with the child. See Table 32 for an 
overview ofthe school board's vision. 
Table 32 
S~ecial  Education Vision, 198-99 Emerald FaUs School Division 
Statement of Commitment 
All students are unique. are to be valued. and can learn. Emerald Falls 
School division has moved toward. and wiIl continue to progress io the 
area of an inclusive education system. 
Overview of Delive y System 
a EarIy identification 
a Classroom-based assessment 
a School-based assessment 
Division-based assessment 
a Progranr planning 
a Program review 
Intervention is not linear. 
Family involvement 
Consultation 
Program Deveiopment 
Service Delivery 
Assessment 
Assessment procedures are those recommended by professionals in their 
fieids of specidty. 
Appeal Review Process 
a SchooI Division Guidetines 
The basic premises upon which the school division provided for chiIdren with 
special needs were that these children should be able to participate and interact with aH 
other students in their communities and. in particular, with their age and grade 
appropriate peers. To this end they utilized a model of integration and inclusion for 
service program delivery. They employed a model of coIlaborative and responsible 
program planning and had a high quality, equitable, and relevant program of mdies for 
all students. 
The person who was responsible for delivery of services to students with special 
needs has been named the Supervisor of Special Education. In addition. the school 
division had hired two counsel1ors and an educational psychoIogist. One counsellor 
worked with elementary students throughout the school division. The other worked in 
the high school in the town. The researcher was able to interview these employees and 
they were very he1pfi.d in providing information. In addition interviews were conducted 
with the Secretary-Treasurer. schooI buiiding principals, special-education teachers. and 
some of the paraprofessionals. In one of the h g e  town elementary schools. two special- 
education teachers felt that they were too busy to be interviewed by the researcher. 
Unfortunately. the data for that school are not as comp[ete as would have been desired. 
At least one special-education teacher was employed in each school and teaching 
assistants were employed as neces- to support the program. Lnformation about 
staffing is provided in Table 33, and will be described more l l l y  in the section on 
personnel. 
Table 33 
Staff Emoloyed to Work in the Area of S~ecia l  Education. 1998-99, 
Emerald FaUs School Division 
Program 
L 
Supervisor of Special Education* 
Educational Psychologist 
Number of 
Professional Staff 
m 
Designated Disabled Program 
Targeted Behaviour Program 
Total 
1 Counsellors* (One included in high school I 1.0 
2.18 
1.35 
10.525 
I teacher count) I 
Average Salary in Schools $48.685 
Shared Services 1 1 0-76 
- I 
Total employees 1 11.525 
Note. *Included in above total. 
Speciai Needs Program 
Number of 
Teaching 
Assistants 
6.995 
The Students 
Table 34 provides a picture of the numbers of students with specid needs in each 
school. [n 1998-99 there were 45 students (2.5%) in the school division who were 
recognized for funding as Designated DisabId Of these: three were pre-school children 
who were. it was felt. in need of early intervention. One of the children had muscuIar 
dystrophy, one had severe developmental delay and the third had fetal aIcoho1 syndrome. 
A total of twenty-sk students were designated at Level I and sixteen at Level II. Those 
who did not meet Department of Education standards for designation as disabled were 
Enrolments and Numbers of Students Receiviue Swcial Promnmmine. Emerald 
FaUs School Division. 1998-99 
School / Enrolment 
i 
Pre-schooi 
EFl 
provided with programming as was appropriate. A further 192 students ( 10.7%) were 
identified by special-education teachers as receiving e m  assistance. The amount of 
assistance varied h m  hll-time attendance of a teaching assistant to short pdlaits for 
remedial work, _deed education. and behaviour modification program with a special- 
education teacher. In totaIt 237 students (13.14%) were receiving various forms of 
special assistance. While not intended to be an exhaustive list, TabIe 35 gives an 
DDP 
I I 
EF6 8 
EF7 I 3 6 2 0 2 
I I I I I 1 4 Education 
SNP 
3 
575 1 7 
I EF8 1 16 / EF9 I I6 
TotaI 
Special 
- 
25 38 I EFz 
0 
0 
0 
45 
L 
EFlO 
Totals 
3 
1 419 
14 
180 1 
80 
13 
0 
0 
1 
87 
0 
0 
1 
I 
192 237 
Table 35 
Some Disabilities Found in Emerald FaUs School Division. 1998-99 
Mental retardation or impairment 
Fetal alcohol syndrome or effects 
Autism in various forms 
Physical disability fiom birth 
Physical disability caused by accident or illness 
Muscular dystrophy 
Leukemia 
Blindness or visual impairment 
Deahess or hearing impairment 
Chronic illness 
Depression 
Hypothyroidism 
Mental disorder 
English as a second language 
indication of some of the disabilities of certain children with whom teachers work in 
Emerald Fails School Division. 
Promammiup 
Any student with special intellectual. physicai. learning, andor b e h a v i o d  
emotional needs was considered eligible for specid programming and/or placement. 
Emerald Falls School Division recognized the philosophy of the Saskatchewan Education 
Core CurricuIum. Within this framework the school division offered IocalIy deveIoped 
courses as weU as alternative education propuns and functiondy integrated progmm. 
The overall goal of programming was to help students reach their potential in the 
least resmctive environment possible. mere were severd different ways in which the 
program was delivered. Some programs consisted of instruction within the fiamework of 
the regular classroom with emphasis on a particular skill that required further 
development or enhancement. Some students required more in-depth intervention. This 
instruction was sometimes provided right in the regular cIassroom. but mote often 
occured within a resource room, Instruction and programming were usually highly 
individual and intensive. For some students a special class placement, under the 
instruction and supervision of qualified teaching personnel. was considered appropriate. 
For children who had behaviour problems, a behavioural intervention program called 
Skillsfor School Success was utilized. Targeted Behaviour plans were prepared. In 
addition. personal and group counselling sessions were available. 
One teacher in each school was responsible for special-education programming. 
Ln total there were 10.525 FIE teachers employed to work with students with special 
needs. In this school division. 28.55 FTE teaching assistants were employed to work 
with students. -4 counsellor for elementary students and an educational psychologist 
worked out of central office. Another counsellor worked in the town high school. 
Earh Intervention 
Early identification was considered to be important. This required the 
cooperation of heaith services personnel both to identify and assess pre-school children, 
Three pre-schooI children were receiving services during the year in question. 
School-Based Intervention 
[t was felt by the Board that intervention should not be a linear process. Several 
different processes could occur simultaneously. or repeatedly, as necessary. If it became 
apparent. as a result of scheduled testing or through a teacher's process of evaluation. that 
a child was encountering difficulties. then the classroom teacher would contact the 
child's parents or guardians at the earliest possible time to discuss the child's difficulties 
within the existing program. In consultation with parents. alternate methods and 
materials that could address the problem were selected and implemented. 
Communication was maintained with parents regarding the progress of the child. 
Teachingleaming concerns were also discussed with the principal and resource 
room teacher in case M e t  intervention was considered necessary at the school level. 
Some assessments were completed at the school level. A Personal Program Plan was 
prepared for each student. including details of materials. teaching strategies. and 
adaptations to the pace of instruction which were aimed at the student's specific needs. It 
was expected that appropriate school and division personnel. in consultation with parents 
and in some cases with the student. as well as personnei From support agencies, would 
share appropriate and relevant information regarding a student's abilities and skills. 
Planning was of a collaborative nature and was determined with all parties concerned. 
If concern for the effectiveness of a chiId's education continued. the educational 
team consisting of classroom teacher. principal. and resource room teacher completed 
and fomxded a comprehensive referral to the Supervisor of Special Education at central 
office. This referral reflected a comptete picture of the child including the current 
p r o w  in place for the child, and resuIts of in-school assessment. The Supervisor then 
reviewed the referral and attached documentation and decided what M e r  action should 
be taken. A consuitation with the educational team. plus a referral to other appropriate 
assessment personnel often followed. 
At least twice a year. schools submitted a list of current referrals, in order of 
priority. This allowed division personnef to prepare appropriate visiting and testing 
schedules. 
ldentiiication 
The classroom teacher initialLy dealt with concerns regarding student progress. 
The in-school special-education teacher provided additional assistance and 
recommendations. Parental consultation andfor approval were requested, and after they 
were received. a referral was forwarded to the Supervisor of Special Education so that 
appropriate personnel could conduct suitable assessment. Results of an assessment were 
shared. either through a written report or through an i n t e ~ e w  ith classroom teacher. 
principal and parents. FoIIow-up assessment and consultation were scheduled as 
necessary. 
Parental Involvement 
Any curriculum and instructional adaptations were determined in consuitation 
with appropriate persons involved in the life of the student. The Board of Emerald Falls 
School Division believed that parents were the primary advocates and communicators for 
their children. and both encouraged and recommended continuous dialogue among 
teachers and parents or legal guardians. Although the Board felt that final decisions for 
developrnentaliy appropriate programming remained the responsibility of the school, 
every attempt was made to consult. accommodate, and respect the parent or legal 
guardian's wishes. 
Parents or legal guardians were notified and consulted when a child was being 
referred for individual assessment. and when results of formal testing were available. 
Written permission was required when it was necessary to share confidential information 
with appropriate agencies. When a Personal Program Plan was being developed or 
significantly updated or modified the parent or -pvdian was invited to become part of 
the development team. If decisions were being made about modified courses and 
alternate education programs. parents were consulted and informed. 
Referral 
After a child had been referred to the Supervisor of Special Education. it was 
sometimes decided that a referral to an outside agency was warranted. Parents or 
rmardians were required to give permission before a referral to an outside agency was 
b 
made. 
.4ssessmeat 
Several peopIe were involved in the assessment process. parents. student. special- 
education teachers. resource teachers. classroom teachers, itinerant specidists. 
paraprofessionals. consultants. counsellors. and principals. [n addition physiotherapists. 
occupational therapists. psychologists. and communication specialists could be consulted. 
Once a child's needs had been assessed and a written report h m  an agency 
received the coordinator discussed the findings with the planning team. 
Involvement of External Personnel 
Emerald Falls School Division recognized that it was only one of the agencies 
that provided services for chiIdren and youth with exceptional needs. The board 
applauded the commitment fiom responsible government depanments, to the provision of 
an integrated service approach for the benefit of all people in Saskatchewan. They felt 
that the need to continue with a process of sharing information and expertise was of 
utmost importance. and that it would be to the benefit of students and community that the 
process be refined. 
Many agencies were being accessed by or on behalf of students as the need 
demanded. The ACCESS team fmrn the Department of Education was available for 
assistance and consultation. The ON3 in Saskatoon provided guidance. counselling. and 
mobility training to Frieda. Vince. and Tom, all of whom had severe vision impairment. 
Henry. an autistic child. had been able to talk to a psychiatrist in Medicine Hat. Glen. 
who suffered from depression. used the services of the Mental Health Department for 
counselling. and also visited a doctor in Saskatoon. Arden, who suffers from a 
degenerative physical disease. and wiIL need a wheelchair later. used the services of the 
Saskatchewan .Abilities CounciI. 
Services for Home Bound Students 
.4 Home Bound Student was defined as a petson of school age receiving an 
education at home under the direct instruction of Emerald Falls School Division teaching 
staff. Occasionally there were students who required instructional support in this manner 
due to severe disability. illness. or accident In such cases. the school division provided 
assessment and prn-ganmhg support for students who needed i t  
The coordination of technical aids and other supportive strategies for students 
with disabilities who were being educated at home was facilitated through the school 
division in accordance with the Saskatchewan Education funding protocol for students 
with designated disabilities. 
Fred was a high school student with muscuIar dystrophy who was not well 
enough to come to school. He studied through the Saskatchewan Education 
Correspondence School. Emerald Falls School Division provided a visiting teacher. 
especially during examination time. and a teaching assistant when needed to assist the 
parents. Sam. aged 7. had leukemia and during 1998-99 spent his Grade 1 year at home. 
Teacher and teaching assistant help w-as provided to the parents. He was well enough to 
go to school for the 1999-2000 school year. but was educated in a special room at the 
school to lessen the chances of infection. 
Personnel 
In addition to the Supervisor of Special Education. an elementary counsellor and 
an educational psychologist worked out of central office. A second counsellor worked in 
the town high schoot. At least one teacher in each school was designated as a specid- 
education teacher. and teaching assistants were hired as needed for individud students. 
Stafting 
The Board of Emerald Falls School Division believed that well-trained personnel 
who had a commitment to the education of students with exceptional needs were a key 
component of successll student programs and suppo~ services. A total of 10.525 FTE 
teachers and 2855 FTE teaching assistants were working with children with special 
needs (see Table 36). The actual teaching personnel covered under Designated DisabIed 
Pupil Funding was 2.18 FIE. Tbere were 17.5 1 FTE teaching assistants hired to work 
with these students. 
-4s we11 as the children who where designated to receive Designated Disabled 
Pupil Funding. there were dso students provided for by Targeted Behaviour Funding To 
work with these students. 1.35 FTE teachers and 1-75 FTE teaching assistants were hired. 
A total of 192 students who were not suficiently disabled to qualie for funding under 
Designated Disabled Pupil Funding recognition were considered by the special-education 
teachers in the school division to require individud programming and some form of 
special-education services. Special Needs Program Funding recognition was provided 
for these students. and 6.995 FTE reachers and 9.29 FTE teaching assistants were 
engaged to work with these students. Thus. over 20% of the schooI division staff was 
working with students with specid needs. 
The role of the special-education teacher was to prepare and supervise 
progmming needs of students in need of specid education. The teachers' 
responsibilities were spelled out in the school division's special-education manual. They 
worked with support staff such as special-education coordinators. educational 
psychoIogists. and speech language pathologists to make educational and behavioural 
assessments. They were pan. of the team who designed individualized education 
programs for students with special needs. and as part of that team. they worked closely 
~ i t h  other teachers and support staff to coordinate the p r o m  and instruction of the 
student. The); worked with the mdent's parents and family whenever necessary. They 
detised schedules for teaching assistants and for students in the resource room. In 
Table 36 
Staff. 199839. Emerald FaUs School Division 
I -4drninistration central ofice I 3 I 
Number of teachers including principals 
. . I Administration schools 16 I 
FTE 
108 
Classroom instruction I 92 i 
Work E-uerience. included in hi& school staffing 0 
-- I Technology coordinator 0.5 
Resource-based-learning consultant 0.5 
Educational Psychologist 
Support central office (secretaries) 
Support schools (secretaries, library assistants) 
Teaching assistants for Special Education 
Maintenance and custodians 
Total Employees in School Division 
Educational Psychologist 
Speech Therapist 
Shared Services 
Total Employees for Special Education 
- 
0.24 
4 
9.868 
28.55 
14.25 
201.768 
0.76 
0.34 
0.66 
1.76 1 
outside School Division 
Supervisor of Special Education* 
Counse1lors* 
Educational Psychologist 
Special-Education Teachers DDP 
in School Division 1 
Note. *Included in Total Special-Education Teachers. 
Counsellor (One in high school staffcount) 
1 .O 
2.0 
0.24 
2-18 
- - -  . - -  - 
Special-Education Teachers TBP 
Total Special-Education Teachers 
Teaching assistants DDP 
Teaching assistants SNP 
Teaching assistants TBP 
1 I 
Srtecial-Education Teachers SNP 1 6.995 
- 7 -  < -  
1-35 
10525 
17.51 
9.29 
1.75 
Total Teaching Assistants 1 28.55 
/ Total Employees for Special Education 39315 
addition they sewed as a resource person or contact person for resource material that was 
necessary for instruction of the student. Wormation about special-education teachers and 
the diities that they described is found in Table 37. 
Particulars about the duties of the Supervisor of Special Education. education 
psychologist and counsellor who worked out of central office are included in Table 37. 
However. for the purposes of this part of the dissertation. only the salaries of the teachers 
in the schools were used in the calculation of the weighted average salary. 
Teaching assistants worked under the supeMsion of the special-education 
teacher. usualLy with one particular child. When the child to whom they were assigned 
did not require direct supervision. teaching assistants often stepped in to help other 
students who required aid, 
Staff Development 
Emerald Falls School Division undertook a variety of professional development 
activities that recognized the needs of professionals who provided services to children 
with exceptiond needs, including regular monthly meetings of student services 
personnel. and teacher in-service. In addition they supplied resource material, and time 
for professional and support staff to attend conferences. workshops. post-secondary 
classes and visitations to various externd support services. 
Other Su~ports 
Emerald Falls School Division provided support to students with special needs in 
other ways. e.g adaptation of facilties. provision of technical aids and transportation. 
Table 37 
S~ecial-Education Teachers in Emerald FaUs School Division. 199W 
Counsellor N/a Ezs3 
Rvchol st y - p  
Informauon no 
I BEd. 
Information no 
Vumber of Duties 
rtudents (as described by 
teacher) 
U Supcrvisor ofSpceral Education 
UI dancnr~n. school Counscll~n~ 
ndividual students 
I Rychologd tcsung as n d c d  
wm ac any onc time .-Uternmc pmgrems 
ndivtdual and groups 
3DDPF Spcc~aI clvsmom whac sp ed su 
I T k  can learn and ay things out 
10 orhas Rciuuss~ng programs 
Incorporate hcf~onal 11fc sk11k 
10 o&a 
i s tmGr I  aid2 
i r  8 and 9. group of five 
Gr 9 one a mod math 
Gr 10oncstmodmath 
Gr I1 t w o s t : l W d ~  
Gr I I three st mod Sc 
Alt day for 20 mms -[hen srs 
have slulls to work on 
3 T& 
Gr 6 2 srudcnts 
Gr 4 2 s~udents 
Gr 2 4 rmdcna 
Gr 6 3 boys ~ncludinq two 
above for mcuh support 
3 T k  
5 ESL 
indiv~dual to small groups 
34Gr 10 math 
I dcs~patcd. 7 orha 
One Gr 3 
tir6ta 
Onc Gr 5 
ESL studatts 
ESL Jtudcntr 
l st on modified p~ 
s p c h  and inDmalrztng lang 
ADHD and low IQ 
One n with audio proeasing 
ulodified program 
rutonaI pact& - non French s t  In 
'ullout p m p m  
khav~our moditiciu~on pmgnm 
Dny acaaan program 
Sk~lh for Sdrwl Sum*r 
Token tconorny 
.Acadcm~c sk~lIs 
Social sk11Wwork habtu 
Phlloscqhy a to do mom III class 
as opposed to pull out 
Bchilv~ourtqcted prognm 
Modified pmgrams 
All tor LA suppon 
Elan- reading and rnatfi pullouts 
Specch and tan- 
High School - aIt cd 
Modificd sc~mcc and Endish 
Behil~lour - 
Work on skllls 
Coordtnarc p m p m  for al l  28 
students in bath rcgularclaamm 
and pulhut program. 
supavsc 3 teachme asslnaan 
Pull*ut p p m  
Individual pmgmm 
h g t m g  im and otha subjc~o 
ESL rmdam 
Small emolmcnt 
ESL studam 
Total )IIS,lUo 
Facilities 
The special-education teacher at EFI indicated that there were no stairs in the 
building. However. barhroom modifications were needed to make the building suitable 
for any child in a wheelchair. Arden. a boy in Grade 2 at EF2 School. suffered from a 
degenerative neurological problem. It was anticipated that automatic doors and bathroom 
accessibility would be needed fairly soon. Queenie had been involved in a boating 
accident and had an acquired brain injury. She had to be watched very careMIy on the 
playground for her own safety. 
Technological Aids 
Emerald Falls School Division followed the guidelines provided by Saskatchewan 
Education in order to assess the technical and augmentative requirements of each 
student's program, Saskatchewan Education provided grant recognition for expenditures 
on approved technical aids for students with designated disabilities. During the 1998-99 
school year the amount recognized for special equipment and technical aids was $46.723. 
FM systems were not avaiIable in school EF1 aIthough they were needed for Dan 
and Eric. and had been requested. In school EF2, FM systems were in place. Three of 
these systems had been purchased through Department finding, the other two had been 
purchased through the school's decentralized budget. 
Computers were often needed for students. Dan had a voice-activated laptop. 
Fred had a laptop with a large bulb instead of a mouse. because of his lack of fine motor 
skills. Arden needed a computer and a ceI1 phone, and the order for these was in process. 
Henry was newly diagnosed with Asberger's Syndrome, a form of autism. He also 
needed a computer and FM system. and the order was also in process. 
Teaching personnel selected materials that were appropriate for students with 
exceptional needs. In many cases. teachers consulted with division office personnel in an 
attempt to find the most appropriate materials. Furthermore, material suggestions. as 
well as program development suggestions. were given by Shared Services and other 
extend agencies. Throughout the year. the Supervisor of Special Education selected. 
evaluated and shared materials among school and division stafF. 
Trans~ortation 
Transportation was provided as needed. One student was provided with 
transportation into the town high school from one of the K-12 schools because suitable 
programming could not be provided in the rural school. Other transportation costs were 
for transporting students to work experience situations in the town. 
Transitions 
Emerald Falls School Division believed that transition planning would ensure the 
smooth placement and subsequent adjustment of the student from one program to 
another. Plans were made for transitions h m  pre-school to school. kindergarten to 
Grade One. elementary grades to middle years. middle years to high schoot. and from 
high school to work or post-secondary education, 
Pre-scboof to School 
The school division encouraged parent involvement in the transition of children 
with special needs From preschool to kinderganen Parents were requested to contact the 
school division and work in coiIaboration with any other agencies that were providing 
senices for the child in order to develop a smooth transition into the school system. An 
interdisciplinary team was established before the child entered the school system. to 
develop a Personal Program Plan for the chiId. The pre-school teacher, parent, 
kindergarten teacher. principal, and appropriate outside agencies were part of the 
planning team. 
Internal Transitions 
When a child with exceptional needs made a transition within the school system. 
it was felt necessary to ensure that the child and hisher family were prepared and 
supported. The Personal Program PIanning team met with the relevant personnel in the 
receiving system or school to ensure that they were fully informed of the child's needs. 
This enabled them to prepare tbr the child's successful entry into the new program. 
Transition to Work or Post-Secondarv Education 
A transitional task force. to address the needs of students who required 
transitional programming into community living was made up of personnel &om Emerald 
Fails School Division. one of the neighbowing school divisions. West Central Industries. 
Community Living. and Saskatchewan Social Services. This task force coordinated 
efforts of ail agencies in providing a smooth transition for these young adults. 
In the town high school and in the two rural schools offering a K-I2 program. a 
person was responsible for ensuring that students with exceptional needs were able to 
move From high school to post-secondary institutions. Any testing that was required by a 
post-secondary institution on behdf of a student who had exceptional needs was 
cornpieted during a studentas last year in high xhoo1. School personnet assisted students 
in selecting appropriate programming and in contacting the receiving educational system 
to ensure that support for future programming was offered. 
The special-education teacher at EFI School described a program in place d ~ n g  
the 1997-8 and 1998-9 school years. This program was set up to accommodate four 
femde students who had completed Grade I2 on ahernate programs. but were not redly 
ready to go out into the real world. The closest program that would accommodate them 
was at Vermillion College in Alberta -4 two-year pilot program was instituted. The girls 
lived in a house in Emerald Falls. A teaching assistant came to the house at 730 am. 
assisted them in finding jobs. and helped them with social skills. life skills and work 
skills. She stayed with them until 9 pm. They were alone fiom 9 pm until 7:30 am. 
Unfortunately. the program was discontinued after two years because the h d i n g  was no 
longer available fiom the schooI division or Social Services. Of the four girls. one was 
now in Full-time employment without supplement. one was in full-time employment with 
supplement. and one was in part-time employment. with supplement. The fourth girl. 
who really needed a group home situation was living at home and was unemployed. 
Other students were helped with life-transitions within the school setting. For 
example. Frieda was a student with severe visual impairment and mental handicap. She 
was enrolled in a hctionally integrated program. Within the school she helped with the 
kindergarten class. and also learned to cash out and count money for the school canteen. 
Her future intentions were to attend the Transitional Vocational Program at Vermillion 
College in Alberta. The plan would then be that she should return to Emerald FaIts. but 
would still require supervision and assistance because of her visual impairment 
Evaluation of the Promm 
Emerald Falls School Division initiated a process to evaluate support services 
available for students with exceptional needs. h-school personnel. in consuitation with 
the Supervisor of Special Education, conducted the process at the school level. The 
expectation was that each school wodd review its student services and develop a written 
set of guidelines for future use. The school division recognized the need to provide 
educational and developmentally appropriate services based on current student needs. 
They felt that any guidelines for providing student services had to be sufficiently flexible 
to adapt to the changing needs of students and to expectations of the community. so that 
young people could be included in society as capable, contributing members. 
The school-based team determined the Personal Program Plan of each student. 
To determine a baseline for student growth. qualified personnel completed appropriate 
assessment, Continuous assessment was carried out to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
plan. and adjustments made when considered necessary. 
The Board of Emeraid Falls School Division recognized that there were students 
whose needs were not being met as adequately as they would have liked, In particular. 
these included some severely behaviourally disruptive students. As students moved 
through the school system, they were introduced to a variety of programs that provided 
[earning opportunities in behaviour and social skills area. Most students were able to 
develop the skills necessary in order to be successli in their school life. However. 
Emerald Falls School Division Board felt that they were now encountering a greater 
number of students who were having trouble acquiring skilIs necessary to become 
contributing members of society, and whose behaviour was continuing to spiral out of 
control. It was reco-gized that this situation had implications for the students' own 
learning and also for the learning of other students. As a result, Emerald Falls School 
Division was looking at the possibility of storefront schools linked to the town high 
school. possibly in conjunction with the local regional college. 
It was also considered that it might be necessary to look at a behaviour program 
targeted at the younger population (aged 13- 16) in the school division. The idea of a 
behaviour centre had been suggested and ideas for its development were being discussed. 
The focus of the program would be to develop personal capabilities and confidence to 
meet life's goals and opportunities during the school years and in the future. The 
characteristics of a typical Grade 8 or 9 student enrolled in this proposed p r o p m  would 
be a combination of some of the following: attendance probtems. academic difficulties. 
low average to average ability. low self-motivation, low self-esteem. distracted by 
personai problems. medical problems, or concerns. 
A Transition Task Force had been formed within Emerald Falls School Division 
to look at what happened to special-education students in their area Prior to the 
development of this task force. students with exceptional needs were leaving the Province 
of Saskatchewan in order to receive appropriate education and or training at a post- 
secondary institute (Vermillion college provided such a progcm). Emerald Falls School 
Division was trying to work on an initiative to provide a good, local program for the 
students who had been enrolled in Emeraid Falls based programs. 
Emerald Falls School Division recognized that it was ody one of the agencies to 
provide service for chiIdren and youth with exceptiond needs. In recognition of this. and 
in recognition of commitment h m  government to collaborate in providing an integrated 
service approach for the benefit of a11 peopIe in Saskatchewan. schooI division personnel 
felt that the need to continue with a process to share information and expertise was of 
utmost importance. They felt that it would be of benefit to students and community that 
this process should be refined. 
Information about the finances of Emerald Falls School Division. particuIariy as 
they relate to the detivrry of special education. is provided in Tables 38.39.10 and 42. 
Income 
During the 1998-99 school year (see Table 38). the school division received 
hding  of $1 A9 1.898 Liom the Province of Saskatchewan (1 5.22% of revenue). The 
amount of $8.079-095 was raised through local wation (82.44% of revenue). As can be 
seen. this is a very rich area of the province in comparison with most other school 
. 
divisions. A W e r  5378.63 1 (2.34%) was obtained From other sources. mainly tuition 
fees from neighbouring school divisions and repayment of long-term debt and back taxes. 
The amount of recognition for special-education expenditures is shown in Tabie 
39. The amount of $I42.560 was recognized for Designated Disabled Programming 
Level I. and S 120.196 for Level II. The suppIemental amount was $6.950. Furthermore. 
$4266 was recognized for Designated Students with disabilities who were home bound. 
The total for Designated programs was $271272. These amounts were for the 
employment of 2.18 teachers and 17.5 1 teaching assistants. 
A total of $255.292 was recognized for Specid Needs Programming to hire 6.995 
teachers and 9.29 teacher assistants. The Targeted Behaviour Program funding 
Table 38 
Income (S), 1998-99, Emenid Falls School Division 
I 1998-99 % of 
I i 
Mill Rate I 17.82 
I i School Year I ~ot .1  Income I 
I / Income fiom province I 
I 1 
Other income i 229,528 2.34 1 
1 1.491.898 / L O C ~  income I I 1 15.22 8.079.095 
reco-enition was S75.555. Under this item, the school division hired 1-35 teachers and 
1.75 teaching assistants. The amounts of U6.7 13 and % 12.600 were recognized for 
special equipment and for transportation needs. In addition. S77.089 was recognized to 
pay for the costs associated with Shared Services. No funding was recognized for staff 
development by the Department of Education. Thus. the tom1 amount recognized as 
special-education costs. in addition to regular per pupil amounts. w-as $741.521. 
82.44 I 
1 I 
Expenditures 
Tabk 30 provides a breakdown of the expenditures of Emedd Falls School 
Division. To& instruction. inciuding that for special education. cost the school 
divisionS7.0 76,160 or 72.20% of total e?spendirures. Student enrolment was 180 I and the 
Total Education Revenue 1 9,800321 
per-pupil e.upenditure was $5.342, Average teacher salary in the school division was 
100.00 
Table 39 
Grant Recoenition for Soecid Education ($1,1998-99. Emerald F a h  School 
Division 
Funds recognized for DDP. Level I I 142.560 I 
i Funds recognized for DDP. Level II 1 I 
Funds reco-gized for supplemental DDP I 6.950 / 1 
1 I 
Recognition for students who are Home Bound 
I I I I Excess recognized for SNe I 24.746 / I I I 
4.266 / 
273272 Subtotal DDP 1 
Subtotal TBP 
Recognition for Targeted Behaviour P r o m  
I 75.555 
I 
Recognition for Special Transportation 
I 1 lL6OO 
75.555 
Recognition for SNP I I 230.546 I 
Subtotal SNP 
Funding for Special Equipment 
1 
Funding received for accessibility I O 1 
I 255.292 
46.713 ( 
I I 
Funding recocenized for Shared Senices 
1 Subtotal Other Costs 
Total recognized as Special-Education 
costs in addition to regular 
per pupil amount 
77.089 / 
1 136.402 
I 741.521 
Table 40 
Es~enditures(S). 1998-99. Emerald Falls School Division 
1998-99 % of 
School Year j Taul 1 I
Expenditures 
72-20 
i 
I Operations and Maintenance 506.50 1 
Administration ! 328,396 
\ Transwrtation 933358 
I Total Instruction 
-- 
5.17 7 I 
3.35 
9.41 
Debt Charges 477,7 10 ! 487 
7.076.160 
L , . 
$47.9 15. T o d  costs for special education are examined in Table 41. As can be seen. in 
total. special-education services cost the school division $1.063.054 or 10.5 1 % of overall 
expenditures. Most of this money. $990.179 (9.79%). was allocated to salaries for those 
working in the area of special education. Additional costs for special education totalled 
$73.175 or 0.72%. Working from central office. the Supervisor of Special Education. 
Educational Psychologist and an EIementary CounselIor dl spent time on behalf of 
students with special needs. In the schools. 8.525 FTE teachers worked in the area of 
special education and 28.53 FTE teaching assistants were hired specifically to work witb 
these students. 
4.25 
0.70 
0.05 
Provision for reserves ! 416733 
Total expenditures 
Student enrolment September 30th 
I Average per pupil expenditure 5 .42  
Other 
Average salary of teachers 
68.697 
9,%00$21 
1801 
47.9 1 5 
100,OO 
Average salarv of teacher aides I 12.000 
I Sudus  1.577
Table 11 
Soecid-Education Eswnditures (S). 1998-99, Emerald Falls School Division 
Oh of 
Total 
Es~enditures 1 1 
Staff development* I 0 1 
Totd for Special Education I I 1,063,054 1 10.85 
1998-99 
School Year 
100.00 
72.20 
4.23 
. 3.50 
0.79 
1.59 
Total expenditures 
Total Special-Education Salaries* 1 990,179 
Special transportation \ 15.319 
Special equipment I  57.556 
Note. * Included in total instruction. 
9,800321 
10.10 
0.16 
0.59 
External personnel included those fiom Shared Services. A Regional 
Superintendent of Special Education who coordinated services in 10 school divisions was 
employed by the Provincial Department of Education. The costs of t i i s  Superintendent 
are not included in Table 41 because they are borne by the Department. not the school 
ditision. In addition. medical personnel and social services personnel worked with the 
students. although their salaries came h m  a different pocket of the public purse. 
Summarv 
This section has given a description of Emerald Falls School Division as outlined 
in the conceptual framework. A detailed description of special-education services. 
students involved. pmgramming. identification of students. professional and 
Total instruction 1 7,076,160 
Special-Education Teacher Salaries* 4 15.040 
Teaching Assistant Salaries* I I 342.600 
Shared Services* 
Other Special-Education Salaries* 
77.089 
155.450 
paraprofessional personnel. support services, provision for evaluation of the programs. 
and provision for transitions have provided a background to the hanciai picture. 
Chapter Review 
In this chapter the researcher has Iooked at tbree school divisions in different 
areas of rural Saskatchewan, Amethyst Bay, Crimson Dunes and Emerald Falls Schoot 
Divisions. For each school division a descriptive vignette has been used to present the 
data The framework for research provided in Chapter One was followed for each school 
division, The first section of each vignette presented information about the processes of 
special education in the school division. It inciuded a description of the phitosophy 
behind the delivery of special needs programming espoused by the Board of Education. 
information about the students. procedures for assessment and intervention. provision for 
parental involvement, and detaiis about teaching and other personnel. 
No school programs can be examined without a discussion of outcomes of the 
program. and this formed the second section of each vignette. The idea of outcomes 
included provision for transitions and for evaluation of the program. For children with 
special needs it is particularly important that there should be some consideration of what 
is going to happen to children when they Ieave the school setting. As part of this study, 
arrangements that had been made for transitions within the school and school division 
were discussed. Inte~ewees were also asked about the plans for what is Iikely to happen 
to the children when they Ieave the public school system. either to go on some form of 
post-secondary education. or to the world of work Procedures for evaluation, not of 
students. but of program. were aIso investigated. 
The first two sections of each vignette have provided a background to part three 
of the framework. the fiscal story. Descriptions of fiscal inputs towards special- 
education. funding of special education and the use of special-education funding 
fotlowed. 
These vignettes lead to Chapter Five. where the descriptions of the three school 
divisions will be compared and contrasted. in response to the research questions posed in 
Chapter One. 
CHAPTER FlVE 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYStS OF DATA: 
RESEARCH QCTESTIONS 
Inasmuch as ye have done it unto one of the least of these, my 
brethren. ye have done it unto me (:Liatthew. 3j:40). 
This chapter addresses the research questions posed in Chapter One. Information 
about processes. outcomes. and fiscal aspects of the provision of services to students with 
special needs in the three school divisions are compared and contrasted. At the same 
time relevant literature is reviewed and ideas therein are linked to the tindings of the 
research questions. 
The first section of the chapter examines data about processes of special education 
in the school divisions. It includes a description of students. types of service. manner of 
service delivery. and information about and opinions of teachers and other personnel. and 
it compares the three school divisions. .4s Chambers (2000. March) stressed. it is 
important to study both resource inputs and senice delivery systems. as they link 
information to students. 
A discussion of program outcomes forms the second section of this chapter. The 
idea of outcomes includes provision for student transitions into. around. and out of the 
school system. .As well, the discussion of outcomes incIudes evaluation of the program 
and suggestions fiom interviewees as to what improvements could be made. Information 
provided in response to the fim two questions provides a background to the third 
question. the fiscal story. A comparison of special-education income and expenditures in 
financial statements of the three school divisions is presented. 
Question 1. What Are The Processes Of Special Education? 
A11 three school divisions in this study had a similar philosophy about special 
education. in that they indicated that their mission was to provide an education suitable to 
the needs of the child. Each Supervisor of Special Education indicated that specid- 
education programs were not directly driven by the policy of Saskatchewan Education, 
nor by the amount of money available. Naturally. every effort was made to comply with 
the Education Act. but it was not minimum legal requirements that were followed. 
Rather. they said that teachers endeavoured to adapt the curriculum as needed. and that a 
continuum of service was provided to all students. As one teacher commented in 
reference to children with special needs. "We see what they're like. and do what's 
necessary" (AB2). Panish (1996) described this type of program as a unified schooling 
system. with integration across categorical program areas. He said that such schools and 
systems have developed a seamless set of educational programs and services to meet the 
needs of all students. McLaughlin ( 1999) also found in her research that teachers and 
principals perceived that the purpose of special-education programs was to provide what 
individual students needed. 
When deciding about poticy concerning the provision of educational services, 
Boards of Education are most often influenced by government legislation and by 
availability of extra fuads. but are also swayed by the mores and politics of society. 
According to Kymlicka (1990). Utilitarians claim that the morally right act or policy is 
& 
that which produces greatest happiness for the largest number of members of society. 
They believe that any decision about distribution of resources must be based on realizing 
the need for the greatest common good. Communitarians also believe that benefit to 
society, rather than to the individual. is what is important. However. these overarching 
principles beg the question of whether the education of children with special needs would 
be of more benefit to society than to have the same people untrained and uneducated. 
This sentiment is echoed by the preamble to the Title I legislation in the United States 
(U.S. Department of Education, 1999). which reads: 
The congress declares it to be the policy of the United States that a high- 
quality education for all individuals and a fair and equal opportunity to obtain 
that education are a societal good. are a moral imperative. and improve the 
life of every individual. because the quality of our lives ultimately depends 
on the quality of the lives of others. (p. i) 
The concept of equal treatment. whether all children should be dealt with in the 
same way. is important for this research. In Saskatchewan schools. all children follow 
the same basic cuniculum. Teachers all belong to the same union and receive salaries 
derived fiom the same salary grid. Funding is recognized for school boards based on a 
per capita pt. calculated on enrolment in the schools. One bdamental notion of 
equity. known as horizontal equity (Berne & Steifel 1984: Odden & Picus 1 992). says 
that students should receive equal shares. Their interpretation included provision of 
equal expenditures or revenues per pupil. equal educational resources for the basic 
program. and equal pupil-teacher ratios. However. this view of horizontal equity 
assumes that each child will finish with equal mastery of basic competency levels. and 
will receive equal contributions from schooIig to long-term outcomes such as income or 
status in Iife. Such assumptions are unrealistic given numerous differences in ability, 
motivation, and other relevant personal attributes. In reality, many of these desirable 
outcomes may not be attainable for children with special needs. 
A hdamental problem for equity theorists is that children are not alike. This 
fact gives rise to the idea of unequal treatment of unequds, or vextical equity (Berne & 
Steifel. 1984: Odden & ficus. 1992). B r e w  (1982) stated, 
Handicapped people must be seen as in fulI  membership of the community: 
the notion of a 'dole' for the handicapped should disappear and be replaced 
by opportunities for them to contribute to society on the basis of their 
abilities, as all citizens should. The concept of equality, of treating people 
alike. should give way to the concept of equity. of treating people according 
to their needs. No ionger should a single disabiiity be regarded as an all- 
round handicap ot an obtrusive one as a sign that the person has fewer 
emotional or social needs than others. (p. 108-9) 
There is a gened feeiing that students should be served according to their needs rather 
than according to diagnostic labels. Decisions must always be centred on the child 
(Smith. 1998). As teacher EF3 said. "We try to provide them with life and social skills so 
that they can go out into the world and. in many cases. not be different". Such writers as 
Darby. 1994: Kymlicka 1990: and lam on^ 1996: appear to agree with the Boards of the 
school divisions studied. that each child should be provided with an educational 
environment that is as stimulating, pleasant, and enriched as that of any other child. 
For Whom Are Services Provided? 
The Saskatchewan Education Act (1995) reads as follows 
A board of education sMl . . . make avaiIable at no cost to their parents or 
guardians. special-education senices for disabled pupils. that are. in the 
opinion of the minister. appropriate. including special schools, specid 
classrooms. resource rooms and itinerant and tutorial programs, and may 
provide those services for pre-school age children with disabilities identitied 
pursuant to subsection 50(2), in order that disabled pupils and children can 
benefit h m  the most appropriate and least restrictive program; ....( 52[l][a]) 
In Saskatchewan and elsewhere in Canada the designation special education is being 
used to cover the provision of a wide variety of services (Smith & Foster. 1994). As 
Jennings (2000) wrote. the concern is with the education of children who come to schoot 
with disadvantages. be they educational, economic, physical. or mental. 
One group of students to be involved with special education are those with 
obvious physical disabilities, who would in the past have been designated as 
"handicapped". They could have any degree of disability. infirmity. malformation or 
disfigurement of a physical nahue that is caused by bodily injury. ilIness or birth or 
genetic defect, Children with non-obvious medical conditions such as brittle bone 
syndrome. diabetes. asthma epilepsy and leukemia can be included in this grouping. 
These children may not have any problems academically. but their physical concerns 
provide problems for them in the school setting. Children with lesser or milder 
disabilities of the same type form an extension to this group of students with special 
needs. 
Students who have academic dificufties form a second group of students who are 
considered under the special-education designation. These children can have a range of 
disabiIities. They could have severe mental disabilities. or the disability might be mild 
requiring early intervention or assistance to complete tasks. The contrasting group to 
these are students who are extremely quick to learn. or who are gifted in some ardstic 
way. Some students have both physical and academic concerns. 
A third group of students in special-education programs consists of those children 
who have behaviour problems and are not able to cope with the self-discipline required in 
the classroom. The number of students in this third category appears to be rising 
(Parrish, 1996). Finally, there are the students who are in danger of dropping out of 
school for various reasons, personal. social, or academic. The education of all of these 
students. and others who may have more than one of the problems noted is covered by 
the speciakducation h d i n g  recognition. 
In the school divisions investigated in this study, Supervisors of Specid 
Education stated that all children who were in need of special services were provided 
with an appropriate education. suited to their requirements. This was echoed by the vice- 
principal of one school who stated. Th i s  school offers an excellent special-education 
program - each student is given individual. respecdid attention and care" (EF5). This 
teacher believed. '-A11 children can learn". but "different kids need different methods and 
approaches" (EFS). Not only were children with specid needs in the three school 
divisions provided with an education. but almost all were integrated into the regular 
classroom and subject to the same lessons and stimulations as other students when 
appropriate. 
In the past. children were not all provided with comparable education. As Smith 
and Foster ( 1994) reported students with disabilities were traditionally excluded fiom 
and miq id ized  by public school systems. Snow (1991) acknowiedged persistence of 
the belief that disability was a characteristic relevant to Iearning and that children with 
disabilities could not benefit from schooling. Children can still be excluded h m  the 
schooling process. The Saskatchewan Education Act makes clear provision for this. 
Where it is considered advisable. the board may exclude from attendance in a 
specific curricular program any pupil who. in the opinion of the director of 
superintendent, is incapable of responding to instruction in that program or 
whose presence is detrimentd to the education and welfare of other pupiIs in 
attendance in that program. but no such exclusion s h d  deprive a pupil of 
access to alternative educatiod services provided by boards of education to 
pupils with disabilities under this section: ....( 1 84[2][a]) 
The numbers of children involved in special education in the three school 
divisions are shown in Table 4 2  These children are considered in three basic 
classifications. Included in the fim classification are children who have severe 
disabilities. These children fit the description of handicapped that has been regulated by 
the Minister of Education in the Education Act (1995). The numbers of chiidren who fit 
into this category are very low. so the disabilities are often known as low-incidence 
disabilities. Children who fit into tfiis category wodd have severe physicd or mend 
challenges. and the government recognizes that there is extra expense involved in 
providing education for these children in school settings (Saskatchewan Education. 
Securing access to educational programs has been a continuing concern of 
handicapped. disadvantaged. and minority students. Rossmiller ( I97 1) suggested. 
Exceptional children were for many years widely regarded as not being 
subject to the application of the concept of equal educational oppormnity. 
They often were either discouraged from attending the public schoots or 
excluded h m  them. and responsibility for the exceptional child's education 
was assumed to rest with the family - or perhaps consigned to charity. @. 42) 
As the concept of equality of educatiod opportunity increasingly came to be viewed as 
requiring that all children shouId be educated to the Iimit of their ability. there developed 
a recognition that the pubtic school system should accept responsibility for providing 
educational programs for exceptiond children" (Rossmiller. 1971, p. 42). Thus. there 
have been developed -educational programs for children who previously were considered 
uneducable" (p. 42). 
Table 42 
Students Enrolled in S~ecial Education 
Since the 1970s. special-education provision in Canada has included policies for 
in-school education of children with severe mental disabilities. physical disabilities or 
multiple disabilities (Smith & Foster 1994). There are four types of fimding reco@tion 
available in Saskatchewan to help alleviate extra costs associated with educating children 
with severe disabilities. They are known as Designated Disabled Level I. Designated 
Disabled Level II (for children whose disabilities are even more serious). Designated 
Children with disabilities who are in the care of Social Services. and pre-school funding 
for children who have been identified by Department of HeaIth personnel as in need of 
early intervention because of severe disabilities (Saskatchewan Education 2000~). In 
Amethyst Bay School Division 1.6 I% of the children Wed into DDPF I and DDPF II 
classifications. In Crimson Dunes School Division and in EmeraId Falls School Division, 
proportions were slightly higher at 2.73% and 2.50% respectively. In addition. three pre- 
school children with severe disabilities were receiving services in each of Crimson Dunes 
and Emerald Falls School Divisions. The school divisions also paid for a teaching 
assistant for each of these children when required. 
Recognition for funding for children with severe disabilities is based on programs 
in place for assessed. specific children. Regulations are very smct for designation. Over- 
identification has been a concern for special-education fimding in many places. and 
various methods of h d i n g  have been used to try to avoid this situation. In 1980. 
Saskatchewan Education stated that. '-the more money that is availabte. the more children 
are identified to meet the criteria to receive the funding'' (p. 25). In general. there has 
been a movement between census-based funding and funding based on the program for 
an individual child. Verstegen (1999) reported that in 1975 the Education for all 
Handicapped Children Act in the USA. set a limit on the number of students that the 
government would support in each state at 12% of the population. The intention of this 
legislation was to discourage over-labding of children. McLaughiin ( 1999) also found 
in her studies that funding formulae had been modified to eliminate incentives for over 
identification of students as disabled. through a census-based formula that applied after 
certain levels of federal funding were reached. However. McLaughlin reported a shift in 
the intemte formulae from a population census base to a needs based system driven by 
identified children with disabiiities. She felt that distribution of funds based solely on the 
population of the locai educationd agency fails to provide an adequate incentive for 
serving all children. and reduces the ability of a state to target fimds in such a way as to 
assure all handicapped chiIdren a k e  and appropriate education. 
There was no evidence in the school divisions studied that there was any over 
identification. On the contrary. teachers interviewed by the researcher were more 
inclined to indicate that there were children who were "borderline'. who did not quite 
match the severity of disability required by the regulations. "Some students are not 
designated, They take a lot of work, but they don't qualify for the extra funding. We 
have three students for sure in Grades 2.5 and 9. plus others that are possible" (EF4)- h 
Amethyst Bay School Division. 30 students were considered "borderline". One teacher 
in another school division felt that the needs of one child were not really being met 
because he did not qualify for high cost h d i g  (CD7). Often teaching assistants 
interviewed did not know which students were receiving high cost funding. They did not 
feel that it was their concern and just provided the service as planned by the Supervisor of 
Special Education and the rest of the team who prepared the Personal P r o w  Plan or 
the Targeted Behaviour Plan. Realistically, no matter where the line is drawn bemeen 
Designated Disabled Pupil Funding and Special Needs Program Funding. there will 
always be children whose disabilities place them on the borderline of assessment for 
Designated Disabled Pupil Funding. 
In Saskatchewan. Special Needs Programming is provided for children with less 
severe disabilities as well as for children with inadequate pre-school preparation. children 
whose first Ian-euage is neither English nor French. and gifted children. Aiso included are 
children who have slight learning disabiIities. who have mild forms of the disabilities in 
the first designation. who require speech therapy. who have ADD or ADHD. but can be 
treated with medication, who have fetal alcohol effects, as well as children who for some 
reason are behind in their work and need extra help to catch up (Saskatchewan Education, 
1999b). These special needs are much more common and are known as high incidence 
needs. 
To avoid the possibility of over-labelling, recognition for b d i n g  for this second 
group of students is based on a percentage of the total enrolment in the school division 
(Saskatchewan Education. 2000~). At present this is a E ~ e d  amount for every 100 
students. This type of bding is named by Parrish and Wotman ( 1999) as census-based 
funding. As can be seen from Table 42. far more than one in every 200 children were 
provided with services under this designation. It should be stressed that services 
provided for these children were not often Ill-the. They could vary along a continuum 
from individual- or grouptutoring one or two periods a week to the full-time anention of 
a teaching assistant. An advantage to census-based Funding (Parrish & Wolman) is that it 
-provides maximum discretion to local districts because it ehinates identification as a 
basis for funding and severs the l i i  between placement and fimding" (p. 21 I), hother 
advantage is that census-based funding eliminates need for and costs of identification 
and. hence. much administrative paper work. 
Teachers felt that the number of children with special needs in this category was 
increasing quickly. The principal in one school commented. "We have far more special- 
education students remaining in school after age 16 than in the past. When we make the 
timetable. we have to put more special-education teacher time than what is allocated- 
(ABla). Increasing numbers of students in special-education programs is not a tocal 
phenomenon. The Los Angeles T i e s .  November 10.1999 reported that since 1990. the 
population of specialducation students has almost doubled. 
One group of students who sometimes do not appear in the special-education 
literature are children whose academic performance is compromised because of 
behaviour problems. The government of Saskatchewan has provided a third type of 
recognition. Targeted Behaviour Funding, to support prevention prog-ing as well as 
for remedial instruction to those with severe behaviour problems. The b d i n g  provided 
is census-based. One teacher noted the change in focus and commented that there had 
been a large growth in the number of children with behaviour problems since he started 
teaching. "When I started working in special education we were dealing with academic 
problems. There has been a definite change to behaviour problems" (EF2). As Lankford 
and Wyckoff (1999) pointed out, growth in special-education expenditures over the last 
twenty yean has resulted not only !?om increased e.upenditures per disabled student, but 
also fiom an increased number of students with disabilities. But. as Parrish noted 
(2000b). 'To understand why special education is growing, we need to have a better 
understanding of why growing numbers of children are not finding success within general 
education" (p. 6). One suggestion he gave is that accountability pressures. the need for 
everyone to be '-above average". leads to singing out low achieving students and 
directing them into special education. 
Data fiom Emerald Falls School Division did not indicate how many children 
were recognized as receiving programming under the Targeted Behaviour Programming. 
In this school division. all students receiving pro~eramming~ other than DDPF. were 
grouped as Special Needs Programming. The Supervisor of Special Education mas. 
however. very concerned about services to children with behaviour problems. 
Teachers in Crimson Dunes School Division were working with 85 children in 
behaviour modification programs. Commercial programs such as Skillsfor School 
Success. and Coping for Teens were used with these children. as well as individual 
counselling. social skill development. and self-esteem building. Johnson and Johnson 
(1 989) stressed that students who are "at riskt' of dropping out of school or of failing are 
"typically in need of caring and committed peer relationships, social support, and positive 
self images. as well as higher achievement- (p. 25). Rawls (1993) felt that the most 
important primary goals of education are to developing self-respect or self-esteem. to 
enjoy the culture of society and to take part in its affairs. tn this way. individuals develop 
a secure sense of their own worth. 
Teachers and administrators in d l  three school divisions were very concerned 
about increasing behaviour problems and lack of coping skills exhibited by students. In 
CD I School. all classroom teachers were using the program Skillsfor School Success as 
part of prevention programming for behavioural disabilities. Special-education teachers 
also used the p r o p  where appropriate. The school had 41 students in need of Targeted 
Behaviour Programming. School CDS used the Copefor Teens program in a similar 
way. The .Mid-Childhood Support Project. in which a social worker works with the home 
and school. was used for one child in CD2 School. A number of schooIs in Amethyst 
Bay School Division were using Second Step. a violence prevention curriculum. A study 
of reading suggestions for teachers provided on the Saskatchewan Education web site 
(2000d) gives an indication of the breadth and severity of behaviour problems found in 
schools today. Dozens of books under many headings, including Conflict in 
Relationships, SeIf-Awareness. Self Esteem. Violence Prevenrion. Challenges in the 
Classroom, are recommended. 
There did not appear to be much attention in any of the school divisions studied to 
needs of gifted chiIdren. Funding for this type of programming would be covered by 
Specid Needs Ptogram Funding. In the past decade. Amethyst Bay School Division had 
spent a lot of time and money developing genera1 enrichment programming for all 
students. but nothing was specifically directed towards individual programming. In 
school CD 1. a group of ten students in Grade 5 were receiving enrichment programming 
in mathematics. There did not appear to be any reason why this particular group of 
children had been chosen. It was simply a group who were receiving this service by 
chance. Emerald Falls School Division recognized that educational needs of students 
who were cognitively gifted were not being addressed and the Supervisor of Special 
Education expressed concern on this topic. 
In 1985. the Government of Saskatchewan introduced the Educational 
Development Fund, and much of the money available was spent on enrichment programs 
for gifted students. as well as on the provision of new technologies (Saskatchewan 
Education. 1985). When this W i g  was discontinued, many of the programs for gifted 
students that depended on the money were also discontinued. This was parciculady so 
because the perceived need for computers and other technoiogy was seen as a higher 
priority* 
As the British Columbia Ministry of Education (2000) stated deveioping and 
maintaining meanin@ p r o m  for exceptiondly talented and gifted students is one of 
the most intriguing challenges teachers can face. 
All students are entitled to equal access to learning and achievement. We 
provide this access by placing exceptional students in the most enabling 
learnins environment possible. We must consider this same principle when 
pro-cramming for @fled students. @. 1) 
It is hoped that all students will be given the opportunity to develop their individual 
potential. For gifted students this requires opportunities to develop in ways that may far 
exceed expected learning outcomes for their age. 
What T v ~ e s  Of Service Are Provided? 
The types of service that were provided were similar in the three school divisions 
studied. They involved early identification whenever possible. and provision of pre- 
school programming where appropriate. When it was redized that a child of school age 
had a problem. the cIassroom teacher. special4ucation teacher. and principal 
collaborated to investigate and document the need. Parents were always involved in the 
process. and permission was required for an external assessment to proceed. 
"Assessment is costly and time consuming". commented teacher -4. As Ramey and 
Ramey (1994) said. the relationship between family and school ail1 make a big 
difference in how well the child adjusts to school and benefits from programs offered. 
A number of other supports were available in the school divisions. Shared 
Services personnel provided additional speciai-education support services. specifically 
speech language patholoey and educational psychology. McLaughlin (1999) noted that 
administrators wanted to use specialists in ways that could support students with 
disabilities and also other students at risk of school Mure. The Special Education Unit 
of Saskatchewan Education also assisted the school divisions in their role of providing 
appropriate programming and support services. The ACCESS (Assistance. 
Collaboration. Consultation. Support Services) team was ready to visit schools and 
school divisions, The Director of Education in CD school division commented on how 
much of a boon this ACCESS service had proven to be. Resources were provided for 
teachers (both print and web page materials). Special Format materials codd be obtained 
for students with print handicaps. Saskatchewan Education also advocated inter-agency 
collaboration. 
-4 group. consisting of parent. child (where appropriate). classroom teacher. 
specid-education teacher. principal. and any necessary edema1 personnel, met to prepare 
Personal Program Plans or Targeted Behaviour Plans for each child in need of special 
programming. These plans were evaluated and re-evaluated on an ongoing basis. 
How Are the Services Provided? 
In each school division. one central ofice person was responsible for special- 
education services. For the purposes of this dissertation. this person has been called the 
Supervisor of Special Education. In all schools at least one teacher. the special-education 
teacher. was appointed to be in charge of special-education services. Sometimes one 
person would take responsibility for younger children and a different person would be 
responsible for the services to the older students. As can be seen h m  Table 43. each 
school division employed about 9 or 10% of their teachers to work in the area of specid 
education. 
In smdI schools such as those in this study. this teacher was usualIy responsl%le 
for all aspects of special-education programs in the school. These responsibiIities 
included. but were not restricted to. preliminary assessment of students. completion of 
Table 43 
Staff Em~loved for S~ecial Education 
- 
' Total 
Teachers 
I 
I I 
I 
AB 1 68.25 
I 
Teaching 
Assistants 
13.05 
53.50 
28.55 
I 
LEF I 108.00 
paperwork. programming and timetabling. supervision of teaching assistants. providing 
individual and group teaching in pull-out situations. and working in team-teaching 
situations with the regular classroom teacher. In ABI b School. where a bilingual 
progrant was offered. one teacher was in charge offiancisation (French language 
development and remediation), particularly with Grade I students. At CDI School. one 
teacher had been trained in speech therapy and worked 50% of her time with students 
who needed assistance in the area of speech development. 
In all three school divisions. teaching assistants were employed to assist teachers 
with various chores associated with the provision of services to children with special 
needs, The responsibilities of teaching assistants included working under the direction of 
a teacher with a designated exceptional student or a group of students. or facilitating 
speech programming under the direction of a speech language pathologist, Government 
recognition was received for 34 teaching assistants for Crimson Dunes School Division, 
Sp Ed as 
%of 
Total 
Teachers 
Teachers 
DDP 
Teachers 
SNP 
0.80 
Teachers 
TBP 
Total 
Special 
Education 
in 
Note. *Does not include Supervisor, or Shared Services. 
1.250 
I I 
9.525 2.18 
) Schools* 
5.20 1 6.150 
8.82 6.995 1 1.35 
9.16 
but an additional 18 J teaching assistants were hired. Thus. a torai of 52.5 teaching 
assistants worked with students with special needs. 
Teachers other than special-education teachers often took extra courses to help 
with programming for students with special needs. St. John's Ambulance courses were 
common. The teachers of AB4 School spent four days on a Signed-English course to 
accommodate a student who w z  completely deaf. They then returned to the schooI and 
taught children in their classrooms some of what they had learned. In the same school. 
one student was parmered with a male teacher. one class a week. for tutorial work. In 
this way the student was also provided with a much-needed maIe role model. These 
activities reinforce the ideas of Grace (1989) who said that education could "develop in 
d l  citizens a m o d  sense. a sense of social and fraternal responsibility for others and a 
disposition to act in a rational and cooperative way" (p. 314). 
Although only 9 or 10% of the teachers were employed for special education, 
percentqes of children enrolled in the various program were much higher (Table 44). 
E m d d  Falls and Amethyst Bay had about 13% and 14% of students in specid 
education. The proportion in Crimson Dunes School Division was much higher. about 
21%. The two larger school divisions made a much greater use of teaching assistants 
than Amethyst Bay School Division. but they had a much larger enrolment of children in 
special p m ~ s .  
An examination of Table 45 shows that the number of teaching assistants closely 
resembles the pattern of Designated Disabled Program students. This result was not 
surprising as in alI three school divisions it was observed that teaching assistants did 
Table 44 
Percentaes of Students and Teacher in SpeciaLEducation P r o m s  
I , I I I 
Note. *Does not include Supervisor or Shared Services. 
% of Students 
Enrolled in Special 
Education 
I 
much of the caring for students with the most severe disabilities. The specid-education 
teacher pianned and monitored program. but day-to-day work was carried out by the 
teaching assistant. 
How Do the Workers In The Field Perceive The Services That Are Provided? 
As part of the research interview. teachers and teaching assistants were asked if 
they had any general comments about provision of specid-education services. Teachers 
and teaching assistants felt thar they were offering an excellent program to their students. 
The concerns expressed reflected a desire to do more. rather than less, for the children. 
"We have a good program" (ABSb). This  school offers an excellent special-education 
program each student is given individual. respectfui. attention and care" (EFS). -We 
need more time" (CD2). 
% of Teac hers 
Employed in Special 
Education* 
Number of Teaching 
Assistants 
Table 15 
Students, Teachers and teach in^ Assistants in S~ecial-Education Promms 
1 
Note. *Does not include Supervisor or Shared Services. 
DDPF Students 
in Special 
Education 
Some described the programs and classroom situations. "Our Grade 2 classroom 
has 26 students and six of them have special needs. There are two teaching assistants in 
the classroom all the time" (CD2). -In our Grade 1 classroom. six of the 12 students are 
very weak. We are using Empowered Beginnings pro_- with the whole class" (CD7). 
"Our philosophy is to do more in the regular classroom as opposed to pull out" (EF4). "I 
have to work one-on-one with students because they don't pair up" (AB4). 
There was a genera1 Ceeling fiom teachers that they were dealing with an 
increasing number of students. "We have far more special-education students remaining 
in school after age I6 than in the past" (AB Ia). "In our school we have an enrolment of 
465 students. We have fifteen students who are designated. eight who need targeted 
behaviout, eighty students who get pull-out. pIus another sixtyone who receive language 
art and math support under Special Needs Programming. That's 343% of our children 
who are receiving services" (CD3). 
Other Students 
in Special 
Education 
Teachers in 
Special 
Education* 
Teaching 
Assistants in 
Special 
Teachers also felt that the nature of their dientele had changed. "In the last 25 
years, I have seen a big change in special educatioa from academic problems to 
behaviour problems and medicaf problems" (EF2). '-We have to deal with more and 
more children. One factor is the improvements in medical services - saving babies who 
wouId have died" (CDl). "They closed the schools for the blind and for the deaf and that 
made a difference" (EF2). "We have a family of ESL students. including one who is 24. 
and he comes to school to learn English" (CDj). '-We have five ESL students. They 
belong to two G e m  Mennonite families who moved here fiom Mexico. They had a 
11I t h e  teaching assistant last year. but made so much progress that support was 
withdrawn. We still use some teaching assistant time for them" (EF5). 
Concern was expressed over a lack of hnding, particularly for equipment that 
teachers felt was necessary. "1 fee1 there is poor funding fiom the government for special 
education and ali aspects of education" (EF2). "We have several children diagnosed with 
central auditory processing problems. We need a Sound Fietd System in each room, but 
only have one in Grade 1. They are needed in Grade 2, Grade 3 and three more in the 
hgh school" (EF4). "We need FM systems right now - supplied by the Department for 
all cIassroorns - we shouldn't have to pay for them out of the regular school budget7 
(EF2). -Rob has a Dynavox which is particularly programmed for him. But when he 
[eaves school it has to go back ro the Department. Then it will just sit in a box, They 
shodd let him keep it" (AM). 
Teachers and teaching assistants were probed as to what improvements they 
would like to see in provision of services. One teacher expressed concern over the 
qdificadon required to be a special-education teacher- "You need post BE& 
qualifications. Students should be able to take special education as a major in the B.Ed. 
program, as an alternative to an academic major. Not everyone can afford to go to school 
for more years" (CDI). Reflecting on the distance of Amethyst Bay SchooI Division 
From the city, one teacher stated, Glt7s too far to traveI into the city for extra ciasses, and I 
can't afford the money or the t h e  to spend all summer there" (AB3). Goertz 
McLaughlin, Roach and Raber (1999), found that special-education teachers required 
qualifications related to their positions. but also expressed concern that teachers in the 
regular classroom were not receiving sufficient preparation in their training programs to 
work with children with special needs. McLaughlin (1999) felt that regulations that 
govern who can deliver special-education services "have created barriers to using 
personnel more flexibly" (p. 36). 
Others had ideas for more services. "We need integrated services" (EF2). 
"Support for mental health is needed. There is a one-year waiting list for a child 
psychologist. We only managed to get x ~ c e s  for one child last week by taking him to 
the emergency departmentt (CD2). " We definteIy need psychiatric servicesn (EF2). 
"There should be an observation treatment centre somewhere" (EF2). "It's too bad they 
had to close the group home programm (EFI). "We need a program that trains peopIe in 
parenting skills" (CD2). "There shodd be a department of children's affairs" (EF2). 
Are The Services Similar Across Different School Divisions? 
Atthough the three school divisions studied were in different locations in the 
province and differed greatly in their proximity to city services, it was found that there 
were more similarities than differences among the three school divisions. This was not 
unexpected. as all school divisions halve to concur with the regulations and policy of the 
Saskatchewan Department of Education. 
In-school programs provided in the three school divisions were very similar. In 
general there was a continuum of service. Programs in the school divisions consisted of 
both pull-out individual or small group instruction. and collaborative instruction between 
the special-education teacher or the teaching assistant and the regular teacher in the 
classroom. Whenever possible. curriculum and instructional objectives remained the 
same for exceptional and regular students. However. modified and alternate programs 
were implemented as  considered necessary. Because these were rural areas of the 
province. there were not lots of students with similar handicaps. Therefore. it was 
unusual to find congregatedprograms. There could be economies of scale in urban areas 
that are not possible in the ruraI areas, Crimson Dunes School Division was in close 
proximity to the city. its student numbers were greater. and the schools were closer 
together than in other areas. As a result. the school division was able to offer the 
Academic and Career Training Propram. a congregated program. to students who were 
transported From different areas of the school division. 
Identification and referral processes were comparabIe in the three school 
divisions. In order to identify students in need of intervention. academic. behauiaural. 
social and emotional information was gathered From parents. principals. c[assroom 
teachers. speciakducation teachers. and other agencies. Procedures for parental 
involvement preparation of Personal Program Plans and Targeted Behaviour PIans were 
alike across the divisions, 
There were noticeable differences among the school divisions , however. 
regarding external agencies whose services were used. Amethyst Bay School Division 
was in the south of the province. and as a result. agencies in the cities of Regina, Moose 
Jaw and Swift Current were the most commody used. Those specifically mentioned by 
teachers included the Wascana Hospital in Regina. the Children and Youth Team at 
Moose Jaw Union Hospital. the Saskatchewan Communication and Emotional Disorder 
Programming Centre in Regina In addition. occasional recourse was made to agencies in 
the United States, notably to the Learning Disability Clinic in Minot. North Dakota. 
Travelling distances involved were quite large. which sometimes created hardship for 
parents. 
In contrast. Crimson Dunes and Emerald FaIls School Divisions were in the 
central part of the province. They usually turned to agencies in the city of Saskatoon for 
support. Crimson Dunes School Division often used alternative settings for students such 
as the Kinsmen Children's Centre. the Social Learning Centre at St Francis School, the 
Radius Tutoring Proberam. and Child and Youth Services at the McNeiIl Clinic. Because 
of proximity to the city. transportation from the schooI division to Saskatoon for these 
programs was not a time consuming process. They were also able to utilize services of 
physical and occupational therapists in the city. Children were able to travel easily to the 
city for physical therapy and hydrotherapy. 
External agencies used by Emerald FaIls School Division were also most usually 
those in Saskatoon. but they were used to a much 1-r extent thau in Crimson Dunes. 
Those mentioned incIuded the Saskatchewan Abilities Council and the Kinsmen 
Children's Centre. as well as facilities of Royal University Hospital. It was interesting to 
note that this school division aIso turned to the Province of Alberta for some services. -4 
psychiatrist in Medicine Hat was mentioned, as were transitioning programs offered at 
the Vermillion College, 
Question 2. What Are The Outcomes Of The Special Education 
Process? 
This question is concerned with the outcomes of the program. It looks at two 
aspects of outcomes. The first deals with how the children are helped to cope with 
change. with transitions into. within. and out of the school system. It is important that 
students. particularly those who are having difficulties in the learning process, should be 
carefully guided through changes that they have to face. Fullan ( 199 1 ) has written 
extensively about the change process and emphasized that changes that are planned tend 
to have more success. -It isn't that people resist change as much as they don't know how 
to cope with it" (Fullan, p. xiv). In this study. procedures that are in place to help 
students cope with changes in location and program, into and out of the system are 
examined. 
The second aspect of this question is concerned with evaluation of the program 
and suggestions from interviewees as to what improvements could be made. EvaIuation 
of a program could be considered to be part of the special-education process, However. 
in the context of this dissertation, the idea of evaluation of the program was concerned 
with questions of quality. accountability and efficiency, as well as whether the students 
experienced growth and success, and what changes had been recommended for the future. 
Hence- it was part of the consideration of outcomes. 
If educationaI needs of disadvantaged children are not met. they may be 
economically marginalized for the rest of their Lives and as adults may become a drain on 
society's resources. Schools need to assist these chi id re^ to develop abilities to succeed 
in what is. in truth. a non-disabled world to inculcate a sense of responsibility. to teach 
them skills so that. wherever possible. they can earn a Iiving and have a sense of pride 
and self-worth. As Hiernsna ( 1972) said education can "reduce the need to support the 
results of a lack of education. such as unemployment. crime. delinquency. and poverty" 
According to Goertz et al. (1999), many members of the special-education 
community are promoting development of performance indicators and links to 
accountability tbr special-education students. Teachers expressed concerns about how to 
apply standards to students with disabiIities. and question how one set of standards can 
apply to all students. particularly those experiencing difficuhies learning. As Goertz et 
al. stated. 
the critical poky issue in special education has changed from 'how do 
students with disabilities get appropriate access to education programs?' to 
-how do students with special needs get appropriate access to the instruction 
and curricuiurn required by higher standards?' (p. 46) 
The question is whether or not students with special needs should be included in the 
testing process, particularly if fimding is based on test results. 
How Are Children Assisted With Transitions From One School To Another? 
The three school divisions believed that transidon planning was a crucial part of 
program planning for children and youth wi& exceptional needs. Effective 
communication was the crux of efficient provision of service, For pre-school 
identification. continuing consultation took place between the Public Health seMces of 
the H d t h  Boards and schooi division personnel regarding pce-school children with 
si-gnificant handicaps. This information provided the school divisions with adequate 
lead-time to compile necessary physical and human resources needed to successfully 
program for such children. As Ramey and b e y  (1994) observed. the forces affecting 
children's entry into school require a planned and coordinated approach by families. 
educators. and community to ensure a successhk transition. 
For uansitions within schools. such as from elemenmy school to high school. 
team meetings were generally conducted to assist teachers receiving children with special 
needs. Parents were invited to team meetings during transitional phases that their child 
experienced. In addition. orientation programs and site visits were a m g e d  for 
exceptional sntdrnts who experienced a significant transition. 
What Hamens To the Children With Soecial Needs When Thev Leave The School 
Svstem? 
The three school divisions provided a work experience program for all students in 
their high schools. Ofien students were able to tind a paid job later at their work 
experience location, For students with special needs. the transition pIan included such 
things as emphasis on development of functional skilis during the tatter years in school. 
increased community-based education in leisure. social. work and independent living 
domains. part-time vocational placements during the last year or two of educational 
programs. along with opportunities for independent living, and refed to an appropriate 
qency for continued assistance in areas of need. According to Odden and Picus (1992). 
the final value of elementary and secondary education to individuals usually centres on 
their ability to earn a living, and the opportunity, or preparation, to obtain M e r  
education. District reachers felt that it was important that students and parents should 
have realistic goals about their future. so the team process was continued. External 
agencies. such as Social Services and Saskatchewan Abilities Council, were involved in 
the planning processes. 
For students in Arnetbyst Bay and Emerald FdIs School Divisions, work 
placements were usudly in the town or village in which the school was located. 
Sometimes students had a work placement within the school. Ofien when the student 
was engaged in work experience the teaching assistant would be in attendance. ExampIes 
of this process include Rob. who was in charge of keeping the student lounge area clean 
and watering plants in the Iibrary. He dso spent time in the Iocal hotel learning to 
vacuum floors and tidy tables. Alan cooked for the school lunch program under the 
direction of "his" teaching assistant. Jenny helped with Kindergarten. Steve was 
pricing. cleaning, and stocking shelves at the local store. Pete was working at the Iocal 
stockyard. He had oral language problems. but worked well with animals. Yvette 
worked in the school library and heIped to clean the waiting area at the rink. Jim went to 
the local golf course and cIeaned golf carts. Zoe. who was deaf. graduated in the spring 
of 1999. During the 1999-2000 school year she was enrolled in a transition propram at 
the school. Her p r o m  included upgrading and work e-rience. She was nmning the 
schooi canteen for the student counciI. to build communication skills, and was also 
working in the school as a staff assistant. At the same time. other students were learning 
to communicate with her by writing notes or with sign language. and their fear of her 
disability was disappearing. 
In Emerald Falls. a m i t i o n  house had been in place on a trial basis for three 
female students. Unfortunately. this had to be discontinued due to lack of funds. 
Students were sometimes encouraged to attend Vermillion College in Alberta where a 
transition program was in piace. According to teachers interviewed. attendance at a 
distant college served a two-fold purpose. It gave students training in social skiIls and 
coping skills. but it also enabled them to have a chance to move away from home and to 
live semi-independently. 
Students in Crimson Dunes School Division had access to many different work 
placements because of their proximity to the large city. They were also provided with a 
much more involved p r o w  known as the Academic Credit and Career Training 
(ACCT) program that was created for academically deficient or at risk students requiring 
modified subjects. to give remedial students in Grades 10 to 12 both academic credits and 
career training. The idea for this program follows tbe suggestion made by Lawon. 
Leithwood. Batcher. Donaidson, and Stewart (1989) that interventions for students at-risk 
ought to assume that it is the school as well as the student that needs to change. 
Some children did not fit into the ACCT program. so other options were 
available. For example. arrangements were made for one child with autism to go to 
Saskatoon bi-weekly with another student from a different school in the school division 
and a student from a school in the city. The aim mas to develop coping, social. and life 
skiIIs. The ability of individuds to be self-sufficient is the central rationale for providing 
special education even though such education may be expensive (Godsell. 1989)- 
GodselI continued. 
Self-sufficiency. however, is a relative concept; it begs the question. 
sufficient to do what and m what context, Presumably the norma1 or typical 
living arrangement is an individual's private home. The typical educational 
arrangement. conventional education occurs in the regular classroom. And 
the typical employment mode is competitive in nature. Long-term 
institutionaIization. home-bound education and no employment activity at all 
are in marked contrast to this mode of living. Between these extremes of 
relative self-sufficiency, on the one hand. and relative dependency, on the 
other. lie a range of intermediate options. @. 1 17) 
The main god of the transition programs for ail the students with special needs was to 
move them along the continuum towards self-sufficiency. 
How Is The Promm Evaluated? 
Each school division was required to have a special education plan and manual. 
The Regional Superintendent of Special Education monitored these plans and their 
implementation. Special-education teachers submitted Personal Program Plans or 
Targeted Behaviour Plans. for students with special needs. to the Supervisor of Special 
Education. -4 review of these student plans provided a means for case-bycase 
assessment in terms of student gromh and appropriateness of the educational program, 
Programs were implemented and. subsequently. concluded as appropriate throughout the 
year. and From year to year. 
Generally. educational pwth  was evaluated through parent and staff observation 
of goals identified in the PPP or lBP  of the student with special needs. It was recognized 
that a satisfactory growth rate was dependent on various factors. inciuding intellectual 
abilities. motivation. and affective qualities. Student growth codd also be assessed in 
terms of skill acquisition. quality of on-task behaviour. student-teacher interaction. and 
student-student interaction. Assessment included formal and informal testing. samples of 
student work, anecdotal records, and performance within the classroom setting. 
Amethyst Bay and Crimson Dunes School Divisions mentioned that evaluation a h  
involved use of Shared Services and outside personnel such as educational psychologists, 
program consultants. Social Services. Health District counsellors, and the Mental Health 
Association. 
The Board of Emerald Falls School Division recognized that there were students' 
needs not being met as adequately as they would have liked. In particular some severely 
behaviodly disruptive students were causing concern. As students moved through the 
school system. they were introduced to a variety of programs that provided learning 
opportunities in behaviour and social skills area. Most students were able to develop the 
skills necessary in order to be successfid in their school life. In Emerald Falls School 
Division, teachers felt that they were now encountering a greater number of students who 
were having trouble acquiring the skills necessary to become contributing members of 
society. and whose behaviour was continuing to spiral out of control. The Supervisor of 
Special Education recognized that this deteriorating situation had implications for the 
learning of children with behaviourd disorders. and also for the learning of other 
students. As a resuit. Emerald Falls School Division was looking at the possibility of 
storefront schools linked to the town high school. possibly in conjunction with the local 
regional college. 
It was also considered that it might be necessary to look at a behaviour program 
targeted at the younger population (aged 13-16) in the school division. The idea of a 
behaviour centre had been suggested and ideas for its development were being discussed. 
The focus of the program would be To develop personal capabilities and confidence to 
meet life's gods and opportunities, during the school years and in the future" (Emerald 
Falls School Division Special Education Manual). The characteristics of a typical Grade 
8 or 9 srudent enrolled in this proposed pro_- would be a combination of some of the 
fo tlowhg: attendance problems, difficulty with academics. low average to average 
ability. low self-motivation. low self-esteem. distracted by personal problems. medical 
problems or concerns. 
Emerald Falls School Division had formed a Transition Task Force to Look at 
what happened to special-education students in their area Prior to the development of 
this task farce. students with exceptional needs were leaving the Province of 
Saskatchewan in order to receive appropriate education and/or training at a post- 
secondary institute (Vermillion College provided such a program). Emerald FJls School 
Division was trying to work on an initiative to provide a good locally-based program for 
students who had been e ~ 0 k d  in Emerald Falls' proberams. 
E m d d  Falls School Division recognized that it was only one of the agencies 
that provided service for children and youth with exceptional needs. The Board 
acknowledged commitment from government to provide an integrated service approach 
for the benefit of all peopie in Saskatchewan. They felt that the need to continue with 
and refme a process to share information and expertise was of utmost importance and 
would be of benefit to students and community. 
Schoob in Saskatchewan are not involved in the national or international 
standardized testing processes that are becoming more common in the United States and 
other coumes. as descri'bed by Goertz et al. (1999). Thus evduation of programs is the 
concern, rather than evaluation of the students. In Saskatchewan. all students are 
incIuded in provincial testing programs or local testing programs leading to a Grade I2 
certificate. The certificates cIearIy m e  whether the programs were modified or adapted 
for the student. or whether the reguIar curriculum was folIo\vd. However. since this 
province is not overly concerned with testing and comparing of results. there has been no 
reported discussion. at this stage. about inclusion of students with special needs in any 
national or international standardized testing process. 
Question 3. What Are The Fiscal Inputs Towards Special Education? 
In Saskatchewan there are w o  basic sources of revenue for schools. The fim are 
financial grants from government. These are based on how much government recognizes 
or thinks educational services should cost. The amount the government actually provides 
depends on the property assessment weaith of the area. but on average. in Saskatchewan. 
the funding from the govenunent is about 40% of the school division expenditures. As 
can be seen from Table 46. the three school divisions in this study were "richer" than 
average school divisions. The amounts of b d i n g  actually received from the government 
were less than 40%. ranging From a high of 35% to a Iow of 15%. In particular, Emerald 
Falls School Division was situated in a verqi rich area of the province. 
The second source of financing is from local taxation of real property. This 
makes up the overwhelming majority of the other 60% of expenditures. The amount of 
actual fhding available does depend on the wealth of the district (Parrish & Wolman. 
1999): however. data provided in this study are recognitions for funding purposes. Small 
amounts are often raised in school divisions h m  rental of property, and tuition fees tiom 
other school jurisdictions. Although no figures were included in the data. teachers in two 
school divisions in this study referred to raising of fimds by parents. direct expenditures 
incurred by parents. and donations from charitabIe organizations. 
Table 46 
Grant Recornitions 
How Is Soecial Education Funded? 
As Hartman ( 1980) noted. it is widely recognized that costs of educating children 
with handicaps are greater than costs of educating children without handicaps, If society 
is not satisfied to provide equal financing. but desires instead to provide each child with 
an education to meet his or her specific educational needs. then differences in per-pupil 
costs must be incorporated into policy. to compensate for variations in such factors a s  
student ability. physical condition and cultural background. This is the very reason 
behind categorical special-education funding. 
In Saskatchewan. there are several categories of fimding recognition for special 
education. The first is Designated Disabled Pupil Funding, per-pupil funding for low 
incidence disabiIities- The amount recognized is based on the actual child requiring 
senices and as such would be categorized by Parrish and WoIman (1999) as pupil 
I 
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the province 
Mill Rate Student 
Enrolment 
Total Expendims 
($1 
weighted tinding based on special-education enrolment. This fimding only applies to 
students with the most severe disabilities. and requires a large amount of paper work. 
The second category is Special Needs Program Funding. program reco_pition for 
services for students with high incidence disabilities. This type of fhding also includes 
funding for Targeted Behaviour Programs and prevention of behaviour problems. The 
fhding is based on total enrolment in the school division so it is designated by Panish 
and Wolman (1999) as census-based funding. It also involves program-based funding, as 
programs for the students have to be in place for funding to be recognized. Actdly. the 
three school divisions all had more programs than required in place, and so were rIigib[e 
for full fbnding recognition. 
.bother category of funding reco-@tion in rural areas is for Shared Services. 
School divisions combine together and share costs of services of such personnel as 
educational psychologists and speech therapists. This h d i n g  would be designated by 
Parrish and Wolman ( 1999) as resource-based. It provided an amount for employment of 
actual personnel. 
There are also various ad hoc recognitions. which are also classified as resource- 
based. These included allowable expenditure costs for adaptation of facilities and school 
buses. and for equipment and technoIo$cal aids. 
Parrish and Wolman (1999) provided several criteria for evaluating special- 
education funding @. 313). Their fkst point was whether the method of distributing 
fimds and underlying policy objectives were clear and understandable to all concerned 
parties. As far as provision of funding in Saskatchewan is concerned. procedures are laid 
out in detail in the funding protocols (Saskatchewan Education, 2000~). Parrish and 
Wolman ask whether concepts underlying the fornula and the procedures to implement it 
are straightforward and avoid unnecessary complexity. Supervisors of Special Education. 
Secretaxy Treasurers. and special-education teachers who were interviewed. commented 
about the complexity and expense of the assessment process for designation. On the 
other hand. census-based funding was easier to access. although it also required form 
filling and identification of teachers and pro_erams. The secretary treasurers who were 
interviewed were pleased that Funding was predictabIe and allowed school division 
boards to engage in long range planning. Funding was flexible. Once received it was not 
tied to a particular child. Local priorities, local conditions. and differences between and 
among different communities could be accommodated (Parrish and Wolman). 
Another criterion identified by Parrish and Wolman (1999) was concerned with 
equity. For student equity they said that dollars should be distributed to ensure 
comparable p r o w  quality regardless of the distxict. Amounts recognized by the 
Department of Education for special-education services in the three school divisions are 
shown in Table 47. When recognition amounts are translated into percentages of total 
expenditures. one can see that programs in Crimson Dunes and Emerald Falls School 
Divisions have about the same level of recognition, but the percentage tbr Amethyst Bay 
is much smaller. As was shown in Table 42, the proponion of Designated Students with 
disabilities in this school division was also much lower. 
How Is Soecial-Education Fundinp S~ent? 
Table 48 provides an oveniew of general education costs in the school divisions, 
Remoteness and smdl cIass sizes in Amethyst Bay School Division are reflected in the 
Table 17 
Grant Recornitions for S~ecial Education ($1 
per pupil expense which is much higher for that school division. In general, Crimson 
Dunes SchwI Division had teachers who were more highly qualified and paid more to 
their teaching assistants. 
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Costs of special education given in this section are low estimates of the actual 
costs of special education. No account has been taken, in calculations. of the cost of the 
time of school principal or classroom teacher. costs that are assumed to be covered by 
regular per-pupil grant recognition. Nor have expenses of the Regional Superintendent of 
Education and other external personnel been included in costs. 
As resource availability is increasingly constcaineci, school boards become much 
more aware of the need to get vdue for money. Organizations become aware of 
conflicting puIls of efficiency (the relationship of inputs and outputs), effectiveness or 
quaiity (the extent to which the objectives are achieved) and accountability (reporting to 
the public). .According to Drake and Roe ( 1994). "regardless of the amount of dollars 
available ... the decision about how to spend those dollars is crucial to the relative welfare 
of the students entrusted to the school board and professional staff' (p. 69). 
As can be seen from Table 49. most of the money spent on special education was 
spent on salaries. Other expenditures were for transportation, equipment. staff  
development and tuition to other boards. Crimson Dunes School Division spent more 
money on transportation than the other two school divisions. This was mainly for their 
transition. ACCT. program. In this program, students were transported in special vans 
into the city every second day for work placements. Crimson Dunes also spent more than 
the other school divisions on tuition to orher boards. This was mainly for purchase of 
seats at special schools in the nearby city. 
Tabie 50 provides a breakdown and comparison of actual salary costs for specid 
education in the three school divisions. Government reguIations now demand that 
Table 49 
S~eciaCEducation Ex~enditures ($1 
Table 50 
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teachers in the area of special education should have e .m qualifications beyond a 
Bachelor of Education degree. This meant that most special-education teachers would be 
in Class V rather than Class [V of the provincial salary agreement. Special-education 
teachers in Crimson Dunes School Division tended to have higher qualifications than in 
the other two school divisions. One teacher suggested that proximity to the city made it 
easier for teachers to attend university and obtain extra qualifications necessary for an 
"A" designation (CD 1). 
It was noted previously that in Amethyst Bay School Division. teachers did not 
have qualifications now required to work in the area of specid education. but satisfied the 
regulations because they had been working in the area of special education before the 
new regulations came into force. These teachers dso lived much farther fiom the city. 
and it was much more compIicated and expensive for them to take university classes to 
upgrade their qualifications (ABSa). 
Table 5 1 shows a comparison of average classroom teacher salaries in the three 
school divisions with those calculated for the special-education teachers. Averages 
shown are those reported by the Secretary Treasurers in each case. [t is interesting that 
these are much lower than averages reported by Saskatchewan Education in the 
Indicators Report for 1999 as average teacher salaries in the whoie province. This is 
probably because the numbers cited by Saskatchewan Education include dl instruction 
salary costs. This heading in school division financial reports incIudes central office 
personnel. Directors. and Assistant Directors. Salaries for centraI office personnel were 
not included in the calculations of the average in-school speciaI-education teacher salary, 
Table 51 
Salaries of Teachers and S~eciaCEducation Teachers 6). 1998-1999 
I Average Teacher 
I S a m  
It should be noted that the data for Emerald Falls School Division are less 
accurate. because two teachers declined to be interviewed. The results for that school 
division are based on self-reported salaries of the other 6.525 special-education teachers 
in the schooIs. Data for the calculation of the weighted average salaries are provided in 
Tables 14.25 and 37. Salaries for special-education teachers in Crimson Dunes and 
Emerald Falls were slightly higher than the average for the whole school division. In 
contrast. salaries for the special-education teachers in Amethyst Bay Schooi Division 
were lower than the schooI division average. Teachers in Emerald Falls School Division 
had the new quaiifications. but tended to be younger with less teaching experience. 
ProvinciaI salaries for a teacher in CIass IV and a teacher in Class V with ten years of 
teaching experience have been provided for comparison purposes. The salaries shown 
reflect the fact that the school divisions empIoyed a mixture of mature teachers and 
younger teachers to work with students with special needs. 
1 
AB 49.500 
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Education 
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4 8 2  1 
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Experience 
49.722 
of Experience. 
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Teaching assistants' salaries varied, but they were in the general range of S 10 to 
$12 an hour for a five or six hour workday. Most teaching assistants did not have any 
qualifications beyond Grade 13,. although there were some who were exceptions to this 
statement. Two teaching assistants were qualified teachers; some were nurses. Others 
had taken special courses. such as signing, s p c h  therapy training, and first aid. The 
teaching assistants were most often women who already lived in the rural community and 
were interested in working with these students. In one case. the mother of a special needs 
student was employed as the teaching assistant. 
Table 52 shows the amounts that were spent for special education in the three 
school divisions. Amethyst Bay and Emerald Falls spent about 10% of total expenditures 
on special education. Crimson Dunes spent more than 14%. This table has been 
extended in Tables 53.54 and 55 to show how the amounts actually spent on special 
education compare with the amounts recognized by the government. As can be clearly 
seen. Amethyst Bay and Crimson Dunes School Divisions spent about twice as much 
money on special education as is recopgruzed by the government. and Emerald Falls 
School Division spends about one and one hdf times the amount recognized (Table 54). 
[n all three cases. spending far exceeds recognitioa In Table 55 the ratio between total 
operating expenditures on education and the amounts recognized by the government are 
shown to vary from 1.09 to 1.20. 
Although the school divisions studied are spending more than that which is 
recognized for all aspects of education. amounts spent on specid education far exceed 
these ratios. These figures indicate hat either the government is under-funding special 
Table 52 
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education or that the three school boards studied are over-providing services. The former 
explanation is probably appropriate for two reasom. Firstly, the years in questions were 
years of real financial hardship for school divisions in rural Saskatchewan. The farm 
economy was struggling, governments were attempting to eliminate deficit budgets, and a 
change in the property assessment process increased the burden of taxation on those 
living in rural areas. Secondly, the school division personnel indicated that services were 
provided as needed and were not guided by the hnding protocols. 
Conclusion 
One of the objectives of the foundation grant program according to Saskatchewan 
Education (1000a) is equality of educational opportunity. The questions they ask are. "Is 
the money distributed in a fair way?" and "Is there an adequate amount of money?" 
In answer to the first of these two questions. one could say that the method of 
funding as described in this study appears to be fair and sensible. The different types of 
funding provide balance. High cost students. whose disabilities are reasonably easy to 
relate to criteria are recognized for individual amounts that are based on the severity of 
need through Designated Disabled Pupil Funding. However. it should be noted that for 
example. within the DDPF category. dl students are recognized for the same incremental 
amount. yet the actual costs within the category may vary widely based on need. 
Other children, whose needs are less severe. more nebdous. and more difEcult to 
measure categorica1Iy. are recognized through the Special Needs Program Funding and 
the Targeted Behaviour Fundiig recognitions. This census-based funding depends on 
totd enrolment in the school division. No funding is provided d e s s  programs are in 
place. There is no incentive for over-identification. Through Shared Services funding 
recognition. School Divisions with low enrolments are able to share the costs associated 
with the emptoyment of such professionals as speech therapists. educational 
psychologists and counsellors. Evaluation procedures for the programs are part of the 
planning process. Boards are accountable to students and to parents of students with 
special needs as well as to the ratepayers. 
The second of Saskatchewan Education's (2000a) two questions asks whether 
there is an adequate amount of money provided for necessary programs. Adequacy is 
also one of Parrish and Wolrnan's ( 1  999) criteria for evduation of h d i n g  formulae. 
The representatives of the school divisions say that programs are in place where needed. 
and that provision of programs is not guided by funding. In fact it can be clearly seen 
that the school divisions are spending much more on specid education than the provincial 
funding recognition. Yet these were times of financial restraint and hardship in the rural 
areas of Saskatchewan. The numbers indicate that the expendims for h d i i g  special 
education recognized in Saskatchewan are not adequate to provide the programs required 
in these school divisions. 
It can be clearly seen that the school divisions were spending much more on 
special education than the funding recogition. If the way in which money is spent is 
compared with how it is allocatecL one could say that funds for education are not being 
used as intended which raises concerns about the question of encroachment and whether 
other students are being comparatively under-fimded- The extra money for special 
education has to come hrn somewhere. If more money is spent on special education 
than that which is reco-pnized. then this has to come h m  regular per-pupil funding. The 
rights of the chiId with disabilities are being considered more important than the rights of 
the other children (Parrish. 2000b). Meredith and Underwood (1995). who raised the 
issue of resource competition between these two p u p s  of students, warned that the cost 
of educating students with disabilities is threatening our ability to educate other students. 
From a different set of premises. it tnight be argued that additional inputs for the 
children with special needs were necessary to attempt to provide equal opportunity with 
other chiidren. One might say that provision of services in this way gives a "better 
chance" to the children with special needs. Strike et al. (1988) said that school boards are 
morally obligated to treat equds equally. and unequals uneqdty. The principle of 
vertical equity suggests that each student is diffetent. and people who are different shouid 
receive different but appropriate treatment. This principIe states &at more money is to be 
spent on those with greater needs so that they can have some form of redress. 
Patterned principles of distribution set up inequities, so ultimately redistributive 
efforts are required. If there were enough of everything to go around. then there would 
be no problem with distribution. In times of financial restraint. it is difficdt to find a 
satisfactory balance between horizontal and vertical equiv. In the Theory of Jurrice. 
Rawls ( 197 1 ) wote that greater resources might be spent on education in attempt to 
balance inequalities of birth and natural endowment. The idea is to redress the bias of 
contingencies in the direction of equality (Strike. 1988). 
This leads to a discussion of whether we are doing enough for students with 
special needs. In the schools, teachers who were interviewed indicated that there were 
other students who needed more intensive programming. There was a concern about 
those students - in the middle" - those who did not qualify for high cost allocations, but 
whose disability was severe enough to merit individual programming and assistance. Of 
course. no matter where a borderhe is drawn. there wilI always be students in the grey 
area who do not quite qualify for the higher funding recognition. Another p u p  of 
students whose needs were not being addressed were gifted students. Very tittle 
programming was provided for gifted studens in the school divisions studied. 
Supervisors and teachers pointed out that the number of students with special needs 
increased every year. This was particularly true of students with behavioural disorders. 
These comments would suggest that the amounts that are being spent are less rhan 
the amounts that are needed. There are two shor$alIs. FirstlyY the government is not 
recognizing enough hding,  compared to what is actualIy being spent. Secondly. what 
is being spent by the school divisions, although adequate for the programs currently being 
provided. is not adequate tbr the pmgrarns required- There is need for more money for 
additional programs. The overall resuIts of this study impLy that the amount of money 
needed to provide specid-education programs. in communities such as those studied. is 
much more than that which is recognized by the government. 
Summary 
In this chapter the research questions posed in Chapter One have been addressed. 
Wonnation about processes. outcomes. and fiscal aspects of the provision of services to 
students with special needs in the three school divisions have been cornpared and 
contrasted. At the same time. relevant literature was reviewed and ideas therein were 
linked to the research questions. 
The first section of the chapter examined data about processes of special 
education in the schooI divisions. It included a description of students. types of service, 
manner of senrice delivery. information about and opinions of teachers and other 
personnel. and provided a comparison between and among the three school divisious. A 
discussion of outcomes of the program formed the second section of this chapter. The 
idea of outcomes included provision for student transitions into. within. and out of the 
school system. as well as for the evaluation of the program. 
The information given in response to the first two questions provided a 
background to the third question. the fiscal story. -4 comparison of the fiscal inputs and 
expenditures in the area of special education was presented. Saskatchewan Government 
policy provides finding recogition that is sensitive to students' needs and to local 
priorities. is flexible. is predictable and uses a variety of funding approaches. It is. 
however. cumbersome and time consuming to administer. 
Slobojan (1987) gave several suggestions as to why an analysis of the costs of 
special-education programs is important (Table 3). This anaIysis has shown how funds 
for special education are actuaIly being spent in the three schoo I divisions studied. These 
data are compared with information about recopition of funds for special education and 
discrepancies addressed. Ratios between actual spending and recognition for p t  
purposes are considered not only for special-education services. but also for education as 
a whole in each of the school divisions studied. This analysis also supplies infomation 
about how much money is perceived to be needed and suggests that the levels of 
financing required for the provision of an appropriate education for all children with 
special needs. in the school divisions studied. are higher than what is presently 
recognized by the government. In other words. the h d i n g  for special education is 
sensitive to student needs. but it is, at the same time. inadequate in quantity. 
CaAPTER SIX 
SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS 
Yet a little while is the lighr with you. Walk while you have the light, 
lest darkness come upon you (John, 12:35). 
The purpose of this research was to provide insight into the provision of special- 
education services. and the t id ing of these services. in some rural arm of the Pmvince 
of Saskatchewan. The study was designed to examine. describe. and measure educational 
services provided to students with special needs and their associated costs in selected 
school divisions in the province. This chapter. which can be read as a summary of the 
dissertation. begins with a explanation of methods of finding special education in 
Saskatchewan. followed by a brief description of the research methodology and analysis. 
Next comes the presentation and discussion of findings. The chapter continues with a 
review of associated literature and a reconceptualization of the conceptud h e w o r k  
and finishes with suggestions for hture research and for practice. and concluding 
remarks. 
The Funding of Special Education in Saskatchewan 
This section provides a summaq of methods of fimding special education in 
Saskatchewan. Amounts and methods of provision for fimding for special education 
have evoived over time as needs have changed. This funding assists with provision of 
appropriate programs and services. and improves the quality of educational programming 
for students with exceptional learning and behavioural needs. The trend in Saskatchewan 
is to mainswarning of students with special needs as far as is possible. 
-411 funding recognition for special education in Saskatchewan is conditional on 
programs actually being provided for identified students. Data must be supplied 
identifying students. naming staff (special-education teachers. consultants. speech and 
language pathologists. educational psychologists. and teaching assistants) employed to 
support the special-education population. itemizing any special technology purchased and 
any special transportation that is provided. Fractional funding is available if a student 
with a disability moves into the school division after the September 3 0 ~  and October I jh 
reporting deadlines. 
Low Incidence Disabilities 
There are three basic categories of funding recognition (Saskatchewan Education. 
2000~). The first is Designated Disabled Program [DDP] per-pupil h d i n g  for law 
incidence disabilities. These include children who are deaf or hard of hearing, and 
chiidren with visual disabilities. mental handicaps. orthopedic disabilities. chronic 
illnesses. or multiple handicaps. The Designated Disabled Program provides recognition 
to assist school boards with some of the additional expense of educating students with 
these severe Iow incidence disabilities. and provides a per-pupil grant to cover costs of 
assessment and high-cost assistance for these children. This affects a reIatively small 
number of students. The reco-gnition rates. for the 1998-99 school year. were set at 
$4751 or $7.088 per child depending on intensity of need in addition to regular per- 
pupil funding. This h d i n g  is a weighted flat grant based on identified students who are 
in need of programming. 
There is also a Supplemental Designated Disabled Program, which provides 
further funding for students with more severe disabilities who require extraordinary staff 
intensive programming. The total amount of money that is recognized for Designated 
Disabled P r o - d g  for a particular school division is divided by an established unit 
value. currently $4 1200. to give an approved staff equivalent. This approved staff 
equivalent is compared to actual st& in place (counting a teaching assistant as -33 of a 
FTE teacher) to work with children with disabilities. Any excess staff are reco-pized for 
a grant of $5.000 for each FTE. School divisions are also supported in provision of 
special-education programming and services for students with severe social. emotional. 
and behavioural disabiIities who are wards of the Minister of Social Services. Funding 
recognition is at the same levels as DDP. 
Recognition is provided for special equipment such as FM systems. braillers. and 
lap top computers. Prior approval must be obtained before purchase. and ownership of 
the equipment rests with Saskatchewan Education. When a child no longer needs the 
equipment. or nansfers h m  the provincial school system. it may be transfened to 
another child. 
In order to provide access for students with disabilities. there is some reco-pition 
for transportation. This fimding recognition assists with the additional cost of 
transporting students with disabiIities who require special transportation, Rates for 
transporting high-cost special students were $2300 per annum in 1998-99. Funding is 
available to provide wheelchair lifts and other adaptations to school buses. A11 new 
buildings must by law, be wheelchair accessible. Funding assistance is provided for 
minor accessibility and &kty renovations m existing buildings. 
This funding recognizes the needs of those children who require special 
programming and benefit h r n  assistance both inside and outside the regular classmorn. 
Extra fbnding for the education of children with high incidence disabilities is not 
individualized: it is a program grant recognition. Recognition is census-based (Parrish & 
Woiman. 1999). That is, it is based on the total student enrolment of the school division- 
The funding includes a Special Needs Program, a Targeted Behaviour Program and 
Shared S e ~ c e s .  
The Special Needs Program is provided for students with mild and moderate 
forms of designated disabilities. for students with learning disabilities. students with 
speech-language disabilities. and also for gifted learners. The amount recognized is 
based on pupil enrolment in the school division and actuaI personnel working with the 
students. One full time equivalent teacher for every 200 students in the amount of 90% 
of $27,500 ($24,750) was recognized in 1998-99. Programs must be in place, 
Recognition for the Targeted Behaviour Program is based on identification of 
staffand delivery of programs to assist students with severe social. emotional and 
behavioural disorders, or for earIy intervention program aimed at prevention of such 
problems. The amount recognized is $ I0 for every child enrolled in the school division 
for prevention programming. It is estimated that 10% of the staff identified under TBP 
are dedicated to prevention p r o b g  and 90% of the TBP staff are involved with 
speciatiied programming (Saskatchewan Education 2000~). [n additioa an amount of 
90% of E X . j O O  ($24.750) per full-time equivalent actual Targeted Behaviour staff is 
provided for intervention. There is a maximum recognition of one teacher for every 200 
students enrolled in the school division. 
Shared Services funding recognition assists school divisions outside of Regina 
and Saskatoon with provision of additional special-education support services: 
specifically. speech language pathology and educational psychology. In order to access 
recognition. Shared Services areas must employ an established minimum ETE of 
professional special-education personnel, one of whom must be a speech language 
pathologist and another must be an educational psychologist. 
Established minimum FTEs for Shared Services are 3.5 FTE special-education 
professionaIs for less than 8.000 pupils. 4.0 special-education professionals for 8.000- 
10.000 pupils. and 4.5 FTE special-education pmfessionals for over 10.000 pupils. 
In the 1998-99 grant. an additional staff member (one FTE) was recognized in each 
Shared Services Unit to support resource-based-learning and Core Cuniculurn 
implementation. The basic program recognition for these services is calculated based on 
the foilowing formula: 
(Fnrolrna in School D~vls~on) x Nurpber-= . . .  59 337 
(Enrolment in Shared Services Region) 
Other Funding 
The third category of funding inciudes various ad hoc recognitions, This would 
incIude integrated pre-school programs in inner-city or community schoois, alternative 
schwis, p ropms  for students with severe social, emotional, and behaviourd problems 
who cannot be dealt with in the regular classroom, and programs for students who are 
deaf-blind. 
It should be stressed that fimding amounts stated are recognition, not amounts 
actually received. The actual amount received fiom government depends on the weaIth 
of the area In Saskatchewan the provincial government provides approximately 40% of 
funding, and the other 60% is raised for School Boards by local property taxation. 
This section has outlined the Saskatchewan Department of Education provisions 
for funding of special education (Saskatchewan Education 200042). Recognitions for 
funding of programs for children with low-incidence disabilities, for children with high 
incidence disabilities. and other funding recognitions have been described. The next 
section will review the research methodology of this study. 
Research Methodology 
The purpose of this research was to provide insight into the provision of special- 
education services. and the funding of these services. in some rural areas of the Province 
of Saskatchewan. The study was designed to examine. describe, and measure educational 
services provided to students with special needs and their associated costs in selected 
school divisions in the province. In this section the research methodology will be re- 
examined. Research questions. description of the sampIe. conceptual framework and 
methods of data collection are reviewed. 
Research Ouestions 
The research questions, which formed a background to the study, were: 
I. What are the processes of special education? 
For whom are services provided? 
What types of service are provided? 
How are services provided? 
How do workers in the field perceive the senices that are provided? 
Are senices similar across different school divisions? 
2. What are the outcomes of the special-education process? 
How are children assisted with transitions &om one school to another? 
What happens to the children with special needs when they leave the 
pubtic school system? 
How is the program evaluated? 
3. What are the fiscal inputs towards special education? 
How is specid education b d e d ?  
How is special-education funding spent? 
The Samale 
Three school divisions were selected to pmvide contrasting settings of rural 
Saskatchewan. One school division was situated very close to a large city. No school in 
this division was more than 56 kilometres (35 miles) from the large city. The second 
school division was situated over I60 kilometres (100 miles) from any city. The central 
ofice of the third school division was in a large Saskatchewan town. In this school 
division. about threequarters of the students attended schools in the town, the rest 
attended rural schools in the periphery. 
The Conce~tual Framework 
Data were colIected and comparisons made between and among the school 
divisions across three categories of variables. specid-education fiscal inputs (revenue and 
expenditures), special-education processes, and special-education outcomes. The 
M e w o r k  that was used to explore special-education services was shown in Tabie 1. 
Since the description of processes of special education and provision for transitions 
provide a background to the fiscal story, the framework for this study was not developed 
in what might be considered to be the natural order of inputs. processes and outputs. 
Chambers (2000, March) stressed that it is important to study resource inputs and service 
delivery systems as these [ink information to the students who are our main concern. 
The first part of the study was concerned with processes of. or detailed 
information about. special-education services. The data included details about the 
philosophy of the school division towards special-education services. number and 
disabilities of students involved, identification. educational placement and programming. 
Data were collected about personnel involved in the special-education process, including 
Supervisors. teachers. teaching assistants, specialists. and external agencies. In addition. 
information was obtained about school facilities. special equipment. transportation. 
resources and materials. 
The second part of the investigation was concerned with outcomes. This incIuded 
provision for student transitions and for evaluation of the program. The t'mal section was 
concerned with the fiscd question. This information formed part of h e  school division's 
financial statement. which was examined by the researcher with the assistance of the 
Secretary-Treasurer of each schooI division. Revenue and expenditure variables were 
investigated compared and contrasted. 
Data Collection 
Various data collection methods were employed in this study. Data colkction 
consisted of: 
1, Examination of school division documents 
Financial records 
Policy manuals 
Special education manuaIs 
2. Examination of financial records and discussion with the Secretary Treasurer 
of each school division to obtain: 
Financial data on provincial funding; 
0 Data on salaries of personnel involved with students with special needs; 
0 Data on other associated costs: 
3. Examination of school division policy manuals and speciai education manuals 
and tape-recorded interviews with the Supervisor of Special Education. 
special-education teachers. teaching assistants, Work Experience Coordinators 
and other personnel to obtain: 
Information about school division philosophy with respect to special 
education 
Data on the numbers of students and their special-educational needs: 
Data on programs offered and the numbers of teachers and other persome1 
involved: 
Data on duties of personnel 
4. FieId notes generated following each investigative session. 
The outline of tbe conceptuaI h e w o r k  was used in Chapter Four to present the data in 
the form of three vignettes. Each vignette recounted the story of one school division. 
Presentation and Analysis of the Findings 
The data presented in the vignettes of Chapter Four was analyzed in response to 
the research questions and the findings were presented in Chapter Five. A brief summary 
of the research findings is shown in Table 56 and is presented in the next section. 
Question 1. What Are The Processes Of S ~ e c h i  Education? 
The Saskatchewan Education Act (1995) requires that appropriate services should 
be provided to students with disabilities. and that they be provided in the least restrictive 
setting, All three school divisions reported that they provided services to all students as 
they were needed. Identification took place as early as pre-school. or when the ciassroom 
teacher reported that a child might have problems. Teams consisting of Supervisors. 
special-education teachers. classroom teachers. schooi principals, Shared Services 
personnel. parents and the child (where appropriate), prepared a Personal Program Plan 
or Targeted Behaviour Plan for the student. Interventions were provided on a continuum. 
and varied from hIl time support of a teaching assistant. to short pdlsuts for remedial 
work. skill training or speech therapy one or twice a week or assistance and guidance in 
the regular classroom. Special-education teachers. teaching assistants, and specialists 
such as counsellors. speech therapists and psychologists provided services. 
McLaughlin (1999) found that teachers and principals perceived that the purpose 
of special-education programs was to provide what individual students needed. Those 
interviewed felt that they were offering an excellent service. and were responding to the 
Table 56 
Findin~s of the Study 
Prmesses 
who 
Services are provided for all children who have need 
o Yet, there is little programming for gifted students 
Provision is made for pre-school interventions 
There is concern about children "in the middle* 
Numbers of children requiring service are increasing 
What 
There is a wide range of placements: individual. small and large _pup 
How 
There are long waiting lists for EducationaI Psychologists 
Interagency collaboration is encouraged and should be expanded 
Personnel concern 
There has been a change in focus from academic to bebaviour problems 
Teacher qualifications are mandated by government. but no funding assistance is 
available for upgrading 
Teachingassistantsareusedelrtensively 
Simiiariries and Differences 
Location and distance h m  the city influenced services accessed 
CD School Division spent nearly 15% of expenditures on Special Education 
Outcomes 
Planed changes make frmsitions easier into schools and within the School Division 
There are extensive uansitional. work-experience programs 
Congregated programs in CD School Division 
Evahation of programs is ongoing to fit the needs of students 
IBDU~S 
Drxerent ypes offimding 
Funding tied to disabilities involves much paperwork 
Assessment is expensive and time cawuming 
Census-based finding does not reflect numbers 
Resome-based funding means pmgrams are in place 
Different types of funding provide balance 
Funding protocols are predictable. flexible and sensitive to student needs 
Di.shursement of- 
More personnel are hired than recognized 
There is a perceived shortage of hnds for technology 
More money is spent than is recognized 
needs of the children. The concerns expressed were about discontinuation of services, 
children who were borderline for designation, lack of some equipment, and long waiting 
lists for specialists such as educational psychofogists. 
Services provided were similar across the three school divisions. Main 
differences Iay in the services that could be offered because of travelling distances h r n  
major cities. different services available in the two major cities and specid transition 
program provided in Crimson Dunes SchooI Division. Location also played a roIe in the 
fact that Amethyst Bay School Division had used services from the United States. 
whereas Emerald Falls School Division had accessed services in the Province of Alberta. 
The increase in the number of students with behavioural disabilities was a concern 
for all three school divisions. Parrish (1996) aIso reported that the number of students in 
this category were rising. Commercial programs such as Skills for School Success and 
other interventions were being used. E m d d  Falls School Division was in the process of 
planning possible store-front schools for students in this category. Johnson and Johnson 
( 1989) stressed that students who are -at risk" of dropping out of school or of failing are 
'rypically in need of caring and committed peer relationships, social support. and positive 
self images. as well as higher achievement? @. 25). 
None of the school divisions reported many individual senices for gifted 
students. This appeared to be an area that was not considered a priority. In the past 
decade. Amethyst Bay School Division had spent much time and money developing 
general enrichment programming for all d e n t s ,  but nothing was specifically directed 
towards individual programming. Emerald Falls School Division recognized that the 
educational needs of students who were cognitively gified were not being addressed and 
concern on this topic was expressed by the Supervisor of Special Education. 
Ouestion 2. What Are The Outcomes Of The S~ecia&Education Process? 
Two aspects of outcomes. (transitioning and evaluation), were investigated. 
Transition Promamming 
Transitions that are planned tend to have more success than those that are 
unplanned (Fullan. 1991). The W e  school divisions dealt very well with transition 
planning and programming for their students with special needs. All three provided 
services for pre-school children and liaison between health services. pre-school or 
daycare personnel. parents. and the school. Transitions within the school division were 
handled with collaboration of teachers. involvement of parents. and an opportunity for 
visits before the transition took place. 
Transitions out of the schoot system were dealt with on an individual basis in 
Amethyst Bay School Division. in Emerald Falls School Division. and in some schooIs in 
Crimson Dunes School Division. Work experience opportunities were ananged. training 
in life skills was provided and special-education teachers or counsellors helped students 
with plans for -after _graduation". Other agencies such as Social Services. Hedth 
S e ~ c e s .  the AbiIities Council. and the CNIB were involved in the transition process. In 
Crimson Dunes School Division the m i t i o n  process was dealt with on a more formal 
basis in selected schools in two areas of the school division with congregated programs 
called Academic Credit and Career Training (ACCT) programs. In these program 
academically deficient or at risk students requiring modified or alternate programs could 
obtain both academic credits and career training, 
Evaluation of the Promam 
Schools in Saskatchewan are not involved in national and international 
standardized testing processes that are becoming more common in the United States and 
other countries as described by Goertz et al, (1999). Thus the evaluation of p r o p s  is 
what is considered, rather than the evaluation of the students. Each school division was 
required to have a speciaI education plan and manual, The Regional Superintendent of 
Special Education monitored these plans and their implementation. 
Special-education teachers were required to submit Personal Program Plans or 
Targeted Behaviour PIans to the Supervisor of Special Education. Requests for locally 
developed courses and alternative education programs to meet needs of individual 
students were sent to the RegionaI Superintendent for approval. Generally. educational 
growth and appropriateness of the program were evaluated through parent and staff 
observation of the goals identified in these plans. Programs were implemented and 
subsequently disbanded as needs arose and dissipated throughout the year. and from year 
to year. Student growth could also be assessed in terms of ski11 acquisition. quality of on- 
task behaviour. srudent-teacher interaction. and student-student interaction. Assessment 
included formal and informaI testing, samples of student work anecdotal records. and 
performance within the c1assmm setting. 
guestion 3. What Are The Fiscal As~ects Of S~ecial Education? 
Funding arrangements for special education have already been described. They 
are a combination of pupil-weighted funding based on special-education enrolment for 
students with severe disabilities, census-based funding for less severe disabilities, and 
resource-base funding for Shared Services, transportation, f a c w  adaptation and 
technological aids (Parrish & Wolman 1999). AlI three school divisions had programs in 
place so that they were able to access all recognition for fimding that was available fiom 
government. When recognition amounts were translated into percentages of total 
expenditures. one could see that programs in Crimson Dunes and Emerald Falls School 
Divisions had about the same level of recognition. but the percentage for Amethyst Bay 
was much smaller. The proportion of students with designated disabilities in this school 
division. however. was also much lower. 
The majority of the money was spent on salaries for the employment of 
Supervisors. counseIlors. Shared Services experts. teachers. and teaching assistants. 
Remoteness and small class sizes in Amethyst Bay School Division are reflected in the 
per-pupil expense. which is much higher for that school division. The school divisions 
employed a mixture of mature teachers and younger teachers to work with the students 
with special needs. In general. Crimson Lhsnes School Division employed teachers who 
were more highly qualified. and also paid higher wages to their teaching assistants. 
Teachers in the more remote school divisions expressed the thought that it was easier for 
teachers who lived near to. or in, a city to attend university to obtain extra qualifications. 
Other expenditures were for transportation. equipment. staff  development. and 
tuition to other boards. Crimson Dunes School Division spent more money on 
transportation than the other schwi divisions. mainly for their ACCT program. In this 
program. students were transponed in special vans into the city every second day for 
work placements. Crimson Dunes also spent more than the other school divisions on 
tuition to other boards. This was maidy for purchase of seats at special schools in the 
nearby city. 
Amethyst Bay and Emeraid Falls spent approximately 10% of their expenditures 
on specid education. Crimson Dunes spent more than 14%. Amethyst Bay and Crimson 
Dunes Schoot Divisions spent about twice as much money on special education as was 
recognized by the government. and EmeraId Falls School Division spends about one and 
one h d f  times the amount recognized. In all three cases. spending far exceeded 
recognition. The figures are not parallel when total education spending is compared to 
recognition. Far Amethyst Bay Schooi Division. actual spending on education was about 
9% higher than recognition. For Crimson Dunes School Division. spending was about 
15% higher. and for Emerald Fds  School Di\?sioa spending was about 20% higher 
(Tables 34 and 55). 
tn this section. the research findings have been presented in response to the 
questions presented in Chapter One. In the next section there is a discussion of these 
findings. 
Discussion of Findings 
One of the objectives of the foundation grant program according to Saskatchewan 
Education (2000a) is equdiy of educationd opportunity. The questions they ask are. "Is 
the money distributed in a fair way?" and "Ts there an adequare amount of money?" 
In w e r  to the fim of these two questions. one wodd say that the method of 
funding as described in this study. appears to be fair and sensible. The three types of 
h d i n g  provide bdance. The basis of fimding for s p e d  education is connected with 
policies and priorities of the government and school boards. As Parrish and Wolman 
(1999) point our. more precise criteria such as type of pIacement. classroom unit, number 
of special-education staff and services received, "tend to result in less local flexibility" 
(p. 209) in obtaining and using resources. More general criteria such as actual 
expenditures, or special-education enrolment. provide more local discretion and 
flexibiliy in identification and placement. 
In Saskatchewan. high cost students. whose disabilities are reasonably easy to 
reference to criteria. are recognized for individual amounts. based on severity of need 
through Designated Disabled Pupil Funding, Since assessment is a costly process. this 
can be expensive for school divisions. Other children. whose needs are generally. but not 
al~ays. less severe. are more nebulous. and are more difficult to measure categorically. 
are reco-gnized through Special Needs Program Funding and Targeted Behatiour Funding 
re~o~gnitions. This funding is based on total enrolment in the school division. No 
funding is provided. however. unless programs are in place. There is no incentive for 
over-identification. An advantage to census-based funding (Parrish & Wolman. 1999) is 
that it -provides maximum discretion to local districts because it eliminates identification 
as a basis tbr funding and severs the link between placement and hding" @. 21 I). 
Another advantage is that census-based funding eliminates need for and costs of 
identification and. hence. much administrative paper work. Through Shared Services 
funding reco-pition. SchmI Divisions with low enrolments were able to share costs 
associated with the employment of such professionals as speech therapists. educational 
psychologists. and counsellors. 
Evaluation procedures for pro_pms were outlined in Personal Pro_- Plans, and 
Boards were accomtabIe to students and to parents of students with special needs as well 
as to ratepayers. The funding protocols provided predictability for long-range planning, 
yet local flexibility. and sensitivity to student need (Parrish & Wolman, 1999). 
The second of these two questions asks whether there is an adequate amount of 
money provided for the necessary programs. Personnel interviewed said that programs 
were in place where needed. and that the provision of pro_erams was not guided by 
funding. In fact. it can be clearly seen that the school divisions were spending much 
more on special education than the funding recognition. They felt strongly that a 
consideration of needs should come first. and that funding recognition should follow and 
support those needs. 
A comparison of how the money is spent with how it is allocated. raises the 
concern of whether other students are being short-changed. E . m  money for special 
education has to come from somewhere. Money spent beyond that recognized for special 
education has to come h m  regular per-pupil funding. One could say that h d s  for 
education are not being used as intended. The rights of the child with a disability are 
being considered more important than the rights of the child who has no disabilities. 
Alternately. one might ask whether we are doing enough for students with special 
needs. In the schools. teachers who were interviewed indicated that there were other 
students who needed more intensive p r o m i n g .  There was a concern about those 
students -in the middle". those who did not qualie for high cost allocations, but whose 
disability was severe enough to merit individual programming and assistance. In 
addition. Supervisors and teachers pointed out with darm that the number of students 
with special needs increased every year- This was particularly true of students with 
behavioural disorders. Another group of students whose needs were not being addressed 
were gifted d e n t s .  Very little programming was provided for gifted students in the 
schoo! divisions studied. 
These comments would suggest that the amounts that are being spent are less than 
the amounts that are needed. There are two shortfdls. Firstly, government is not 
recognizing enough funding, compared to what is actually being spent. Secondly. what 
is being spent by the school divisions. although adequate for the programs currently being 
provided, is not adequate for the myriad of programs that interviewees believe are 
required. There is need for more money for additional pro_pms. The overail results of 
this study imply that the amount of money needed to provide special-education programs. 
at least for districts similar to those studied. is much more than that which is recognized 
by the government in the fimding protocols. 
This section has provided a discussion of the findings of the study. In the next 
section. literature as it patains to the provision of services to students with special needs 
is reviewed. with particular emphasis on questions of the rights of the child. equality of 
educational opportunity and fair distribution of resources. 
A Review of the Literature 
This section provides a review of some salient points of the literature pertinent to 
the provision and costs of special-education s e ~ c e s .  The concern is with the education 
of children who come to school with disadvantages, be they educational, economic. 
physical or mental (Jennings. 2000). As Paquette ( 1987) remarked concerns in the area 
of educationaI finance indude the need for policies that address questions of individual 
rights. equality of educational opportunity. quality. accountabiity. fair distribution of 
resources. and efficiency. At the broadest level. an analysis of financial costs of special 
education may simply be regarded as systematic thinking about decision-making 
(Kelman. 1984). 
Individual Rights 
Whose rights should be considered? Mill (cited in Kymlicka 1990) and Bentham 
(1781t1988) wodd say that if boards of education followed the principle of 
Utilitarianism, they would be aiming for the greatest benefit to the greatest number of 
children. They beiieve that any decision about the distn'bution of resources must be 
based on the need for the greatest common good. Cornunitarians also believe that the 
benefit to society. rather than to the individual. is what is important. In contrast. Guthrie 
and Read ( 199 1) emphasized that there are substantid economic returns to a society. as 
well as to individuals. From investing in education. but it is also imponant to consider the 
rights of the individual. Children receive the service of education as an invesment in 
their future and to improve the quality of their present life. 
Do we consider benefits to the individual or benefits to society? In the view of 
some. it may be necessary to do wrong to do good - interfere with Iiberty to promote 
weifare. A consideration of ethical obligations leads to the conclusion that a 
Contractarian society would be caring. and act with justice and responsibiliry with respect 
to the needs of others. Rawis (1993) equated justice with fairness. To remedy the major 
t'ailing of Utilitarianism. Rawls suggested that there shouid be constraints of fairness on 
what people might do to one another in the pursuit of the good. 
Considering the rights of the individual leads us to a discussion of whether dl 
chiIdren should be treated the same. and to the concept of equaIity of educational 
opportunity which Darby (1994) described as the struggle to provide fair and adequate 
access to educational opportunities. However, as Johns et al. ( 1983) pointed out, what is 
equitable depends to a great extent on the orientation of both the dispensers and the 
receivers of equity. 
Eauitv 
One fundamentid notion of equity. horizontal equity, says that students should 
receive equal shares (Beme & Steifel, 1984; Odden & Picus. 1992). A problem for 
horizontal equity theorists is that children are not alike. As Lamont (1996) said such 
principles do not give best effect to equal respect for persons. and they conflict with what 
people may deserve. This fact gives rise to the idea of unequal treatment of unequals. or 
verticaI equip (Beme & Steifel: Odden & Picus). 
Strike. Haller and Soltis (1988) said that school boards are morally obligated to 
treat equals equally. and unequals unequally. Each student is different. and people who 
are different should receive different but appropriate treatment. The principle of vertical 
equity or unequal treatment of unequals requires us to treat people who are similarly 
situated in some rdevant ways the same. and people who are differently situated 
differently. tn support of the idea of vertical equity. Rawls (1 993) felt that society should 
allocate resources in education so as to improve the long-term expectation of the less 
favoured. In the Theory of Jusrice, Rawls (1 971) wrote that undeserved inequalities call 
for redress. and since inequalities of birth and naturd endowment are undeserved. 
somehow society should compensate for these inequalities (p. 100). Rawls maintained 
that the nand distniution is neither just nor unjust - what is just and unjust is the way 
that institutions deal with the distriiution. In his ideas of justice as fairness. people agree 
to share each other's fate. His dlference principle expresses a concept of reciprocity, a 
principle of mutual benefit. 
If we decide that extra services should be provided for those most in need, then 
we must realize that costs of educating children with special needs are greater than costs 
of educating non-handicapped children. This is the very reason behind categorical 
special-education funding (Hartman, 1980). 
The Costs of Soecial Education 
This study was designed to examine. describe. and measure educational services 
provided to students with special needs and their associated costs in selected school 
divisions in the Province of Saskatchewan. According to Slobojan (19871, information 
about costs of special education is needed to determine how b d s  for special education 
are actually being spent. and to facilitzte setting policies on service requirements and 
related matters. by enhancing undemanding of the costs and benefits of different types of 
services and educational placements. In order to address the question of accountability. 
data can be compared with information about aIIocation or designation of funds for 
special education and discrepancies addressed. 
Analysis of financial data can also provide information about how much money is 
needed to provide an appropriate education for children with handicaps. When it is 
known how much each type of program costs and how many children are invotved then 
expenditures norms can be developed. Provincial special-education finance fonndae can 
then be adjusted to match local need The question of efficiency can be addressed, It can 
be ascertained if. at present, here appear to be fiscd incentives for inappropriate 
classification and placement of chddren. Correction of these policies can lead to a 
reduction in costs. .4nalysis of financial data can also lead to, or support a rationalization 
of. the need for continued financial support in times of acute competition for available 
funds. 
We need to know whether the right choices have been made, whether resources 
are being used efficiently and effectively, whether resources are being used equitably and 
distributed fairly. and whether resources are being used as intended (Berne et al.. 1997). 
Walker maintained that choices require judgement, and the exercise of virtue requires the 
capacity to judge and do what is the right thing, in the right place. at the right time. in the 
right way. Virtuous conduct and good judgement. according to AristotIe (as quoted in 
Walker. 1991). involve learning to avoid the extremes. Presenting a version of social 
contract theory. Rawls contends that in an original position. a group of rational and 
impartial peopie will establish a mutually beneficial principle of justice as the foundation 
for the regulation of all rights. duties. power. and wealth (p. 17). 
The various philosophies which influence thinking in the area of provision of 
services to students with special needs. leads to a reconceptualization of the research 
Framework. 
Reconceptualization of the Research Framework 
The h e w o r k  that was used to expiore special-education services was shown in 
Tabk 1. Davis (1998) deveIoped a similar Wework  for studying any type of financial 
services in terms of inputs, processes. and outputs. Since the description of the processes 
of special education and the provision for transitions provide a background to the fiscal 
story. the framework for this study was not developed in what might be considered to be 
the naturd order of inputs. processes, and outputs. In fact, this is because the hear order 
that Davis suggested is not really suitable for a study of education. As can be seen From 
this study, each concept of input. pmcess and outcome is dependent on the other. 
Figure 2 shows a development and reconceptualization of Davis's (1998) 
framework. This model, "Punshon's Wheel". was devised by the researcher h m  
information obtained from the l i teram and from this study on provision of special- 
education services. and ftnding of these services. in some rural areas of the Province of 
Saskatchewan. It combines the framework for research presented in Table 1 and 
phi tosophies and ideas associated with the financing of special education, which were 
ihsuated in F i p  1. The original framework for the study of any financial services. 
which was proposed by Davis. was a Linear pmcess of inputs, processes. and outputs. 
The illustration of philosophies and ideas associated with provision of special-education 
services in F i p  1 moves from the general to the specific. tiom the outside of the 
illustration to policy making at the centre. The new model. devised by the researcher is 
based on the metaphor of a wheel. The model is not linear. because the provision of 
special-education services is not linear. 
At the centre of the wheel. the hub. is policy pertaining to special education. This 
includes government policy a props the provision of funds, as well as legal requirements 
in the Education Act. It also takes into account the schooI board policy with respect to 
use of those funds and provision of service. On the outer part of the hub are the three 
themes on which this research is based. These are processes of special education, 
outcomes of the special-education process. and finances which are available to school 
Fimre 2. Punsboa's Wheei: A resmmination of the provision of special-education 
services in Saskatchewan 
divisions to provide programs. The themes are not considered in a linear arrangement, 
Rather, they are set in a circle, indicating that one does not precede the other. but that 
they are dependent on one another. 
On the spokes of the wheel we see different topics considered in this study about 
finances. processes. and outcomes of special education. Some spokes are about 
processes. This area is concerned with who receives services, what the services are. 
where services are available. how services are provided and when services are suppiied. 
Other spokes of the wheel deaI with outcomes. Provision for transitions for students. into 
the education system. within the school system. and out of the system are discussed. 
Along with a consideration of the quality of the program. the question of accountability is 
addressed. Financial considerations also influence the matter of how services are 
provided. and the topics of accountability and quality. 
The outer rim of the wheel deals with beliefs and philosophies that are associated 
with provision of services to students with special needs. The idea of rights of the 
individual is balanced by concepts of vertical and horizontal equity. Rawls (1971) 
.justice with fairness" brings in the idea of making decisions under a veil of ignorance, 
but also takes into account costs and benefits associated with such decisions. As Paquette 
(1 987) stated. concerns in the area of educational finance include the need for policies 
that address questions of individual rights. qua1 educational opportunity. fair distribution 
of resources. quality. accountabiIity and efficiency. 
The whole wheel is in balance. and each part supports the other for soIidity and 
stability. One part of the wheel is of no use without the other parts. The hub. the spokes. 
and the rim are interdependent and codependent. The spokes provide the strength, and 
the hub the motion. the direction that policy will take. The rim is the part that keeps the 
whole wheel together and provides conwl. In the same way, the programs of special 
education provided in our schools are dependent on the finance and other policies of 
government and school boards. MI are influenced and supported by different 
philosophies and political beliefs. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
The purpose of this research was to provide insight into the provision of special- 
education services. and the h d i n g  of these services. in some rural areas o f  the Province 
of Saskatchewan. The study was designed to examine. describe. and measure the 
educational services provided to students with specid needs and their associated costs in 
selected school divisions in the province. In this section. some suggestions are made for 
further research in this area. 
This study was limited to three school divisions. An analysis of programs and costs 
in other school divisions could extend the information available. If comparable 
financial data were avdable for all school divisions in Saskatchewan, a province 
wide study would be desirable. 
Reco-gition by Saskatchewan Education and expenditures by schooI divisions for 
provision of specid-education programs were the primary concern of this study. 
Other studies codd concentrate more on costing and services provided. 
This study involved thee rural schooI divisions in different areas of the province. A 
larger study could examine neighbouring schmt divisions to ascertain effects of 
distance h m  the city on provision of services. 
This study involved only rural schoo t divisions. A study of s m d  city school 
divisions could provide a pattern of practice in those areas. 
In a similar way. a study of large city school divisions could show the advantages and 
disadvantages of living in a large urban area 
All aspects of the specid-education program were considered in this study. An in- 
depth examination of services to children with severe disabilities (Designated 
Disabled) in more school divisions would concentrate the research on services to 
these students. 
Teachers indicated that the problem of behavioural disorders was growing. A study 
of how different school divisions are dealing with this growing problem could 
provide information to other school divisions looking for assistance in this area. 
Transitions were an area deait with in this study. A study of the transition 
programming provided throughout the province. particdarly for high school students. 
wouId provide usefui information for practice in other school divisions. 
Many extemd agencies were accessed by the school divisions. A study of these 
agencies and their role in the education process could be a vital source of information. 
A need for interagency collaboration was a concern. An investigation about the 
amount of collaboration that presently takes place, and an examination of the need in 
this area. codd provide support for the establishment of this kind of service. 
One school division of the three studied had general enrichment programs for all 
students to address the needs of the f led,  Another had one program in place for a 
group of 10 students in mathematics. An examination of programs for the gifted 
throughout the province could shed light on the practices and needs in this area. 
0 Teaching assistants were used edemivety in the provision of specid-education 
services. A study into the use of teaching assistants in Saskatchewan schools could 
provide information about this growing phenomenon. 
Recommendations for Practice 
There were some concerns that arose as the inteniews were conducted with 
Secretary-Treasurers. Supervisors. principals. teachers, teaching assistants. and other 
personnel. 
a There is great difficulty in obtaining accurate financial data for the provision of 
special-education services. Financial records provided to the public and to the 
Department of Education do not supply this kind of information. Not even in the 
Saskatchewan Indicators report can one find information about costs of special 
education. To pmvide greater accountability. more detailed financial information 
should be available. 
Since the Provincial Government. in 1995. augmented the requirements for 
certification to teach in the area of special education. provision shodd be made for 
teachers. especially those who live in rural areas. to obtain the necessary upgrading. 
This provision could be in the form of grants or bursaries. 
The need for interagency collaboration was evidenced in the number of children who 
needed services From more than one agency. The govenunent should be encouraging 
and providing funding for improvements in these services. 
Teaching assistants were used in the three school divisions studied to provide many 
services for the students with special needs. Their saIaries ranged from about 
$ tO.OOO to $14.000 and did not approach the 33% (about $16,500 per mum) of the 
average teacher salary. which is recognized in the fiurding protocols. Increasing these 
saIaries would increase the special-education expenditures of each school division 
another 1 to 3%. Nevertheless, if additional h d i n g  were available. an increase in 
teaching assistant salaries should be considered to bring them more in Line with what 
is recognized. 
Provision of technology needed by the students was a concern. In particdar. the need 
for field sound systems in classrooms should be addressed. and the effects of their use 
should be studied. 
Few programs were in evidence for gifted students. Some say that gifted students 
need to be stretched: others are convinced that gifted students will succeed no matter 
what services are provided for them. Since the hture of our country could depend on 
these students. it is imperative that the government make some provision For ex= 
services for these young peopie. 
Concluding Remarks 
This study has provided insight into provision of special-education services. and 
funding of these services. in some rucaI areas of the Province of Saskatchewan. The 
study mas designed to examine. describe. and measure educational services provided to 
students with special needs and their associated costs in selected school divisions in the 
province. At the centre of the study are government and school board policies about 
provision of service. funding recognition, and disbursement of fimds. 
The conceptual fiamework provided for an examination of programs. transitions. 
evaluation. and h c i d  asaspects of the special-education process in order to throw light 
on these policies. The who. what. where. when and how of special-education processes 
was examined. At the same time. considerations of quality and accountability were 
addressed. 
A review of the literature suggested a consideration of six aspects of the provision 
of services to students with special needs. the controversy of individual rights versus 
communal rights, the matter of horizontal and vertical equity. the issue of fair distribution 
of resources. the decision as to how choices are made. and the question of how much 
money is needed. These themes also surfaced as concerns of those interviewed in the 
study, 
[n Saskatchewan. speciat-education fimding facilitates access to the curriculum. 
assists with the provision of appropriate programs and services. and improves the quality 
of educational programming for students with exceptional learning and behaviourd 
needs. The funding for special education in Saskatchewan has evolved over time. As 
needs have been identified. methods of h d i n g  have changed. The definition of special 
education has changed too. At tim special education was concerned with children who 
had physical or mental disabilities. One large component af the present special-education 
program is now concerned with children who have behaviouraf problems. 
Children with severe disabilities are recognized on an individual basis; and, for 
those with less severe disabilities. funding is provided on an enrolment (census) and 
program basis. The opportunity for rural school divisions to share the costs associated 
with the provision of speech therapists, education psychologists. counsellors and 
resource-based-learning teachers is the third type of b d i n g .  The three types of hd ing  
provide balance. 
It can be clearly seen that the school divisions were spending much more on 
s p e d  education than the funding recognition. This raises concerns about whether other 
students are being short-changed. If more money is spent on special education than that 
which is recognized in funding protocols. then this money has to be diverted ftom other 
requirements. The rights of the child with disabilities are being considered more 
important than the rights of the other children (Parrish. 2000b). From a different set of 
premises. of course. it might be argued that additional inputs for children with special 
needs were necessary to attempt to provide equal opportuaity with other children. 
Meredith and Underwood (1995). who raised the issue of resource competition between 
these two groups of students. warned that the cost of educating students with disabilities 
is threatening our ability to educate students without disabilities and. therefore. is piacing 
public education potentially at risk. 
However. teachers who were interviewed indicated that there were other students 
who needed more intensive programming. There was a concern about those students - in 
the middie". those who did not qualify for high cost allocations. but whose disability was 
severe enough to merit individual programming and assistance. Another group of 
students whose needs were not being addressed were gifted students. Very lide 
programming was provided for gifted students in the school divisions studied. One 
Further concern was that the numbers of students in special education increased every 
year. Teachers noted a change in senrice b r n  dealing with academic problems to 
dealing with behaviottral problems. 
The research has shown that there are two shortfalls. Firstly, government is not 
recognizing enough fimding, compared to what is actually being spent. SecondIy. what 
the school divisions are spending, although adequate for the programs currently being 
provided. is not adequate for the additional programs that the interviewees believe are 
required. The overall results of this study imply that the expenditures needed to provide 
special-education programs at the current or desired level of s e ~ c e s .  in the districts 
studied. are much more than those which are recognized by the government. 
Postscript 
Two events occurred in the spring of 2000 that impinge upon the financing of 
special education in Saskatchewan. The fmt was the publication of the Saskatchewan 
Government's Review of Specid Education in June 2000. and the second was the 
presentation of the Budget on March 29.2000. At this time. it is not possible to know 
what effects these two events will have on the delivery of special-education services in 
the province. but information is presented here to provide balance to this research. 
Review o f  Smial Education 
During 1999. a review of special education was carried out in the Province of 
Saskatchewan (Saskatchewan Education, 2000). The Review Committee identified 
themes. including strengths and weaknesses of the current system, and possibIe avenues 
to improvement, A vision for the future and a set of recommendations were established. 
The Committee identified the folIowing basic needs: 
o to enhance the capacity of schools to meet diverse needs 
o to develop collaboratively the provincial phibsophy of supporting 
srudents with diverse needs 
o to renew the policy to support and communicate the philosophy 
o to develop a set of related practices to implement the philosophy 
o to restructure resources and supports to sustain and renew the practices. 
The committee's major recommendations were: 
o to adopt. implement. and support the phiIosophy of inclusive schools 
o to establish a Children's Services Advisory Committee to plan and support 
a provincial children's diversity strategy 
c to renew the provincial policy and board of education policies as they 
refate to students with diverse needs 
o to develop a framework of effective practices to support students with 
diverse needs 
o to enhance funding and develop protocols to focus on children's needs 
o ro accelerate the interagency initiative 
c to restructure consultative services. 
It was determined that the most effective way to provide appropriate support 
s e ~ c e s  for students with special needs is to ensure the availability of a comprehensive 
array of support services. A major finding of the review was that schools in 
Saskatchewan are deding with greater diversity in the student population. It was felt that 
Saskatchewan schools and school divisions were doing a commendable job in meeting 
the changing and _m~ing demands of providing a broad range of services- 
Budpet 2000 
Funding for special education has remained fairly static for the past three years: 
however. the government proposed, in their March 2000 budget presentation. some 
changes to the amounts and methods of funding recognition for special education. 
Desimated Disabled Promm 
The t'unding recognition for this prograrn continued to be based on the count of 
individual. designated students. The amounts of recognition for students with designated 
disabilities [DDPF] was increased from $4,752 to $5,000 for Level I students and from 
$7.088 to $10.000 for Level I students. These were very generous increases. and. 
hopefully. will alleviate some of the costs associated with the assessment process. 
Because of the large increases to Level I and LeveI II recognitions. the 
Supplemental Designated DisabIed Pupil Program was discontinued. 
Saecial Needs Promam Funding 
There was an important change in Special Needs Pro-gram Funding for 2000- 
2001. The funding nil1 become entirely census-based. and no longer based on the 
provision of pro-grams by identified teachers and teaching assistants. The department will 
no longer collect the names of 111-time equivalent professional and paraprofessional 
stafT The rationale was that this would diminish the amount of paperwork requid of 
the school divisions. Recopition will be based on $140 per student enrolled in a school 
division. 
Tareeted Behaviour Pronrrunming 
There was no change in this type of funding. Reqgition wiI1 be provided for the 
provision of programming and support services for students with severe social, emotionaI 
a .  behaviourd disabilities. The W i n g  amounts will remain the same. an amount of 
$10 for every child enrokf. and an amount of $27.500 for each full-time equivalent 
teacher employed to work with the target population- In the caIculation of approved staff. 
paraprofessional staff continue to be recognized as 0.33 FTE and professional staff are 
recognized at 1.0 FTE. 
Shared Services Funding 
There were no planned changes in the funding and provisions of Shared Services. 
totemated Services Program 
This was a new recognized expenditure factor that wiII include some existing 
schooi division programs and new initiatives that school divisions may develop in 
consuitation uith the Department of Education. The government has provided for 
expenditure of a link over two miIlion dollars in the first year of this pro-gram. 
Summarv 
To provide balance and closure to this research. recent developments in Funding 
of special education in the Rovince of Saskatchewan have been presented. This 
postscript has provided an overview of the recently pubiished Review of Special 
Education in Saskatchewan (Saskatchewan Education, 2000e). In addition. the March 
ZOO0 provincial budget changes to the Foundation Operating Grant as they apply to 
special education have been outlined (Ailan, March 29.2000). 
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APPEMIIX A 
Research Questions and Interview Guides 
Research Ouestions 
Basic Research Ouestions 
1. What are the processes of special education? 
For whom are services provided? 
What types of service are provided? 
How are the services provided? 
How do the workers in the field perceive the services that are provided? 
Are the services similar across different school divisions? 
2. What are the outcomes of the special-education process? 
How are children assisted with transitions fiom one school to another? 
What happens to the children with special needs when they leave the 
public school system? 
How is the program evaluated? 
3. What are the fiscal inputs towards special education? 
How is special education fimded? 
How is special-education fimding spent? 
Demom~bic  and Financial Information 
(To be obtained from Director and Secretary Treasurer) 
Name of School Division 
Name of Director of Education 
Name of Secretary Treasurer 
Name of Supervisor of Special Education 
Number of Schools 
Number of Students in School Division 
Mill Rate 
Average pp expenditure 
Number of Teachers (FTE) 
Number of Teac hers (personnel) 
Average salary of teachers 
General comments 
S~ecial Education Information 
Low Incidence Disabilities 
(to be obtained b m  Secretary Treasurer and Supenisor of Special Education) 
Number of Special-education Teachers Average Salary 
Number of Consultants Average Salary 
Number of Paraprofessionals Average Salary 
Number of Paraprofessionals involved with Special Education 
Number of children identified as Designated Disabled Level I 
Number of Children identified as Designated Disabled Level I1 
Number of children identified as supplemental Designated Disabled 
,i\mount of h d s  recobpized for Designated Disabled Programming 
Approved staff equivalent 
Excess staff recognized for grant purposes 
Students in the care of Social Services recognized for DDP 
Funding received for special equipment 
Recognition tbr transportation 
Funding received for accessibility 
Shared Services 
Salaries 
Other personnel emplojrd for special needs students 
-- - 
General comments 
Individual Proflle Sheet for each child desienated as DDP 
Name of ChiM 
School 
Age 
Assessment agency - 
Type of Disability Instructional Placement School ficilities adaptation 
(check as appropriate) 
Mental retardation or 
impairment 
Learning disability 
Dysfimction in one or more 
of the mental processes 
involved in the 
comprehension or use of 
symbols or use of symboIs or 
spoken language 
Mental disorder 
Fetal alcohol syndrome 
Other mental impairment 
Any degree of disability. 
infirmity. malformation or 
distiprement of a physical 
nature that is caused by 
bodily injury. illness or birth 
defect 
Paralysis 
Diabetes 
Epilepsy 
Amputation 
Lack of Phys coordination 
Blindness or vis impairment 
Deahess or hearing 
impairment 
Muteness or speech 
impairment 
Physical reliance on a guide 
dog. wheelchair. cane. crutch 
or other remedial device or 
appliance 
Other physical disability 
Any combination of two or 
more of the above 
Behavioural disorders 
Inadequate preschool 
preparation 
F-ust language is neither 
English nor French 
Gifted 
Other 
(check as appropriate) 
Classmom full time 
Classmom part time 
Pull-out to special room full 
time 
Sepregated in separate 
building 
Educated at home 
Early intervention 
Work placement 
Other 
Other Services Provided 
Speech Pathology 
Audiology 
Psychological services 
Physical Therapy 
Occupational Therapy 
Adaptive Physical Education 
Medical Services 
Counselling 
Other 
Special Equipment 
FM system 
Brailler 
Computer 
Other 
Transportation 
Regular School Bus 
Regular School Bus with 
Assistant 
Special School Bus 
Special School Bus with 
Assistant 
Taxi 
Taxi with Assistant 
Parental amngement 
Other 
Handicap accessibiIi@ 
Ramps 
~lev&on 
Washrooms 
Playground 
Gymnasium 
Classrooms 
Fim Aid on site 
Other 
Instructional materials 
Media 
Adapted texts 
Technology 
Other 
What future employment 
prospects has the child? 
Expected future 
placement of child 
Regular work force 
Sheltered workpIace 
Institution 
Work h m  home 
None 
Other 
Other comments 
Interview ~rotocol for Special-Education Teachers and ~aranmfessionab 
Name 
Years of experience 
Qualifications 
Sdary 
Percentage of time spent with specid needs students 
Total number of students 
(Note - complete. or review. student profile sheets for each child) 
Average class size 
Special duties 
General Comments 
Special Education Information 
Hiph incidence Disabilities 
Program grant recognition 
Teachers empIoyed under this program 
Information about programs provided 
Specid Needs Program 
(One fbll t h e  equivalent for every 200 students in the amount of $26250) 
Targeted Behaviour Program 
(Actual personnel working with students in the amount of $25.000) 
Shared Services 
(3 -5 FTE at $20 I .OOO) 
Alternative SchooIs 
Severe Social. Emotional and Behavioural problems 
Deaf-blind students 
APPENDIX B 
Letters 
Letters to Particiuants 
Letter to Director of Education 
Dear 
In fulfilment of requirements to complete the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in the Department of Educational Administration at the University of 
Saskatchewan, I am pursuing a research project entitled Education of Children with 
Special Nee&: The Fiscal Sfory of l3vee School Divisions. This research, which is being 
paralleled in other provinces. will include a survey of the inputs (revenue and expenditure 
variables). processes (quality and quantity of special-education services) and outputs 
(future placement) of children who are designated as in need of special education. I 
believe the results of my research will provide usehl information for educators and 
governments to understand and to consider needed changes to. the system. The results 
of the study will be disseminated as my doctoral dissertation. a part of the requirement for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Results may also be disseminated as scholarly 
papers. either published in educationd journals or presented at educational conferences. 
For the purpose of data collection, I would like to examine your school 
division's financial statement and conduct personal interviews with your Secretary- 
Treasurer. Supenkor of special education. principals. specid-education teachers and 
paraprofessionals who work with speciai needs children. These interviews will take 
place in October of 1999, For your information I have included copies of the interview 
protocols that I will be using for the semi-structured interviews. 
The Secretary-Treasurer and the Supervisor of Special Education will be 
contacted afier permission is received, in order to arrange interview times. After the 
initial inteniews with school division personnel. the principals. teachers and other 
personnel in the schools will be contacted to arrange for inteniews. The purpose of the 
study. the involvement and time required the use of the data and the ethical procedures 
will be carefidly explained. Each participant wiIl be given a letter outIining the purpose 
of the study. the time W e ,  his or her roIe in the study. and other relevant information. 
Included will be a preliminary questionnaire to chit demographic information and a 
letter of formal consent for each to sign and return. Participant anonymity and 
confidentiality will be maintained throughout all interviews with all subjects. 
For the purpose of this mearch study, tbree rural school divisions have 
been purposellly selected. The data pertaining to each individual schooI division will be 
summarized in the form of tables. Thee separate vignettes will descrii  the findings 
fiom each school division. Each summary will give a general overview of the school 
division's provision of Services to students with specid needs. The data h m  the initial 
questionnaires and the interviews will be organized and coded into broad categories 
guided by the information sought in ~e research questions. It is anticipated that common 
themes will emerge from which W e r  analysis and sorting will enable the comparison 
of the programs in the three school divisions. 
There are no known risks resulting firom participation in this study. A11 
participants will be informed as to the purpose and the nature of the study, and as to how 
the findings will be documented. All information gleaned &om the interview process will 
be kept confidential and will only be available for use in the final document with written 
consent fiom the interviewee. Confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured, as far as is 
possible, through the use of pseudonyms in reference to the participants and the school 
divisions involved in this study. Any reference to school sites, individual students, or 
school division employees will be deleted h m  quotations. Although information about 
individual children will be collected. this information will only be reported in aggregate 
form. The statement that "confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured as far as 
possible" implies that there might be limits on the degree to which confidentiality and 
mnyrnity can be assured. The teason for this statement is that the information about 
school divisions in Saskatchewan. their enrolments. and their financial information are in 
the public domain. A diligent searcher could thus take the information in my study and 
trace it back in order to identi@ the school divisions in question. 
Throughout the investigation. an effort will be made to respect the rights 
and professional careers of all those who participate. General ethics procedures outIined 
by the University of Saskatchewan Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behavioural 
Sciences Research will be followed with respect to guidelines concerning consent forms, 
confidentiality. freedom of participation and opportunity for feedback. 
This letter is to request formal permission to conduct this research in your 
school division. During the process of the study. either myself (9%-s'2IO) or my 
supervisor. Dr. Vivian Hajnal(966-7649) at Associate Dean's Office, College of 
Education. University of Saskatchewan can be contacted if you have any questions. 
My interview schedule is planned for the fall of 1999. and my goal is to 
complete the study by January of 2000. At that time a copy of my dissertation will be 
made available to you. 
I am available for W e t  discussion at any time. Please call me if you 
mish any further clarification. Thank you for giving this request your lllest 
consideration. 
Sincerely. 
Heather A. Punshon 
Letter to Secretarv Treasurer, 
Dear 
In fulfilment of requirements to complete the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in the Depment  of Educational Administration at the University of 
Saskatchewan, I am pursuing a research project entitled Education of Childen with 
Special Xeeds: The Fisca1 Story of nree School Divisions. This research. which is being 
paralleled in other provinces. will include a s w e y  of the inputs (revenue and expendinue 
variables), processes (quality and quantity of special-education services) and outputs 
(future placement) of children who are designated as in need of special education. I 
believe the results of my research will provide useful information for educators and 
governments to understand. and to consider needed changes to. the system. The results 
of the study will be disseminated as my doctoral dissertation. a part of the requirement for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Results may also be disseminated as scholarly 
papers. either published in educational journals or presented at educational conferences. 
For the purpose of data collection. I wouId Iike to examine your school 
division's tinancia1 statement. and conduct a personal interview with you to discuss the 
Special-education p r o p s  and their costs. This interview will take place in October of 
1999. For your information I have included copies of the interview protocol that will be 
using for the semi-structured interview. 
For the purpose of this research study. three rural school divisions have 
been purposehlly selected. The data pertaining to each individual school division will be 
summarized in the form of tables. Three separate vignettes will describe the findings 
from each school division. Each summaq will give a general overview of the school 
division's provision of services to students with special needs. The data from the initial 
questionnaires and the interviews will be organized and coded into broad categories 
guided by the information sought in the research questions. It is anticipated that common 
themes will emerge fiom which fUrther analysis and sorting will enable the comparison 
of the pro_gl-ams in the three school divisions. 
There are no known risks resdting fiom participation in this study. All 
participants will be informed as to the purpose and the nature of the study. and as to how 
the findings will be documented. All information gleaned h m  the interview process will 
be kept confidential and will only be available for use in the final document with written 
consent from the interviewee. Confidentiality and anonymity wilI be ensured. as far as is 
possible. through the use of pseudonyms in reference to the participants and the school 
divisions involved in this study. Any reference to school sites. individual students. or 
school division employees will be deleted h m  quotations. Although information about 
individual children wiU be collected. this information will only be reported in agpgate 
form. The statement that "confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured as far as 
possible" implies that there might be limits on the degree to which confidentiality and 
anonymity can be assured- The reason for this statement is that the information about 
school divisions in Saskatchewan. their enrolments, and their financial information ace in 
the public domain. A diligent searcher could thus take the information in my study and 
trace it back in order to identify the school divisions in question. 
Throughout the investigation, an effort will be made to respect the rights 
and professional careers of a11 those who participate. General ethics procedures outlined 
by the University of Saskatchewan Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behavioural 
Sciences Research will be foI1owed with respect to guidelines concerning consent forms, 
confidentiality, freedom of participation and opportunity for feedback. 
This letter is to request your formal agreement to participate in this 
research. I have already received permission from your Director of Education to proceed 
with the research in your schoo1 division. During the process sf the study, either myself 
(955-52 10) or my supervisor. Dr. Vivian Hajnal(966-7649) at Associate Dean's Office. 
College of Education, University of Saskatchewan. can be contacted if you have any 
questions. 
My interview schedule is planned for the fdl of 1999. and my god is to 
complete the study by January of 2000. At that time a copy of my dissertation will be 
made available to you upon request. 
I am avaiIabIe for M e r  discussion at any time. Please call me if you 
wish m y  further clarification. Thank you for giving this request your Mes t  
consideration. 
Sincerely. 
Heather A. Punshon 
Letter to Suoervisor of Special Education 
Dear 
In Mfilment of requirements to complete the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in the Department of Educational Administration at the University of 
Saskatchewan. I am pursuing a research project entitled Educarion of Children with 
Special .Wee&: The Fiscal Story of ?%ee School Divisions. This research which is being 
paralleled in other provinces. will include a survey of the inputs (revenue and expenditure 
variables). processes (quality and quantity of special-education services) and outpub 
(future placement) of children who are designated as in need of special education. [ 
believe the resdts of my research will provide useful information for educators and 
governments to understand. and to consider needed changes to. the system. The results 
of the study will be disseminated as my doctoral dissertation. a part of the requirement for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Results may also [be disseminated as scholariy 
papers. either published in educational journals or presented at educational conferences. 
For the purpose of data collection. I would like to conduct a personal 
interview with you to discuss the Special-education programs and their costs. This 
interview will dce place in October of 1999. For your infomation [ have induded 
copies of the interview protocol that I will be using for the semi-structured interview, 
Afier the initid interview with you. the principals. teachers and other 
personnel in the schools will be contacted to arrange for interviews. The purpose of the 
study. the invoIvement and time required, the use of the data and the rthicai procedures 
will be carefully explained. Each participant will be given a letter outlining the purpose 
of the study, the time h e .  his or her role in the study. and other relevant information. 
Included will be a preliminary questionnaire to elicit demographic information and a 
letter of formal consent for each to sign and renun. Participant anonymity and 
confidentiaiity will be maintained throughout all interviews with ail subjects. 
For the purpose of this research study. three rural school divisions have 
been purposetilIy selected. The data pertaining to each individual school division will be 
summarized in the form of tables. Three separate vignettes will d e s c n i  the frndings 
from each school division. Each summary wiIl give a general overview of the school 
division's provision of services to students with special needs. The data from the initial 
questionnaires and the interviews will be organized and coded into broad categories 
ouided by the information sought in the research questions. It is anticipated that common = 
themes will emerge h m  which further analysis and sorting will enable the comparison 
of the programs in the three school divisions. 
There are no known risks teSuIting h m  participation in this study. AII 
participants will be idormeti as to the purpose and the nanue of the study, and a s  to how 
the findings wiI1 be documented All information gleaned from the interview process will 
be kept confidential and will only be available for use in the 6nal document with written 
consent from the intdewee.  Confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured, as f a .  as is 
possible, through the use of pseudonyms in reference to the participants and the school 
divisions involved in this study. Any reference to school sites. individual students. or 
school division employees will be deleted hrn quotations. .Uthough information about 
individual children will be collected, this information will only be reporred in aggregate 
form. The statement that "confidentiality and anonymity will k ensured as far as 
possible" implies that there might be limits on the degree to which confidentiality and 
anonymity can be assured. The reason for this statement is that the information about 
school divisions in Saskatchewan their enrolments. and their financial information are in 
the public domain. A diligent searcher could thus take the information in my study and 
trace it back in order to identie the school divisions in question, 
Throughout the investigation. an effort will be made to respect the rights 
and professional careers of all those who participate. Genera1 ethics procedures outlined 
by the University of Saskatchewan Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behavioural 
Sciences Research will be followed with respect to guidefines concerning consent forms. 
confidentiality. kedom of participation and opportunity for feedback. 
This letter is to request your formal agreement to participate in this 
research. I have already received permission from your Director of Education to proceed 
with the research in your school division. During the process of the study, either myself 
(955-5210) or my supervisor. Dr. Vivian Hajnal(966-7649) at Associate Dean's Office. 
College of Education. University of Saskatchewan. can be contacted if you have any 
questions. 
My interview schedule is planned for the fa11 of 1999. and my goal is to 
comptete the study by January of 2000. At that time a copy of my dissertation will be 
made available to you upon request. 
I am available for W e r  discussion at any time. Please call me if you 
wish any W e r  clarification. Thank you for giving this request your fhllest 
consideration. 
Sincerely. 
Heather A. hmshon 
Letter to School P ~ c i ~ a l s  
Dear 
In llfilment of requirements to complete the degree o if Doctor of 
Philosophy in the Department of Educational Administration at the University of 
Saskatchewan, I am pursuing a research project entitled Education of Children with 
Special Needs: 7'he Fiscal Story of mee School Divisionr, This research, which is being 
pardleled in other provinces. wiIl incIude a survey of the inputs (revenue and expenditure 
variables). processes (quaIity and quantity of special-education services) and outputs 
(future placement) of children who are designated as in need of special education. I 
believe the results of my research will provide useful information for educators and 
governments to understand. and to consider needed changes to. the system. The results 
of the study will be disseminated as my doctoral dissertation, a part of the requirement for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Results may also be disseminated as scholarly 
papers. either published in educationd journals or presented at educational conferences. 
For the purpose of data collection, 1 would like to conduct a personal 
interview with you to discuss the Special-education programs in your school. This 
interview will take place in October of 1999. For your information I have included 
copies of the inteniew protocot that I will be using for the semi-structured interview. I 
anticipate that this interview will take no longer than an hour. 
After the initial interview with you. the special-education teachers and 
paraprofessionals who work with special needs students will be contacted to arrange for 
interviews. The purpose of the study. the involvement and time required. the use o t the 
data. and the ethical procedures will be carefully explained. Each participant will be 
given a letter outlining the purpose of the study. the time h e ,  his or her role in the 
study. and other relevant information. Included will be a preliminary questionnaire to 
elicit demo-gaphic information and a Ietter of formal consent for each to sign and return. 
Participant anonymity and confidentiaiity win be maintained throughout all interviews 
with dl subjects. 
For the purpose of this mearch study, three rural schooI divisions have 
been purposefuily selected. The data pertaining to each individual school division wilt be 
summarized in the form of tables. Three separate vignettes will describe the findings 
from each school division. Each summary will give a generd overview of the school 
division's provision of smices to students with special needs. The data from the initial 
questionnaires and the interviews will be organized and coded into broad categories 
guided by the information sought in the research questions. It is anticipated that common 
themes will emerge from which further analp-s and sorting will enable the comparison 
of the pro_et-ams in the three schooI divisions. 
There are no known risks resulting from participation in this study. A11 
participants will be informed as to the purpose and the nature of the study, and as to how 
the findigs will be documented. All information gleaned from the interview process will 
be kept confidential and will only be availabie for use in the find document with writxen 
consent from the interviewee. Confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured. as far as is 
possible, through the use of pseudonyms in reference to the participants and the school 
divisions involved in this study. Any reference to school sites. individual students, or 
school division employees will be deleted fiom quotations. Although information about 
individual children w i U  be collected, this information will only be reported in aggregate 
form. The statement that "confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured as far as 
possible" implies that there might be limits on the degree to which confidentiality and 
anonymity can be assured, The reason for this statement is that the information about 
school divisions in Saskatchewan, their enrolments, and their financia1 information are in 
the public domain. A diligent searcher couId thus take the information in my study and 
trace it back in order to identify the schoot divisions in question. 
Throughout the investigatioa au effort will be made to respect the rights 
and professional careers of all those who participate. General ethics procedures outlined 
by the University of Saskatchewan Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behavioutal 
Sciences Research will be followed with respect to guidelines concerning consent forms. 
confidentialitv, freedom of participation and opportunity for feedback. 
This letter is to request your formal agreement to participate in this 
research. I have already received permission fiom your Director of Education to proceed 
with the research in your school division. During the process of the study. either myself 
(955-3210) or my supervisor. Dr. Vivian HajnaI (966-7649) at Associate Dean's Office. 
College of Education. University of Saskatchewan. can be contacted if you have any 
questions. 
My interview schedule is ptanned for the fall of 1999. and my goal is to 
complete the study by January of 2000. At that time a copy of my dissertation will be 
made available to you upon request. 
I am availabk for W e r  discussion at any time. Please call me if you 
wish any W e r  clarification. Thank you for giving this request your fullest 
consideration. 
Sincerely. 
Heather A. Punshon 
Letter to Special-Education Teachers 
Dear 
In fulfilment of requirements to complete the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in the Department of Educational Administration at the University of 
Saskatchewan. I am pursuing a research project entitled Education of Children with 
Special Needs: The Fiscal Story of Three School Divisions. This research. which is being 
paralleled in other provinces. will include a survey of the inputs (revenue and expenditure 
variables), processes (quality and quantity of special-education services) and outputs 
(future placement) of children who are designated as in need of special education. I 
believe the results of my research will provide usel l  information for educators and 
governments to understand. and to consider needed changes to. the system. The results 
of the study will be disseminated as my doctoral dissertation. a part of the requirement for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Results may also be disseminated as scholarly 
papers. either published in educational journals or presented at educational conferences. 
For the purpose of data collection. I would like to conduct a personal 
interview with you to discuss the Special-education programs in your school. This 
interview will take place in November and Decemberr of 1999. For your information 1 
have included copies of the intmiew protocol that I will be using for the semi-structured 
interview. I anticipate that this interview will take no longer than an hour. 
Afier the interview with you the paraprofessionals who work with special 
needs students will be contacted to arrange for interviews. The purpose of the study. the 
involvement and time required. the use of the data. and the ethical procedures will be 
carefully explained. Each participant will be given a letter outlining the purpose of the 
study. the time frame. his or her role in the study. and other relevant information. 
Included will be a preIiminary questionnaire to elicit demographic information and a 
letter of formal consent for each to sign and return. Participant anonymity and 
confidentiality will be maintained throughout all interviews with all subjects. 
For the purpose of this research study. three rural school divisions have 
been purposellly selected. The data pertaining to each individual school division will be 
summarized in the form of tables. 'Ihree separate vignettes will descrii  the findings 
from each school division. Each summary will give a general overview of the school 
division's provision of services to students with special needs. The data fiom the initial 
questionnaires and the interviews will be organized and coded into broad categories 
_guided by the information sought in the research questions. It is anticipated that common 
themes will emerge from which ftrrther analysis and sorting will enable the comparison 
of the programs in the three school divisions. 
There are no known risks resulting tiom participation in this study, All 
participants will be informed as to the purpose and the nature of the study. and as to how 
the frndings will be documented, AU i n f o d o n  gleaned h m  the interview process will 
be kept confidential and will only be available for use in the final document with written 
consent fiom the interviewee. Confidentiality and anonymity wili be e n d  as far as is 
possible. through the use of pseudonyms in reference to the participants and the school 
divisions involved in this study. Any reference to schooI sites, individual students. or 
school division employees will be deleted h m  quotations. Although information about 
individual children will be collected, this information will only be reported in aggregate 
form. The statement that "confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured as far as 
possible" implies that there might be limits on the degree to which confidentiality and 
anonymity can be assured. The reason for this statement is that the information about 
school divisions in Saskatchewan. their enrolments. and their financid information are in 
the public domain. A diligent searcher could thus take the information in my study and 
trace it back in order to identify the school divisions in question. 
Throughout the investigation. an effort will be made to respect the rights 
and professional careen of all those who participate. General ethics procedures outlined 
by the University of Saskatchewan Advisory Cornminee on Ethics in Behavioural 
Sciences Research will be followed with respect to guidelines concerning consent forms. 
confidentiality. kedorn of participation and opportunity for feedback. 
This letter is to request your formal agreement to participate in this 
research. I have already received permission h m  your Director of Education to proceed 
with the research in your school division. During the process of the study, either myself 
(955-5210) or my supervisor. Dr. Vivian Hajnal(966-7649) at Associate Dean's Ofice. 
College of Education. University of Saskatchewan. can be contacted if you have any 
questions. 
My interview schedule is planned for the fall of 1999. and my goal is to 
complete the study by January of 2000. At that time a copy of my dissertation will be 
made available to you upon request. 
I am available for W e r  discussion at any time. Please call me if you 
wish any further clarification. Thank you for giving this request your hilest 
consideration. 
Sincerely. 
Heather A, Punshon 
Letter to Paraprofessionals 
Dear 
In fulfilment of requirements to complete the degree of Doctor of 
Philosophy in the Department of Educational .4dministration at the University of 
Saskatchewan. I am pursuing a research project entitled Education of Children with 
Special Needs: fie Fiscal Story of Three School Divisions. This research. which is 
being paralleled in other provinces. will include a survey of the inputs (revenue and 
expenditure variables). processes (quality and quantity of special-education services) and 
outputs (future placement) of children who are designated as in need of special education. 
I believe the results of my research will provide useful intormation for educators and 
governments to understand and to consider needed changes to. the system. The results 
b 
of the study will be disseminated as my doctoral dissertation. a part of the requirement for 
the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. Results may also be disseminated as scho lady 
papers. either published in educational journals or presented at educationd conferences. 
For the purpose of data collection. I would like to conduct a personal 
interview with you to discuss the Special-sducation programs in your school. This 
interview will take place in October of 1999. For your information I have included 
copies of the interview protocol that I d l  be using for the semi-structured interview. 1 
anticipate that this interview will take no longer than an hour. I have included a 
preliminary questionnaire to elicit demographic information and a letter of formal 
consent for you to sign and return. Pamcipant anonymity and conftdentiality will be 
maintained throughout all interviews ~ i t h  all subjects. 
For the purpose of this research study. three rural school divisions have 
been purposefully selected. The data pertaining to each individual school division will be 
summarized in the form of tables. Three separate vignettes will describe the findings 
%m each school division. Each summary will give a general overview of the school 
division's provision of services to students with special needs. The data From the initial 
questionnaires and the interviews will be organized and coded into broad categories 
guided by the information sought in the research questions. It is anticipated that common 
themes will emerge tiom which M e r  analysis and sorting will enable the comparison 
of the pro-pms in the three school divisions. 
There are no knom risks resulting tkom participation in this study. All 
participants will be informed as to the purpose and the nature of the study. and as to how 
the findings wiI1 be documented. -41 information gleaned h m  the interview process will 
be kept confidential and will ody be available for use in the document with WCittetl 
consent from the interviewee. Confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured as far as is 
possible. through the use of pseudonyms in reference to the participants and the school 
divisions involved in this study. Any reference to school sites. individual students. or 
school division employees will be deleted from quotations. Although information about 
individual children will be collected. this information will only be reported in aggegate 
form. The statement that "confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured as far as  
possible" implies that there might be limits on the degree to which confidentiaIity and 
anonymity can be assured. The reason for this statement is that the information about 
school divisions in Saskatchewan. their enrolments. and their financial information are in 
the public domain. A diligent searcher could thus take the information in my study and 
trace it back in order to identifjr the school divisions in question. 
Throughout the investigation. an effort will be made to respect the rights 
and professional careers of ail those who participate. General ethics procedures outIined 
by the University of Saskatchewan Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behaviod 
Sciences Research will be followed with respect to guidelines concerning consent forms. 
confidentiality. fieedom of participation and opportunity for feedback. 
This letter is to request your formal agreement to participate in this 
research. I have already received permission from your Director of Education to proceed 
with the research in your school division. During the process of the study, either myself 
(955-5210) or my supervisor. Dr. Vivian Hajnal(966-7649) at Associate Dean's Office. 
College of Education. University of Saskatchewan. can be contacted if you have any 
questions. 
My interview schedule is planned for the fall of 1999. and my god is to 
complete the study by January of 2000. At that time a copy of my dissertation wilt be 
made available to you upon request. 
I am available for W e r  discussion at any time. Please call me if you 
wish any further clarification. Thank you for giving this request your fullest 
consideration. 
Sincerely. 
Heather A. Punshon 
Letter of Consent to Participate 
Name 
School 
School Division 
Position 
I hereby agree to participate in the research to be conducted by Heather A. Punshon 
entitled Education of Children with Special Yeeds: The Fiscal Story of Three School 
Divisions under the conditions set out in the letter of introduction. I understand that my 
participation involves a personal interview. and that information gathered may be used as 
data for publications related to this study. t: understand that confidentiality will be 
maintained as far as is possible. and that I am h e  to withdraw fiom the study at any 
time. 
The results of the study will be disseminated as a doctoral dissertation. a part of the 
requirement for the de-gee of Doctor of Philosophy. Results may also be disseminated as 
scholarly papers. either published in educational journals or presented at educationd 
conferences. 
My signature below acknowIedges that I have received a copy of the consent form for my 
records. 
Participant's signature 
Researcher's signature 
Date I 
APPENDIX C 
Research Permission: Committee on 
Ethics, University of Saskatchewan. 
Research Protocol Ap~licah'on 
Submined to the 
Advisory committee of Ethics in Behaviod Science Research 
University of Saskatchewan 
Student 
Heather Anne Punshon 
Doctor of Philosophy 
828397 
Facultv 
Dr. Vivian Hajnal 
Department of Educational Administration 
Title: Education of Children with S p e d  Needs: The Fiscd Story of Three School 
-
Divisions 
Abstract: This research project will exarnine the provision of educational services to 
students with special needs in three different school divisions in the Province of 
Saskatchewan from a financial point of view. I plan to exarnine. measure and 
describe the educational services provided to students with specid needs in the three 
school divisions and to determine if differences exist in the educational services 
afforded to the special needs students in these three school division. Data will be 
collected and comparisons made between and among the schoot divisions across 
three categories of variables. special-education fiscd inputs (revenue and 
expenditures). special-education processes (services provided). and special-education 
outputs. 
Funding: Costs associated with the compIetion of the research will be the responsibility 
of the student. 
Subiects: The three school divisions were purposefidly selected. They consist of an 
urban school division and two d school divisions. The urban school division is in 
a Saskatchewan city. One of the two nrral school divisions is situated fairly close to 
a city and the other is situated over 160 kilometres (100 miles) h m  any city. Data 
will be collected by means of semi-structured interviews with school division 
Directors of Education, Secretary-Treasurefs. Supervisors of Special Education. 
school principals. teachers of special education and paraprofessionaIs. The time 
frame for the collection of infomaon will be the faU of the year 1999. Each of the 
participants will be interviewed once and foIIow-up interviews will be conducted as 
necessary. Financial records which are in the public domain will also be examined- 
Procedures: In each school division, preiiminary contact will be made with the Director 
of Education the Supervisor of Special Education. and the Secretary Treasurer in 
order to provide demographic informadon as a backgrouud to the study, and to 
arrange for interviews. Interviews d also be conducted with school principals, 
teachers and paraprofessionaIs who work with special needs students. A work sheet 
wilt be cornpiled on each child who receives high-cost special-education services. 
Work sheets will also be completed for each school describing the programs for 
high-incidence. low cost students. (See attached for samples of the work sheets.) 
Various data collection methods wiIl be employed in this study. Data collection will 
consist of: 
Examination of financial and statisdcaI documents of the school division 
I Recorded interviews and transcripts of the interviews; and 
Field notes generated foilowing each investigative session. 
Risks: There are no known risks resulting from participation in this study. A11 
-
participants w+lI be informed as to the purpose and the nature of the study. and as to 
how the findings will be documented. Participant anonymity and confidentiality will 
be maintained throughout a11 interviews with all subjects. 
Confidentialitv: MI information gleaned from the interview process will be kept 
confidentid and will only be availabte for use in the final document with written 
consent from the interviewee. Confidentiaiity and anonymity will be ensured. as far 
as is possible. through the use of pseudonyms in reference to the participants and the 
school divisions involved in this study. Any reference to school sites. individual 
students. or school division employees will be deleted from quotations. Although 
inditiduai profile sheets on each child will be compiled. only aggregate data will be 
reported. Throughout the investigation. an effort will be made to respect the rights 
and professional careers of all those who participate. All data. written questionnaires 
and interview tapes wiil be securely stored and retained for a minimum of five years 
at the University of Saskatchewan in accordance with the University of 
Saskatchewan guidelines. 
Consent: Each participant will be given a Ietter outlining the purpose of the study. the 
time h e .  his or her role in the study. and other relevant information. Included will 
be a preliminary questionnaire to elicit demographic information and a Ietter of 
formal consent for each to s i p  and return. Participants may withdraw from the 
study at any time. 
Debriefinn and Feedback: Participants will be asked to view the written transcripts of 
interviews and invited to make corrections to the material. Results of the research 
will be shared with the participants. 
Dr. Vivian Ha jd .  Faculty Advisor Date: 
Heather Anne Punshon PhD candidate 
Dr. Patrick Reniban, Department Head 
Date: 
Date: 
To:- University Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behavioural Science Research 
From:- Heather Arne Punshon, PhD Candidate, Educational Administration 
Advisor.- Dr Vivian J Hajnal, Associate Dean of Education 
Dissertation Study:- "Education of Children with Specid Needs-. The Fiscal Story of 
Three School Divisions 
Q.l How will the results of  the study be disseminated/ and or used? 
The results of the study will be disseminated as my doctoral dissertation. a part of the 
requirement for the de-gree of Doctor of Philosophy. Results may dso be disseminated as 
scholarly papers. either published in educational journals or presented at educational 
conferences. 
Q.2. The following will be added to my consent form. 
The results of the mdy will be disseminated as a doctoral dissertation. a part of the 
requirement for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy. R d t s  may also be disseminated as 
scholarly papers. either published in educational journals or presented at educational 
conferences. 
My signature below acknowledges that I have receivsd a copy of the consent form for my 
tecords. 
The statement that "confidentiaIity and anonymity will be ensured as far as possible" 
implies that there might be limits on the degree to which confidentiality and anonymity 
can be assured. The muon for this statement is that the information about school 
divisions in Saskatchewan. their enrolments. and their financial information are in the 
public domain. -4 diligent searcher could thus take the information in my study and trace 
it back in order to identify the school divisions in question. 
It is anticipated that the gathering of data for this study will take about two months. The 
transcription and analysis of the data wiII take about one month. The completion of the 
dissertation is estimated to be about mid-March 2000. 
Please supply a Ietter of unconditional approval 
Thank you very much 
Yours sincerely 
Heather k Punshon 
UNTVERSl'R ADVISORY CO- 
ON ETBlCS IN BEEUVIOURAL SCIENCE RESEARCH 
NAME: V. Hajnal (H.A. Punstton) 
Educational Administration 
DATE: October 1,1999 
The University Advisory Committee on Ethics in Behavioural Science Research has reviewed 
the Application for Ethics Approval for your study "Education of Children with Special Needs: 
The Fiscal Story of Three School Divisions" (99-170). 
Your study has been APPROVED subject to the following: 
The committee requests the fbllowing information: 
How will the results of the study be disseminated/ and or used? 
The committee requests that the fbllowing information be added to your consent form: 
A statement of how the resuits of the study will be disseminated/ and or used 
A statement to the effect that the participant's signature acknowledges that she has 
received a copy of the consent form for hisher records 
On your application, you indicated that "confidentiality and anonymity will be ensured as 
far as possible". This implies that here might be limits on the degree to which 
w&dentiality and anonymity can be assured Any such limits must be spelled out in the 
consent form. 
A statement of the estimated time commitment of participant 
Please send one copy of your revisions to the Office of Research Services for our records. 
The term of this approval is for 3 years. 
This letter serves as your certificate of approval, effective as of the time that you have 
completed the requested modifications. If you require a letter of unconditional approval, 
please so indicate on your reply, and one will be issued to you. 
Any significant changes to your proposed study should be reported to the Chair for 
Committee consideration in advance of its implementation 
I wish you a successful and informative study. 
University Advisory Committee 
on Ethics in Behaviourai Science Research 
